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ABSTRACT 
The problem of predicting the general ion exchange equilibria 
pertaining to systems of industrial significance is generated by 
the mUlticomponent nature of such systems and the nonidealities which 
may be present in both the solution and exchanger phases. 
A general framework applicable to multi component systems · 
incorporating nonideal effects in both phases is presented. For the 
solution phase a well established procedure for calculating activity 
coefficients is adopted. Deviations from ideal behaviour in the 
exchanger phase are modelled by the Wilson equation, which expresses 
the excess Gibbs free energy of mixing of the resinates as a function 
of composition. A Significant advantage is afforded by this equation 
in that theoretic~lly a multicomponent system may be predicted from 
the binary interaction coefficients of this equation which are 
determined experimentally, thereby reducing the otherwise extensive 
experimental program. 
These ideas are applied to systems of increasing complexity from 
simple binary characterisation experiments to the prediction of a six 
component system related to that encountered in the recovery of uranium 
from sulphuric acid leach liquors. 
2- -Experimentation for the systems involving the ions S04 ' Cl and 
-
N03 and a strong base anion exchanger have provided a severe test for 
the procedure proposed. The agreement between the predicted and experimental 
resin phase composition data for this ternary system is within ± 5%. 
The addition of complexing agents complicates the procedure in that 
it becomes physically impossible to decompose the system into the desirable 
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experimental binary systems. In this case higher order systems are 
characterised. Introducing a mineral acid to the ternary system 
discussed previously generates the HS04 ion which necessitates the 
characterisation of other ternary systems before the quaternary system 
may be predicted. The agreement between the predicted and experimental 
resin phase composition for the quaternary system is shown to be within 
± 10%. 
The work is easily extended to include the more complex systems 
generated by the complexation of metal ions with the various ligands 
present. .Provided the stoichiometry of the complex species in the 
exchanger phase is well defined the complexes present no difficulties 
in the characterisation procedures. 
Experimental studies on the acidic uranyl sulphate quaternary 
system provide the desired ion exchange equilibrium constants and the 
interaction coefficients. 
In order that the interaction coefficients for the ion pairs such 
2- - 2--
as 002 (S04)2 ' Cl and U02 (S04)2 ' N03 may be estimated it is necessary 
to characterise two quinary systems. Nevertheless the characteristics 
of lower order systems are employed to reduce the number of unknown 
parameters. 
Finally it is possible to predict the resin phase composition of 
the six component system which results from chloride and nitrate species 
being included in the acidic uranyl sulphate system. The quantitative 
effects of all the components in the solution phase on the extent of 
uranium loading are predicted. 
Although the ferric ion is an important component in the industrial 
v 
situation this ion has been excluded from this work because at this 
stage it is not · possible to identify or measure the quantity of 
the various ferric complexes present in the resin phase for a 

























ion size parameter in Debye-Huckel equation. 
activity of species j in solution mixture. 
activity of species k in resin phase. 
parameter in Debye-Huckel equation. 
chemical species j in solution phase. 
ion parameter in Debye-Huckel equation. 
parafueter in Debye-Huckel equation. 
chemical species k in resin phase. 
equivalent capacity of resin. 
molar concentration of species j in solution phase. 
divinylbenzene. 
fugacity of component i. 
normalised sum of square errors function. 
Gibbs free energy. 
specific Gibbs free energy. 
partial molar Gibbs free energy 
excess Gibbs free energy 
ionic strength defined as ~ r. z2 C' 
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mole ratio of sulphate to bisulphate in the resin phase 
at equilibrium. 
equilibrium constant of reaction i. 
stability constant for complex formation. 
number of species in resin phase. 

































number of moles of species j in solution. 
number of moles of species k in resin. 
solution normality. 
number of independent reactions. 
-log ~+. 
pressure. 
number of independent ion exchange reactions. 
number of reactions. 
gas constant. 
root mean square error. 
number of species in solution phase. 
temperature. 
volume. 
mole fraction of species i in resin phase. 
mole fraction of species i in solution phase. 
extent of reaction in moles. 
equivalent fraction of species i in resin phase. 
equivalent fraction of species i in solution phase. 
ionic charge of species j. 
stoichiometric coefficient of j th species in solution 
for i th competing reaction. 
stoichiometric coefficient of k th species in resin 
for i th competing reaction. 
activity coefficient of species k in resin phase. 

















equilibrium quotient of i th reaction • 
. Wilson interaction parameter. 
average ligand number in resin phase complex. 
extent of reaction i in moles/l system. 
experimental value of variable • . 
value of · variabl e from curve-fitting proCedures. 
predicted value of variable. 
with operator 6 denotes the excess change in property 
upon mixi.ng. 
solution phase . 
reference state or initial condition. 
ideal case. 
reference state or inferred value of variable. 
finite change in state property. 
cumulative product operator. 
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Reactions at solid-liquid interfaces are used extensively in 
nature. In particular ion exchange reactions occur in soils and 
living organisms. Man has recognised this and has developed systems 
which exploit this phenomenon to his benefit. 
Today ion exchange is an important unit operation in the process 
industries. Applications include the desalination and purification 
of water and the hydrometallurgical practices of recovery, purification 
and concentration of metals from aqueous media. Further, in the 
chemical, nuclear, food and pharmaceutical branches of industry and 
more recently in the treatment of effluents anc trade wastes aspects 
of ion exchange technology have been applied. 
The techniques and theory of ion exchange processes continue to 
advance. At present interest in continuous counter current ion 
exchange systems is increasing in some applications. HAINES et al (1973) 
has described a multistage continuous ion exchange system to treat acid 
pickle liquors and ROSS and GEORGE (1971) have applied this technique 
to the recovery of uranium from natural mine waters. 
The mathematical representation of the ion exchange process has 
not been neglected. A general mathematical" description of the isothermal 
ion exchange process has been formulated by SMIRNOV (1976). Included in 
the description are the important equations for thermodynamic equilibria 
and the kinetics of the process. This thesis is concerned solely with 
the thermodynamic equilibria of ion exchange systems. 
The thermodynamic equilibrium aspects of ion exchange have been 
studied extensively both theoretically and experimentally as reviewed by 
2 
HELFFERICH (1962). fure recently NOVOSAD (1973) studied the thermo- · 
dynamics of ion ' exchange in the . language of solution thermodynamics. 
Although a number·of authors have investigated ternary systems (KLEIN 
et al, 1964, STREAT and BRIGNAL, 1970 and SOLDATOV and BYCHKOVA, 
1971) the majority of published work is concerned with binary systems. 
This is surprising since ion exchange is predominant in the fields of 
hydrometallurgy and water treatment which generally comprise complex 
multi component systems. 
KLEIN et al (1967) has presented a theoretical analysis of 
multicomponent ion exchange in fixed beds. The method is based on the 
assumption that the dimensionless selectivity coefficient is constant. 
Generally this is not true because nonidealities occur in both the 
solution and resin phase while the definition used for this coefficient 
makes no provision for including activity correct~ons. TONDEUR and 
KLEIN (1967) and HELFFERICH (1967) both presented generalised equilibrium 
theories for multi component. ion exchange in fixed beds applied to 
systems with constant separation factors. 
There is a need to develop a framework from which the general 
multicomponent ion exchange system, exhibiting non-ideal behaviour in 
both phases, may be predicted. An approach analogous to vapour-liquid 
equilibria, that a multicomponent system may be predicted from the 
combination of a number of non-ideal subsystems that are characterised 
experimentally, should be considered. This approach has the advantage 
of reducing the experimental program required to characterise a 
multicomponent system. 
A second objective is to apply these ideas to the well known 
system encountered in the separation of uranium from sulphuric acid leach 
liquors. Absorption of uranium from sulphuric acid solution is the most 
3 
important ion exchange te~hnique for uranium recovery. 
It should be possible to quantify ' the effects, as reviewed by 
PREUSS and KUNIN (1958), of the solution characteristics of sulphuric 
acid leach liquors on uranium absorption by anion exchange resins. 





2.1 STUDIES OF NON-COMPLEXING SYSTEMS 
An unnecessarily simplified approach to ion exchange equilibria 
is often adopted when the selectivity constant is defined in terms of 
concentrations of species in both phases. In general this results 
in the selectivity constant being a function of resin composition 
and total solution concentration as illustrated by BOARI et al (1974) 
2-
in their studies of the simple S04 - C1 binary system. 
The incentive to be able to predict mu1ticomponent ion exchange 
from data of subsystems is great and has been ~ttempted before. 
DRANOFF and LAPIDUS (1957) have investigated the ternary systems Dowex 
+ + + 2+ + + 
50, Ag - Na - Hand Cu - H - Ag at 0,1 N total concentration 
assuming unit activity coefficients of species in both phases. They 
report good agreement between ternary and binary data when presented 
as isotherms. 
Similarly PIERONI and DRANOFF (1963) report that the system 
+ + 2+ 
Dowex 50 - X8, H - Na - Cu at 0,05 Nand 0,1 N may be treated in 
terms of the binary systems. Effectively the third component is ignored 
in the graphical presentation when the ternary system is represented on 
a typical binary diagram by a single equilibrium line. However because 
of the assumption of unit activity coefficients in both phases it is 
not possible to calculate the equilibrium curve for a different total 
solution concentration. 
Although DODDS and TONDEUR (1974) consider the ternary system 
+ 2+ 2+ 
Na Mg Ca pertaining to the water softening process their procedure 
5 
effectively reduces the problem to a binary system'. 
Attempts have been made to remove the dependence of the binary 
equilibrium coefficient expressed in concentration units in both 
phases on the total solution concentration. ' This is achieved by 
introducing the activity coefficient of species in the solution phase. 
BARRER and KLINOWSKI (1974) have shown that for total solution 
concentrations of less than 2 N this is feasible. The resultant 
apparent equilibrium constant expressed in concentration of resin 
species and activity of solution species is then only a function· of 
resin phase composition. However, NIKOLAYEV et aZ (1974) have shown 
for the system KU - 2 x 8, CaC12 , HC1, H20 at concentrations above 2 N 
that this condition does not hold and they suggest that the interactions 
of resin species are responsible. It is possible that this effect is 
due to the different water contents of the various ionic forms of the 
exchanger and/or G~e activity of water in the two pure electrolytes at 
fini te concentrations is significantly different. 
In the attempts to describe the functional relationship between 
resin phase composition and the variation of the selectivity coefficient 
corrected for solution phase non-idealities, statistical thermodynamic 
treatments have been proposed by BIRCH e t aZ (1967) and extended in 
o 0 
the temperature range 25 - 65 C by BIRCH et aZ (1969). Polynomial 
expressions are derived theoretically for the binary systems, chloride 
with each of the bivalent ions sulphate, oxalate, carbonate and borate. 
LEGENCHENKO (1971) has applied a statistical approach to describe the 
variation of the binary equilibrium constant, defined in terms of resin 
species concentrations and solution species activities, as a polynomial 
in the mole fraction of one resin species of degree not exceeding the 
coordination number. The equation provides opportunities for approximating 
to any dependence of the equilibrium constant on exchanger composition. 
6 
The statistical approaches reviewed have been restricted to binary 
systems. 
SOLDATOV and BYCHKOVA (1970) have described the calculation of 
the ternary ion exchange system Dowex 50 - X10, K+ - NH~ - H+ based 
on the concept that the activity coefficients in the binary mixture 
may be calculated from the experimental data and then used to find 
the corresponding quantities for the ternary mixture. For accurate 
results the treatment requires the main binary system be selected as 
that system closest to ideality. 
A method has been proposed by DANES and DANES (1972) of calculating 
ion exchange equilibria of polyionic systems. The molar excess free 
mixing enthalpy of the resinates is expressed as a polynominal in the 
composition variables. In the Case of a ternary system, for which the 
apparent equilibrium constants defined for solution activities and resin 
concentration of each of the binaries are not a linear function of 
composition~ it is necessary to have ternary data as well. 
BYCHKOVA and SOLDATOV (1973) successfully predicted the system 
. + + + 
KU - 2 x 25, NH4 - Na - H from binary data with the use of two 
parametric lines of the Gibbs triangle related to the composition of the 
solution phase. It is required that one of these lines be rectilinear. 
An approach which incorporates non-idealities in both phases of 
a multi component system without the limitations discussed will be more 
useful. KOKOTOV (1972) has discussed the methods for calculating the 
activity coefficients in the resin phase and the thermodynamic exchange 
constants. This system of equations includes non-idealities in both 
phases for multicomponent systems. This procedure is applied to the 
experimental data of multicomponent systems to obtain the activity 
7 
coefficients for each of the resinates. 
The literature review so far describes methods of obtaining 
the thermodyriamic equilibrium constants directly from ionic partition 
experiments. BOYD et aZ (1974) have developed a procedure to calculate 
the molal concentration product quotient K independently of direct 
m 
measurements of the equilibrium and to predict the dependence of K m 
on cross-linking and ionic composition. 
2.2 STUDIES OF ION COMPLEXING SYSTEMS 
Most aqueous phases exhibi t some degree of complex formation between 
species. The studies reviewed in the previous section ignore this aspect 
or the authors indicate that complex formation is negligible. 
TURNER (1968) has described a method to calculate the equilibrium 
diagram for systems involving weakly dissociated electrolytes. In this 
case a neutral complex is formed in the solution phase. The systems 
Zeo-Karb 225, acetic acid, sodium acetate and chloracetic acid, sodium 
d ' th + d + b ' b d chloroacetate were investigate , W1 cations H an Na e1ng absor e 
on the resin. The calculated and experimental results show good 
agreement . 
. A study has been made by GOLDEN et at (1974) to evaluate the behaviour 
of complexing systems in the solution phase for predicting the 
concentration history of the column effluent and composition profile in the 
column under local - equilibrium conditions~ A ternary system with each 
cation forming a neutral complex with the single coion in the solution 
phase is discussed. In this treatment both separation factors and stability 
factors are presumed to be independent of mole fraction composition in 
the resin phase. 
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Complexation is not limited to the solution phase, both cation~c 
and anionic complexes, particularly of metals may be present on ion 
exchangers. It is complexation in both phases which is responsible 
for the successful application of ion exchange in hydrometallurgy . 
. Ion pair formation or association in the resin phase is likely to 
occur if the fixed ionic groups are similar in structure to precipitating 
or complexing agents. Weakly basic and acidic resins are in this 
+ category. Reaction between carboxylic acid anions and H is an example 
which has been studied by RUBINSHTEIN (1974). Essentially the interaction 
between counter ions and fixed ionic groups is separated from true ion 
exchange. In these studies the overall effect is characterised by the 
true exchange constants and the dissociation constants of the hydrogen 
or salt form of the ion exchange resin. The procedure allows for all 
interactions in the solution phase but only ion association in the 
resin phase, in other words the definition of the exchange constant 
includes activities of species in the solution phase and concentration 
units in the resin phase. 
2.3 STUDIES INCLUDING URANYL SPECIES 
The absorption of uranium from sulphuric acid solution is the most 
important ion exchange technique for uranium recovery. 
In general the concentration of uranium, acid, sulphate,nitrate, 
chloride, ferric and other ions effects the equilibrium uranium loading. 
This has been concluded from reported operating plant experience and the 
numerous experiments conducted previously. 
KORKISH (1970) has published a comprehensive review of the information 
available on the separation of uranium and thorium by means of ion exc~ange 
9 
resins • The review contains more than 800 references. Particular . ' 
attention has been given to the anion exchange separation of uranium 
from sulphuric acid. leach liquors. 
At pH values below 2,5, ARDEN and WOOD (1956) and O'CONNOR (1954) 
conclude that uranium is absorbed from sulphate solutions by strong 
4-
base anion exchange resins as the complex U02 (S04)3 . 
ARDEN and WOOD (1956) ascribe the increased uranium loading at pH 
4-
values in excess of 2,5 to the presence of U205
(S04)3 on the resin. 
ARDEN and ROWLEY (1957) observed similar effects in work on systems 
with concentrated uranium solutions. 
In the review KORKISH (1970) discusses the work of LING CHI 'IU 




U0 2 (S04)2 and U02 (S04) 3 can exist in the resin phase depending 
on · the experimental conditions. This has been confirmed by the 
investigation of MAJCHRZAK (1973) which also substantiates the 
observation of STEIN (1962) that the variation of the average number of 
sulphate ligands per uranium species is not significantly affected by 
the uranium concentration in the range 0,0005 to 0,005 M. 
JURY and ADAMS (1959), DUNN (1959) and WATSON (1962) have also 
investigated this system. 
YANO and KATAOKA (1960) · in their extensive experimental program 
using Amberlite 400 and Duolite A10l exchangers suggest an optimum 
operational condition for the pure sulphuric acid leaching solution 
2- 2+ as: pH = 2,0 - 4,5, sulphate concentration expressed as S04 lU0
2 
mole 
ratio, 1 - 15 and a U02S04 concentration of 2,0 - 4,0 gil. The effect 





In most applications of this ion exchange process some recycling 
of the eluting solution occurs which results in nitrate and/or chloride 
being present. AYRES and WESTWOOD (1957) have quoted briefly work which 
shows that nitrate and chloride reduce the capacity of tbe resin for 
uranium with the nitrate ion having a greater effect than chloride ion. 
KIKINDAI (1969) has investigated the system with nitrate ion 
included. The effects of the chloride and nitrate ion concentration on the 
uranium distribution coefficient has been reported by MAJCHRZAK (1973). 
YAllQ et al (1960) studied the equilibria of this system with chloride -
sulphate or nitrate - sulphate mixed forms of the strongly basic 
exchangers Amberlite 400 and Duolite AI01. This work was extended by 
YANO and KATAOKA (1965), chloride or nitrate ions were introduced into 
the uranyl sulphate system. The exPerimental proportional constant or 
characteristic value of equilibrium was correla t ed separately for the 
chloride and nitrate form of the resin with pH, sulphate and uranyl 
ion concentrations of the solution phase. Unfortunately the data is 
presented graphically in the form of absorption isotherms for the uranium 
component alone. 
Although a significant amount of work has been performed on the 
uranyl sulphate, sulphuric acid system including the addition of nitrate 
and chloride ions, no general quantitative method of predicting the 
composition of the resin phase at equilibrium with a known solution 
condition is available. 
2.4 AIMS OF THE PRESENT INVESTIGATION 
The aims of the present study are: 
. . ~ 
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I. To extend the experimental data for the system related to that 
encountered in the recovery of uranium from leach liquors to 
include the "five components uranium, acid, sulphate, chloride 
and nitrate ions. 
II. To develop a means of quantitatively predicting the general ion 
exchange equilibrium based on a thermodynamic ·approach with 
expressions for the non-idealities evident in both phases. 
III. To present ~e ion exchange characteristics such that they . may 
be included in any future higher order system which has as 




3.1 THERMODYNAMIC SYSTEM 
The ion exchange system consists of an aqueous phase containing 
a mixture of electrolytes in contact with a solid insoluble ion · 
exchanger. The electrolytes in the aqueous phase may interact forming 
simple ions, complex ions or complex molecules. 
There is a net transport of species between the resin and aqueous 
phases until equilibrium is established. At this stage the S species in 
the aqueous phase are identified as A. while the M species bound to the 
J 
fixed ionic groups R are identified as Bk • A schematic diagram Figure 
3.1_ illustrates the system. 











j = 1, .. ,S 
Thermodynamic system -for 
ion exchange. 
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3.2 EQUILIBRIUM OF SIMULTANEOUS AND HETEROGENEOUS REACTIONS 
If both the complex formation in solution and the ion exchange 
of species between phases are considered as chemical reactions then 
the .general stoichiometric equation fbr several chemical reactions 
occurring simultaneously in either or both phases may be represented 
by 
S M 
L ex. . A. + L f3 ik Bk = 0 
j=l ~J ) k=l 
i = l, •• ,R, •• ,N (3.1) 
where ex .. , f3' k are the stoichiometric coefficients of the species A. ~J ~ ) 
in the aqueous phase and Bk in the resin phase respectively for the 
N reactions R of which are independent. 
For a heterogeneous system, consisting of two phases, the Gibbs 
free energy can be written as 
(3.2) 
where the prime denotes the aqueous phase, n~ is the number of moles of 
) 
species Aj in the aqueous phase and n
k 
is the number of moles of species 
Bk in the resin phase. The partial molar free energy or chemcial 
potential is defined as 
Equilibrium of the system corresponds to the minimum in the Gibbs free 
energy of the system (BALZHISER et al~ 1972). This condition is obtained 
by setting the derivative of G to zero so that 
S -' S M M L I -' dG = 0 = G. dn'. + n~ dG. + I G dnk + I nk d~. j=l ) ) j=l J ) k=l k k=l 
(3.3) 
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The Gibbs-Duhem equa~ion reduces this to 
S M 
L -' dn ~ +. L ~ ~ = O. 
j=l Gj ) k=l 
(3.4) 
If Xi is the extent of reaction i and njo, ~o are the initial number 
of moles of Aj and Bk respectively then 
R 




+ L 8ik X. ~ = ~ i=l 1. 
(3.6) 
Differentiating these expressions 
R 
dn'. = L C1 •• dX . 








Substituting Equation (3.7) and (3 . 8) in (3.4) yields 
(3.9) 
or 
R S _, M 
L (L . C1ij G. + L f\k Gk ) dX. = 0 i=l j=l ) k=l 1. 
(3.10) 
Now, the R reactions are independent, so that this expression could not 
vanish through there being a set of dX1.. such that (I C1 • • + I 8.
k
) dX. = 0, 
1.) 1. 1. 
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it can only vanish. for arbitrary dX. if (ARIS, 1965), 
~ 
S _, M 
L u ij G. + L Bik ~ = 0 
j=l J k=l 
i=l, •• ,R (3.11) 
Expressions are required for the partial molar free energies which involve 
selection of the standard states. 
3.3 EXPRESSION FOR THE PARTIAL MOIAR FREE ENERGY AND DEFINITION 
OF STANDARD STATES 
For the perfect gas mixture DENBIGH (1966) gives, 
G. = G? + RT In f. , 
~ -~ ~ 
f . / P. -+ 1 P-+-O 
1. 1. 
(3.12) 
where f. is the fugacity of constituent i, P. is the partial pressure and 
1. 1. 
P is the total pressure. G.
o 
is onl. y a function of temperature. 
-1. 
An ideal solution is defined as one which obeys the LEWIS-RANDALL rule 
(BALZHISER et aZ, 1972). 
f. = x. f . 
1. ~ ~ 
(3.12a) 
where fi is the fugacity of the pure component in the same phase at the 
same temperature and pressure as the mixture, and x. is the mole fraction 
~ 








* G. is a function of temperature and pressure since the relationship 
-~ 
between mole fraction and fugacity is dependent on the total pressure 
of the sys tem. 
For non-ideal solutions Equation (3.13) is arbitrarily modified 




* = G. + RT . t n a . 
-~ l. 
* = G 
i 






is the activity of constituent i and Y
i 
is the activity coefficient 
of constituent i such that 
(3.16) 
* and G. is only a function of temperature and pressure. 
-~ 
Thus the partial molar free ene rgy is defined in such a way that the 
standard partial molar free energy is only a function of temperature and 
* pressure and independent of composition. The magnitude of G. and 
-~ 
RT 2.n y. x. are arbitrary in the sense that only their sum G. is fixed. 
~ ~ ~ 
For the standard state a. 
l. 
For the reference state y. 
~ 
* 1 and G. = G. 
~ -l. 
1 and a . = x. etc. 
~ ~ 
For the ionic species in the resin phase the pure component is 
selected as the standard state. 
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* ~ = ~ + RT in ~ (3.l7) . 
(3.18) 
wi th Yk -+ 1 as ~ -+ 1. 
For the ionic species and molecules in the aqueous phase the 
infinite dilution convention of DENBIGH (1966) is adopted 
G. = G.
o + RT in a! 
) -) ) 
G. 
0 + RT in Y'. C'. = 
-) ) ) 
with Y~ -+ 1 as I -+ 0 where I is the ionic strength' defined as 
) 
I =.!.I c' z? 




The expressions for the partial molar free energies are substituted 
in Equation (3.11) to give 
e~ ~ 
S M 
~t.21) 8ik L a .. 
G~ + L 8ik a .. 1.) -J 
1.J j=l k=l IT a'. IT ~ = K. = j J k 1. RT 
i = 1, .. R 
where K. is the thermodynamic equilibrium constant for the reaction i at 
1. 
temperature T and pressure P. 
Expressed in terms of concentrations and activity coefficients 
Equation (3.21) is 
K. 
1. 
a. . 8' k = IT (Y~ C~) 1.) IT ( x) 1. 
j ) J k Yk K i = 1, •• ,R (3.22) 
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To obtain the equilibrium concentrations cj and ~ this set of 
R independent equations has to be solved. 
3.4 SOLUTION OF THE SET OF SIMULTANEOUS REACTION EQUATIONS 
That set of equilibrium concentrations which simultaneously satisfy 
the R equilibrium conditions is required. 
The equilibrium constant is defined for each independent reaction 
of a set of simultaneous reactions in this two phase system. 





IT ~ j ) k 
i = l, •• ,R (3.23) 
or 
u .. B' k 
K. = II (y I. C I• ) 1.) II (y k ~) 1. 
1. j ) ) k 
"i=l, •• ,R (3.24) 
To solve these equations the equilibrium constant at temperature T 
and pressure P are required together with the relationships between c~ and 
) 
yj and ~ and Yk" The equations for the solution phase alone are well 
known. The experimental section of this work is concerned with obtaining 
the equilibrium constants for the combined resin and solution phase 
reactions and the relationship between Yk and ~. 
With this information available it is possible to solve these 
reaction systems. A method or technique of solving these equations is 
required. 
The calculation of complex chemical equilibrium has been reviewed 
by ZELEZNIK and GORDON (1968). More recently VAN ZEGGEREN and STOREY 
(1970) published a critical survey of the analytical techniques that have 
been developed for the computation of chemical equilibria. 
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ARIS (1965) describes the calculation of equilibrium compositions 
from simultaneous heterogeneous reactions using the concept of extent 
of reaction. 
There are three situations considered in this work which require 
the solution of the simultaneous equations. The extents of reaction are 
defined differently in each case. 
In the first case only the solution phase is considered. The 
extents of the P independent reactions are defined in concentration units, 
moles per litre of solution. From Equation (3.5) 
P 
n'. = n'.o + ~ X L CL.. • 
J J i=l ~J ~ 












e'.o + L CL •• E,;i 
J i=l ~J 
= Xi/V 
(3.22) becomes 
p CL •• 
= IT {y~ (e'.o + L CL •• ~i) } ~J j J J ~J i=l 
= y' (~) 
(3.25) 
(3.26) 
. i = 1, .. ,P (3.27) 
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At a given temperature and pressure there are P simultaneous 
non-linear equations to solve for the P equilibrium extents ~ .• 
~ 
Included in the expression for the independent equilibrium reactions 
. are the activity coefficients of the components in the solution phase 
which are functions of composition and hence extents. Thus the 
equations are implicit and numerical methods are required for solution. 
The methods used are reported in the Appendix I. 
If at equilibrium the solution phase activities are known as is 
the case in column experiments then only the Q independent ion exchange 
reactions need be considered. Recalling Equation (3.6) 
Q 









Bik CL •• ~ X. K. = IT a' ~J IT i=l ~ 
~ j J k 
M Q 
L (nk 
0 I Bik X. ) + 




At a given temperature T and pressure P there are Q simultaneous 
non-linear equations to solve for the Q equilibrium extents x .. Included 
~ 
in the expression for the independent equilibrium reactions are the 
activity coefficients of the components in the resin phase which are 
functions of composition and hence extents. Thus the equations are 
implicit and numerical methods are required for solution. 
For the situation where a specified amount of each phase of known 
composition is combined and equilibrium established extents are defined 
in moles. 
Recalling Equation (3.5) 





Cl • • X. 
~J ~ 
dividing by the volume of the solution phase, V 
Equation (3.22) becomes 
R 
0+ I Sik 
+1. 
R 
. ~a ~ . K. = n0~ (C~ 0 L . ~J IT ~=l Cl •• x. ) ~ ) ) ) V ~J ~ k M R i=l L (~o + L 
k=l i=l 
i = 1, •• ,R 
where 







At a specified temperature and pressure there are R simultaneous 
non-linear equations to solve for the R equilibrium extents Xi· 
Activity coefficients in both phases are functions of the 
extents X.. Implicit numerical methods are required to obtain a 
l. 
solution. 
In finding the independent reactions and using their extents as 
variables the number of reactions is minimized and the calculations 
simplified. 
The successful application of this general framework depends on 
the availability of models to calculate the activity coefficients in both 
phases for multicomponent systems. In the following sections consideration 
will be given to these aspects. 
3.5 ACTIVITY COEFFICIENTS IN THE SOLUTION PHASE 
In the multicomponent solutions of industrial interest electrolyte 
concentrations are relatively high making the activity coefficients 
difficult to obtain either theoretically or from experimental data. 
BROMLEY (1972) has estimated approximate individual ion values 
of S or B used in the extended Debye-Huckel theory for univalent aqueous 
solutions. 
MEISSNER and KUSIK (1972) relate the mean activity coefficient 
of strong electrolytes to the reduced activity coefficient. The reduced 
coefficient of an electrolyte in a mixed solution is then estimated from 
the ion fractions in ionic strength units and the reduced coefficient of 
the electrolyte in a pure solution at the same ionic strength and 
temperature. Reasonable success is reported even at high electrolyte 
concentrations. 
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A generalised correlation for activity coefficient is presenteQ 
by BROMLEY (1973) for single and multicomponent systems. Correlations 
with one parameter 'are possihle up to ionic strength of six. However 
" for bivalent metal sulphate and sulphuric aCi%'the results are not 
satisfactory. 
Equations for the accur a te estima tion of the activity coefficient 
ratios in ion excha~ge problems have been reported by PAL et ar (1974). 
KUSIK "and llliISSNER (1975) have reviewed the calculation of activity 
coefficients in hydrometallurgy. Examples of some roulticomponent systems 
have given estimates of the activity coefficients with errors within 20% 
of the measured quantities. 
Recently SENGUPTA et al (1975) have applied the concept of ionic 
interaction coefficients to activity calculations in mixed electrolyte 
solutions of ion exchange systems. 
A somewhat simplified approach applicable to multicoroponent systems 
has been applied by TRUESDALL and JONES (1973) in the development of a 
computerprograro to calculate the chemical equilibria of natural waters. 
The availability of the parameters required in this treatment when 
applied to the system under consideration in this work and the relatively 
small effect of the activity ratio on the equilibrium quotient for ion 
exchange reactions as shown by BARRER and KLINOWSKI (1974) has resulted 
in the use of this slightly less accurate method. 
An expression for the single ion activity coefficient is obtained 
from the Debye and Huckel theory. The extended equation with two parameters 
per ionic component is (ROBINSON and STOKES, 1959) 
R.n y'. 
) 
-Az. 2 /I 
) 
1 + Ba. /I. 
) 
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+ b. I 
) 
where I is the ionic strength of the solution 
z. is the ionic charge of the species j 
J 
A and B are temperature dependent parameters 
a. and b. are the ion parameters. 
) ) 
(3.32) 
TRUESDALL and JONES have calculated the parameters a. and b . from 
) ) 
experimental mean salt activity coefficients. These parameters are quoted 
in Appendix A.2. 
Thus with the two parameters per ionic species and the ionic 
strength of the solution it is possible to estimate the activity coefficient 
and hence . the activity of each spe cies in a multicomponent system. The 
calculation is iterative, the ionic . strength being recalculated at each 
step until convergence is achieved. 
3.6 ACTIVITY COEFFICIENTS IN THE RESIN PHASE 
DAVIDSON and ARGENSINGER (1953), HOGFELDI' (1953) and GAINES and 
THOMAS (1953) have in principle solved the problem of calculating the 
equilibrium constant and activity coefficients of the resin phase 
components from experimental ion exchange data. For a binary system 
the Gibbs-Duhem equation and the equation for the thermodynamic ion 
exchange equilibrium constant are solved. · More recently SOLDATOV and 
BYCHKOVA (1971) have extended the method to multicomponent systems. The 
method is used to calculate the activity coefficients from multi component 
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data. 
SOLDATOV (1972) has stated that despite the validity of the 
method adopted by the previous authors, the final results are incorrect 
or approximate since assumptions have been made without proof. 
FREEWU~ (1961) has derived expressions for the dependence of 
the logarithms of the activity coefficients of a binary system upon the 
equivalent fraction of the counter-ion in the exchanger. These 
expressions are based on the excess free energy of the resinates, expressed 
as a polynomial. The coefficients are derived from experimental measure-
ments of the solution species activities at different exchanger compositions. 
The basis of this method has been extended to mUlticomponent systems 
incorporating a model for the excess ' free energy which is applicable 
to multicomponent systems. 
The excess mixture properties are useful in describing non-idealities . 
of solid phases. The activity coefficients are generated from tl1e functional 
relationship between the excess property and composition. 
An excess property is the difference between the actual change of 
an extensive property upon mixing and the change that would occur if 
the solution were ideal at the same temperature and pressure. 
The excess Gibbs free energy is given by 
real 
(L'lG) . • 
IIll.Xl.ng 
ideal 
(L'lG) • . 
IIU.x~ng 
(3.33) 
For the resin phase excluding the solvent, water in this case, we have 
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= L n. (G. - G. ) 
i=l 
~ ~ -~ 
(3.36) . 
For the ideal case G. - G. = RT in x. 
~ -~ ~ 
M 
= L (3.37) 
i=l 




n. (G. - G. - RT in x.) 
~ ~ -~ ~ 
(3.38) 
Introducing the activity coefficient Y
i 
G. - G. = RT in y. x. 












x. RT in y. 
~ ~ (3.40) 
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The partial excess Gibbs free energy is 
M (an. ) 
= L RT in y. ~ PT · 
i=l 1 an j . ' , ~ 
Now C no) a n~ P,T,~ == 0 unless 
M RTQ tn Y~ Also L n. = RT l. a n . P,T , ~ 
i==l J 
since the Gibbs-Duhem equation gives 
M . ~ in Y~ l. I x. '\ 
. 1 - 1 an. 












a in y i~ 










This result implies that we require the excess Gibbs free energy of a 
mixture as a function of composition to determine the activity coefficients 
of each of its compone nts. 
The functional relationship between the Gibbs free energy and 
composition must satisfy the following conditions. 
If the pure-component standard state at the temperature and pressure 
of the system is used then y. ~ 1 as x. ~ 1. As x. ~ 1 all other 
11
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compositions approach zero therefore 6G
E 




RT = cj> (xl'" , xM) 
RT 




The "WILSON (1964) model has been selected to correlate the excess 
Gibbs free energy. This equation is a semi-empirical generalization of 
the FLORY (1941, 1942) and HUGGINS (1941) equations and has been 
successfully applied to vapour-liquid equilibria (PRAUSNITZ et aZ, 1967). 










"' . . x.) 
1.) ) 
Differentiating this expression give s 
ln y. 
1. 




x. "' .. ) 
) 1.) 
I ( ~ \i ) 
k=l ~ 
L.. x. "'k· . 1 J ) )= 
(3.47) 
(3.48) 
Only binary interaction parameters \j and "'ki appear, the parameters 
"'ii' "'jj' "'kk etc. are equal to unity. 
The Wilson model for a multicomponent system requires only parameters 
which can be obtained from binary mixture data. This feature significantly 
reduces the experimental program required to characterise a multicomponent 
system. 
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The model has its theoretical origin as an athermal solution 
theory. This makes ' it particulat;ly applicable to ion exchanger 
systems since gener·ally heats of mixing are small (HELFFERICH, 1962). 
The relationships between activity coefficients and composition 
have been described for both phases. 
Equilibrium constants for the solution phase reactions are well 
tabulated, refer to Appendix A.l. The activity coefficients in the 
solution phase may be estimated from a well~known mode l and published 
parameters, refer to Appendix A.2. However the ion exchange reaction 
equilibrium constants are generally not available. For the activity 
coefficients in the resin phase a model has been proposed which . requires 
ionic interaction parameters, these are also unavailable. 
The following section outlines an approach adopted to obtain these 
parameters from expe rimental data. 
3.7 PARANETER ESTIMATION 
The expression for the thermodynamic equilibrium constant Equation 
(3.22) is rearranged in terms of the experimentally accessible 
equilibrium quotient A .• 
~ 






k = IT ' ~J IT . ~ IT ~ 
j a j k ~ k Yk 
introducing the equilibrium quotient 
K. A. IT Y 
eik = 
~ ~ k 
<1 •• eik A. = IT a' ~J IT 
~ j J k ~ 
i=l, .. ,R (3.49) 
A. 
~ 
i=l, •• ,R (3.50) 
i = 1, •. ,R (3.51) 
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and 
-e' k , =K ITy 1. 
I\i i k k 
i=l, .. ,R (3.52) 
Provided the activity coefficient in the solution phase can be 
calculated A. may be determine d from the ion exchange experiments. For 
1. 
a specified temperature and pressure the equilibrium quotient is related 
to the equilibrium constant and the activity coefficient in the resin 
phase. 
Substituting Equation (3.48) into (3.52) yields 







( 1 - tn 
i = l, •• R (3.53) 
Now since Ai and ~ are experimental values, Bik are known stoicho-





The same numerical methods app lied to the solution of the 
simultaneous equations are used to estimate the parameters. In this case 
the objective function F is the square of the normalised error of the 
calculated and experimental equilibrium quotients. 
R (A.~xp _ A:alc~2 
\' 1. 1. " 
F = l.. 
i=l A exp 
i 
(3.54) 
The calculated equilibrium quotients are given by Equation (3.53) 
A search is made for the Ki and set of interaction parameters A
kj 
which 
minimise the function F. 
For the case where Ki is specified the A
kj 
are the only parameters 
to be estimated. 
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Data processing has two aspects therefore, 
(a) Selection of the best set of parameters. Values determined 
from these parameters for r e sin composition are referred 
to in the experimental section as fitted values which when 
compared to the experimental values from which they \Olere 
derived provide s a basis for estimating the effectiveness of 
the regression procedures. 
(b) It is possible by using lower order systems to infer all the 
interaction parameters r equired to spe cify a higher order 
system. The values predicte d in this way are referred to 
as predicted values which when compared with experimental 
values obtained for the higher order system provide a 
severe test of the linearized ' procedure employed. 
An extensive expe rimental program designed to substantiate the 
ideas expressed in this chapter is discussed in the following chapters. 
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CHAPTER FOUR 
INVES~IGATION OF BINARY AND TERNARY 
SYSTEMs 
The objective of the following experimental program is to 
determine whether the Wilson model satisfactorily characterises 
binary ion exchange systems. Thereafter a comparison is made 
between predictions of the ternary system based on the binary 
characteristics, and experimental data. 
2- -
Binary systems involving S04' N0
3 
and Cl ions have been 
selected because these three simple ions are present in typical 
uranium leach liquors and as such represent the smallest sub-
systems of this multiionic system. 
4.1 CHARACTERISATION EXPERHtENTS 
2- -
4.1.1 Characterisation of the binary system S04 - N03 
Ion exchange equilibria are determined for the system Amberlite 






at 29SoK. The 
equilibrium reaction for this system is represented by 
(4.1) 
where R is the fixed ionic group of the exchanger. 
The thermodynamic equilibrium constant for this reaction is 
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obtained from the general expression, Equation (3.21) 
= (4.2) 
and the equilibrium quotient is obtained from the general expression 
Equation (3.51) 
2 a' 
><No 3 S04 





The charge balance equation of the species bound to the fixed ionic group · 
R at equilibrium is 
= capacity (4.4) 
where c. is the concentration of species i in the echanger phase expressed 
l. 
as mole ill resin. One complex reaction occurs in the solution phase 
+ 2-
Na + S04 t Na S04 (4.5) 
the stability constant for this reaction is tabulated in Appendix A.l. 
It is assumed that this relatively weak anionic complex is not absorbed 
by the exchanger. 
' . 2- - + 
Ions present in the solution phase are S04 ' N0
3
, Na and NaS0
4
, the 
parameters required for the Debye-Huckel equation for these ions are 
tabulated in Appendix A.2. 
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A. EXPERIMENTAL 
The relationship between the resin and solution phase 
compositions at equilibrium may be determined in a number of 
ways. The batch method has been investigated by GARNETSKI 
(1974). A given quantity of exchanger of known composition is 
added to a specified solution of known composition and agitated. 
Once equilibrium is achieved the composition of the solution 
and exchanger are dete rmined. 
+ + + For the systems KU - 2, K - Rb and Na Rb + it has been 
experimentally confirmed that the relative error in determining 
the equilibrium constants by this method depends on the value 
of the parameter h defined as the ratio of initial total moles 
in solution to the initial total moles in the resin. Satisfactory 
precision may be obtained when h is very much less than 1,0. A 
disadvantage of the method is that the composition of the 
solution once equilibrium is achieved may not be predicted 
beforehand. 
KLAMER et aZ . (1958) discuss an elegant method which generates the 
desired relationship from a continuous elution curve. The limited 
application of the method is a disadvantage. 
A more widely used technique is the column method described by 
KLAMER et at (1958). A solution having a known composition is 
passed through a column of ion exchanger until the composition 
of the effluent becomes equal to that of the feed. The major 
advantage of the method is that the solution composition at 
equilibrium may be specified beforehand. 
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The column technique is used to determine the ion exchange 
equilibria of the systems .discussed in this work. 
A description of the apparatus used to obtain the ion 
exchange data is given in Appendix B. The apparatus is designed 
to allow up to six tests to be performed concurrently. A 
description of the chemicals used is given in Appendix D. 
A detailed description of the procedure is presented in 
Appendix C. Capacity determina tions are usually performed 
before the equilibriations as described in Appendix C.8. 
Equilibrium period is fixed at 48 hours as discussed in 
Appendix C. 4. The elut ion solut ion for this system is 1M NaC1. 
The sulphate conce ntration on the resin is obtained from · the 
sulphate analysis of the eluate according to the method 
outlined in Appendix E . 2. The nitrate concentration in the 
resin is obtained by differe nce from the charge balance 
Equation (4.4) 
c ND = Capacity - 2 cSO 
3 4 
The column technique allows the calculation of activities in 
the solution phase independently of the results of the 
equilibrium tests. For this single complex, four component 
solution phase, the activities have been calculated according 
to the method described in Section 3.4. 
It is not feasible to tabulate all the solution phase activity 
data. A specimen calculation for this system is presented in 




4.1.2 Characterisation of the binary system S04 - Cl 
Ion exchange equilibria are determined for the system Amberlite 
. 0 




and NaCl at 298 K. The 
equilibrium reaction for this system is represented by 
-+ 2-
+ 2RCl + S04 (4.6) 
The thermodynamic equilibrium constant for this reaction is 




and the equilibrium quotient is obtained from the general expression 






4 , 2 S04 xSO aCl 
4 
(4.8) 
The 'charge balance equation of the species bound to the fixed ionic 
group R at equilibrium is 
Capacity (4.9) 
A single complex reaction occurs in solution as in the previous system 
according to Equation (4.5). 
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A. EXPERIMENTAL 
The elution solution for this system is lN NaN0
3
• The chloride 
concentration in the eluate is obtained according to the method 
described in Appendix E.3. The sulphate concentration of resin 
is inferred from the charge balance equation (4.9) 
= 
Capaci ty - c
C1 
2.0 
-4.1.3 Characterisation of the binary system N0
3 
- C1 
Ion exchange equilibria are determined for the system Amber1ite 
400, 0,2 and 0,4 N mixture of NaN0
3 
and NaC1 at 298
o
K. 
The equilibrium reaction for this system is represented by 
RCl + NO; t RN0
3 
+ C1 (4.10) 
The thermodynamic equilibrium constant for this reaction is 
obtained from the general expression Equation (3.21) 
~03 
= ----c,,--
aCl a.-O N 3 
(4.11) 




The charge balance equation of the species bound to the fixed . 
ionic group R at equilibrium is 
c NO + cCl = Capacity 
3 
(4.13) 
For this system no complexes are formed in the aqueous phase. 
The activities of the nitrate and chloride ion are easily calculated 
explicitly from the ionic strength, as shown in Appendix J.3. 
A. EXPERIMENTAL 
The elution solution for this system is 1 N NaN0
3
. The chloride 
concentration of the known volume of eluate is analysed according 
to the method described in Appendix E.2. 
The nitrate concentration of the resin phase is inferred from the 
equivalent balance Equation (4.13) 
c
NO 
= Capacity - c
Cl 
3 
The results obtained for the three binary systems are reported and 
discussed together. 
4.1.4 Results and discussion 
Before the results are presented and discussed, it is essential to 
clarify the nature of the data presented. The data is reported in three 
categories, experimental fitted and predicted. 
The following notation has been adopted throughout this thesis. 
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Experimental data is. that obtained from measurements. If the 
particular variable is directly measurable the data is not qualified. 
If the value of the .variable has been inferred from measured data 
then the data is qualified with an asterisk as superscript. For 
example, C
HSO 
is the directly measured concentration of the 
4 * bisulphate ion on the resin while Cso refers to the concentration of 
sulphate ion on the resin determined 1rom say an equivalent balance 
equation. 
In the case where an eA~erimental variable contains both types, 
then the data is qualified with 'exp' as subscript. 
Fitted data is that obtained when the parameters estimated by 
curve-fitting procedures are substituted back into the expressions used 
in the curve-fitting. This data is qualified with 'fit' as a subscript. 
Predicted data is that which is generated for multicomponent 
systems from the combination of parameters which are estimated from 
experimental data of systems of lower order. The data is qualified 
with 'pred' as a subscript. 
The definition of the equilibrium quotient includes the 
experimental resin phase data expressed in mole fractions. In some 
instances the mole fraction of a species is inferred from an equivalent 
balance. An error introduced here or in the direct measurement will 
be compounded when inserted in the expression for the equilibrium 
quotient by the algebraic operations of division and exponentiation, 
particularly for multivalent exchange systems. 
Thus the experimental data expressed as equilibrium quotients 
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is very sensitive to the resin phase composition variables and 
scatter in the experimental results is inevitable as illustrated 
by PAL et aL (1974) and FREEMAN (1961). Notwithstanding this the 
data is used in this form in the least-squares estimation of L~e 
parameters. A comparison is made of the fitted and experimental 
equilibrium quotients and of the fitted and experimental resin 
phase compositions. 
The experimental equilibrium con~osition of the resin and 
solution phases at the solution normalities specified are summarised 
2- - S02-in Table 4.1 for the three binary systems S04 - N0
3




From the basic equilibrium data the equilibrium quotients are 
determined for each equilibrium condition. A specimen calculation of 
the equilibrium quotient for the first experime::tal condition of the 
S04 - N0 3 system in Table 4.1 is given in the Appendix J.4. 
The variation of the experimental equilibrium quotients with 
composition in the resin phase for the binary systems is illustrated 
in Figures 4.1, 4.2 and 4.3. It can be seen that the data for the 
2- -
S04 . - Cl system falls within the range of the published data of 
WHEA'IDN and BAUMAN (1951) and 0' CONNOR (1954). The data of 0' CONNOR 
2,.. -
(1954), for the S04 - Cl system and KORNGOLD (1973), for the system 
-
N03 ,.. Cl is reported for samples of Amberlite 400 with 8% DVB. It 
can be seen that in both cases the experimental data reported for this 
work, which employs the same resin, is consistent with that of these 
two workers. 
The deviation of this work from that of WHEA'IDN and BAUMAN (1951) 
and GREGOR et al (1955) is acceptable since although also a polystyrene 
I 2- - 2- Cl- -NO)" S04 - N03 S04 - Cl-
Solution Solution Resin Solution Resin Solution Resin 



















3 S04 NO) 
1: S0
4 
Cl SO * Cl Cl . NO Cl 4 . . . , 3 
0,10 0,~01 0,-599 0,90 0,10 0,721 . 0,279 : 0,95 0,05 0,794 
0,20 0,259 0,741 0,80 0,20 0,553 . 0,447 0,90 0,10 0,689 
0,40 0,119 0,881 0,60 0,40 0,343 0,657 0,80 0,20 0,527 
0,60 0,059 0,941 0,40 0,60 0,205 0,792 . 0,70 0,30 0,412 
0,80 0,021 0,979 0,20 0,80 0,109 : 0,891 0,50 0,50 0,244 
0,90 0,011 0,989 0,30 0,70 0,129 
0,10 0,305 0,695 0,90 0,10 0,622 0,378 0,95 0,05 0,806 
0,20 0,177 0,823 0,80 0,20 0,434 0,566 0,90 0,10 0,703 
0,40 0,071 0,929 0,60 0,40 0,236 0,764 0,80 0,20 0,539 
0,60 0,029 0,971 0,40 0,60 0,127 0,873 0,70 0,30 0,422 
0,50 0,50 0,251 
0,30 0,70 0,133 
. 
0,10 0,247 0,753 
0,20 0,133 0,867 
0,40 0,049 . 0,951 
0,60 0,019 0,981 
0,80 0,006 0,994 .. 
~~ ~~--- . - - - - - --- -----
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o Wheaton and Bauman (1951) Dowex2 
o Gregor et al (1955) Dowex 2 
() Korngold ('1973) Amberlite 400 
OL-______________ ~ ______________ ~ 
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Figure 4.1 
XN0 3 
mole fraction nitrate Ion on resin 
Variation of equilibrium quotient with nitrate ion 
mole fraction for binary system Amberlite 400, 0,2 N, 
0,4 N mixture of NaCl and NaN0
3 
at 29SoK. Comparison 
of this work with published data. The solid line 
represents the least-squares fit of the experimental 
dat~ with the Wilson parameters and equilibrium 
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eaton (1951) Dowex 2 
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Figure 4.2 
mote fraction chloride Ion on resin 
Variation of equilibrium quotient with chloride ion 
mole fraction for binary syste m Amberlit 400, 0,2 N, 




at 298 K . 
. ' ... 
Comparison of this work with published data. The 
solid line represents the least-squares fit of the 
experime ntal data with the Wilson parameters and 
equilibrium constant reported. Tabulated results 















Wilson parameters equilibriu m constant 
Aij 5°4 N03 N03 
5°4 1,0 0,65419 K :: 72,939 
. N03" 3,11 59 1,0 
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Legend 
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mole fraction nitrate Ion on resin 
Figure 4.3 Variation of equilibrium quotient with nitrate ion 
mole fraction for binary system Amberlite 400, 0,2 N, 






at 29So K. 
The solid line represents the least-squares fit of 
the experimental data with the Wilson parameters and 
equilibrium constant reported. Tabulated results in 
Appendix Table F.3. 
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strong base anion resin with the same cross-linkage the functional 
+ + 
group of Dowex 2 is -N(alkylol) (alkyl) 2 compared to -N(alkyl) 3 
for Arnberlite 400. 
It is noted that the equilibrium quoti~nt, composition relation-
ships at different normalities for this work and that of O'CONNOR (1954) 
and WHEATON and BAUMAN (1951) generate single curves within experimental 
error. This ind~cates that the activity coefficient calculations in 
the solution phase are sufficiently accurate. (DAVIDSON and 
ARGENSINGER, 1953). 
Equilibrium data in the form of equilibrium quotients is applied 
to estimate the interaction coefficients of the Wilson equation and 
the thermodynamic equilibrium constants of the exchange reactions as 
outlined in Chapter 3. 
Binary interaction coefficients obtained in Table 4.2 are seen to 
be reasonable numbers when compared to those generated by vapour-liquid 
equilibria. The fact that for each binary system investigated the one 
parameter exceeds unity while the other is less than unity indicates 
that the deviations from ideality are not large. 
The estimates of the thermodynamic equilibrium constants are 
listed for each exchange reaction in Table 4.2. The three binary 
Cl* 





Cl* NO NO 2 S04 
KSO and KC1 ' In this case KSO = KS03 / (KC1 3) = 5,104 
whi~h agrees within the error as~ribed ~o the estimate of 5,094. This 
is evidence of the consistency of the experimental data employed. With 
Cl* 
the inferred value of KSO the Wilson parameters have been re-estimated. 
4 
These parameters are subsequently used in calculations. 
Parameters Estimated 
Ion Exchange Reaction Equilibrium Constant Wilson Parameters R.M.S. Error 
N0
3 











Cl Aij S04 
Cl 
R2S04 
+ 2Cl -+ 2RCl + S04 K = 5,094 S04 1,0 0,2280 ± 2,7 + S04 
Cl · 3,674 1,0 










S04 + 2Cl -+ 2RCl + S04 
*Cl 
A .. S04 Cl ± 2,7 KSO 
= 5,104 + 1) 
4 
1,0 0,21192 S04 
Cl 3,7355 1,0 
*Cl N03 NO .2 
KS04= KS04/(KC1 3) 
Root Table 4.2 Estimates of parameters, Equilibrium Constant and Wilson Parameters for binary systems. 
mean square error of the experimental and least squares fit of equilibrium quotients. 






The agreemen~ between the experimental and fitted equilibrium 
quotients obtained with the Wilson model is illustrated in Figures 
4.4, 4.5 and 4.6. The corresponding root mean square error between 
fitted and experimental equilibrium quotients is less than ± 6% as 
reported in Table 4.2. 
The variation of the equilibrium quotient with resin composition 
is shown as the best-fit curve through the experimental points in 
Figures 4.1, 4.2 and 4.3. 
The agreement between the fitted and eA~erimental resin phase 
compositions for the binary systems is gooq as shown in Figures 
4.7, 4.8 and 4.9. As indicated earlier the scatter in the plot of 
fitted and experi mental resin phase composition is significantly less 
than that for the fitted and experimental equilibrium quotients. 
A specimen calculation of the fitted resin phase composition for 
the first solution condition in Table 4.1 is presented in the Appendix 
J.2.l.B. 
For completeness the variation Of the activity coefficients with 
composition have been determined from the Wilson equation over the 
entire composition range as shown in Figures 4.10, 4.11 and 4.12. 
It can be seen that in general the resin phase activity coefficient of 
the sulphate ion is the most sensitive to composition. 
From the results presented it may be concluded that the non-
idealities in the resin phase are well described by the Wilson model. 
The predictive power of this model is tested in the following section. 
48 
Figure 4.4 Comparison of fitted and experimental equilibrium 
quotient for binary system Amberlite 400, 0,2 N, 
0,4 N mixture of NaCl, NaN0
3 
at 29SoK. Tabulated 
results in Appendix Table F.l. 
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fit ted e qui li b r i u m quo tie n t 
Figure 4.5 Comparison of fitted and experimental equilibrium 
quotien t for binary system, Amberlite 400, 0,2 N, 
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Figure 4.6 Comparison of fitted and experime ntal equilibrium 
quotient for the bina ry system, Amberlite 400, 0,2 N, 






at 29So K. 
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Figure 4.7 
fitted concentration (mole/l resin) 
Comparison of fitted and expe rimental concentration 
on r e sin for bina ry system Amberlite 400, 0,2 N, 




at 298 K. Capacity 
is 1,4 equiv/l r e sin. Wilson parameters and 
equilibrium c o ns tants used are reported in Table 
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Figure 4.8 
con cent ra tion (rnole/l resin) 
Comparison of fitted and experimental concentration 
on resin for the binary system Amberlite 400, 0,2 N 
and 0,4 N mixture of NaN0
3 
and NaCl at 29S
o
K . 
Capacity is 1,4 equiv ./l resin. Wilson parameters 
and equilibrium constant used are reported in Table 
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Figure 4 .9 
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0,5 1,0 1,4 
C· fit. 
J 
concentration (mole/l resin) 
Comparison of fitted and expe rimenta l c o ncentration 
on r esin for binary system Ambe rli te 40 0 , 0, 2 N, 









Cap a c ity i s 1, 4 equiv ./l res in. Wilson parame t ers 
and equi libri um constant used are reported in Table 



















Wilson parameters " .. I) SOl. N03 
SOl. 1,0 0,65419 
N03 3,1159 1,0 
O~ ______________ ~ ____________ ~O 
o 0,5 1,0 
x NO 3 
mole fraction nitrate Ion on resin 
Figure 4.10 Variation of the activity coefficients of the resin 
species with nitrate ion mole fraction for the 


































II ij SOl. Cl 
SOL. 1,0 0,21192 
CI 3,7355 1,0 
O~ ____________ ~~ ____________ ~O 
o 0,5 1,0 
mole fraction chloride Ion on . resin 
Figure 4.11 Variation of the activity coefficients of the 
resin speci e s with chloride ion mole fraction 
for the binary system Amberlite 400, mixture of 
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Wilson parameters 
" ij Cl N03 
Cl 1,0 2,1.627 
N03 0,39121 1,0 
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mole fraction nitrate Ion on. resin 
Figre 4.12 Variation of the activity coefficients of the resin 
specie s with nitra te ion mole fraction for the 







4.2 PREDICTION OF THE TERNARY SYSTEM Cl 
The interaction parameters and the equilibrium constants 
estimated for the three binary systems alone, are combined through 
the Wilson equation to predict the equilibrium activity coefficients 
and composition in the resin phase for specified initial and solution 
conditions. The solution phase activities are first determined for ( 
2- - + -
the ions S04' N0
3
, Cl , Na and NaS0
4 
in the test solutions. The 
relevant activities and a specified volume of resin of known 
capacity and composition in this case xSO = 1,0, are used to determine 
4 
the equilibrium extents as outlined in Chapter 3 and hence the resin 
composition. 
The independe nt heterogeneous equations required to solve this 
system are 
(4.14) 
A single solution phase complex is formed in this system 
+ 2- -
Na + S04 ~Naso4 (4.15 ) 
In the predictions a capacity of 1,4 equivalents per litre of 
free settled resin is assumed . 
Specimen calculations of the activity of the solution species 
and the prediction of the resin phase composition are given in the 
58 
Appendices J.2.l.A and J.2.l.C respectively for the first experimental 
condition of Table 4.3. 
4.2.1 Test experiments for comparison with the predictions for the 
2- -
ternary systems S04 - N03 - Cl 
Ion exchange equilibria are determined for the system Amberlite 
400 ° 2 N In.l.'xture ·of Na2s04' NaN0 3 and NaCl at 298
o
K. , , 
The equivalent balance equation for the ternary system is 
= Capacity (4.16) 
A. EXPERIMENTAL 
An eluant is selected which allows the concentration of each of 
the three components to be measured . Initially, 2 litres of 
0,1 M sodium carbonate was used. However the nitrate 
concentrations of the eluate s determined according to the 
method in Appendix E.5 were consistently more than 10% lower 
than the corresponding predicted values while the chloride and 
sulphate analyses agreed very well with the predicted 
concentration. It was thought that the nitrate had not been 
completely eluted. In the following test 4 litres of this 
solution was passed through the resin sample. Similar results 
were obtained. A stronger eluate was ·employed, 2 litres of 
0,1 N perchloric acid. Once again while the chloride and 
sulphate results agreed with the predicted concentrations the 
nitrate results were more than 10% lower than the predicted 
values. 
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Finally, the nitrate concentration was inferred from the 
equivalent balance Equation (4.16) 
c
NO 





4.2.2 Results and discussion 
For the solution conditions specified in Table 4.3 the predicted 
and experimental resin compositions are consistent over a large 
composition range. The predicted activity coefficients of ·the resinates 
for the corresponding ternary points are included in Table 4.3. 
The agreement between the experimental and predicted resin phase 
compositions is within ± 5% as illustrated in Figure 4.13. 
~1e final three results in Table 4.3 for solution conditions 





results show a high degree of reproducibility. 
Predictions have been made of the resin phase composition 
expressed in equivalent fractions for the entire solution composition 
range at 0,2 N and presented graphically on a ternary diagram according 
to STREAT and BRIGNAL (1970) as shown in Figure 4.14. 
The equidistant axes refer to the equivalent fractions of species 
in the resin phase. Superimposed on these axes are contour lines 
~hich refer to the equivalent fraction of species in the solution 
phase. Ternary experimental data is identified on the ternary diagram. 






















:Equiv. Fraction in Solution Equiv. Fraction in Resin Equiv. Fraction in Resin Activitity Coeff. in Resin 
Predicted Experimental Predicted 
" 
ES04 N03 Cl S04 N03 Cl S04 
NO* 
3 Cl S04 
N03 
0,20 0,10 0,70 0,128 0,318 0,554 0,104 0,332 0,564 0,387 0,849 
0,40 0,10 0,50 0,234 0,336 0,430 0,218 0,353 0,429 0,495 0,840 
0,50 0,05 0,45 0,332 0,218 0,450 0,322 0,235 0,443 0,621 0,751 
0,60 0,10 0,30 0,347 0,363 0,290 0,352 0,375 0,273 0,600 0,823 
0,70 0,10 0,20 0,413 0,380 0,207 0,412 0,396 0,192 0,653 0,810 
0,80 0,10 0,10 0,487 0,401 0,112 0,480 0,419 0,101 0,705 0,790 
0,10 0,50 0,40 0,033 0,764 0,203 0,029 0,771 0,200 0,228 0,989 
0,20 0,40 0,40 0,073 0,700 0,227 0,070 0,706 0,224 0,268 0,978 
0,30 0,30 0,40 0,123 0,619 0;258 0,126 0,620 0,254 0,325 0,958 
0,40 0,20 0,40 0,190 0,511 0,299 0,190 , 0,517 0,293 0,410 0,918 
0,60 0,20 , 0,20 0,284 0,549 0,167 0,278 0,564 0,159 0,487 0,903 
0,55 0,05 , 0,40 0,365 0,222 0,413 0,346 0,253 0,401 0,652 0,746 
0,50 0,40 0,10 0,174 0,761 0,064 0, '175 0,760 0,065 0,342 0,968 
0,50 0,30 0,20 0,201 0,658 0,141 0,207 0,656 0,137 0,386 0,949 
0,50 0,20 0,30 0,236 0,528 0,236 0,250 0,522 0,228 0,449 0,912 
0,50 0,10 0,40 0,289 0,348 0,363 0,289 0,357 0,354 0,548 0,833 
0,50 0,10 0,40 0,289 0,348 0,363 0,280 0,368 0,352 0,548 0,833 
0,50 0,10 0,40 0,289 0,348 0,363 0,291 0,354 0,355 0,548 0,833 
--------- -- - - ------ - -- --- - - --- -- -- - -- - -- --
Table 4.3 Comparison of experimental and predicted equilibrium composition of the ternary system Amberlite 
400, 0,2 N mixture of Na2So4 , NaN03 and NaCl at 298
oK. Predicted activity coefficients of resin 
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y. pred. 
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predicted equivalent fraction 
Figure 4.13 Comparison of predicted and experimental resin 
phase equivalent fract~on for ternary system 
Amberlite 400, 0,2 N mixture of NaCl, NaN0
3 
and 
Na 2S04 at 298
0
K based on experimental data of 
the binary systems. Capacity is 1,4 equiv./l 
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based on experimental data of binary systems . 







INVESTIGATION OF TERNARY AND QUATERNARY 
SYSTEMS 
Sulphuric acid is a major component in the leach liquors fed 
to ion exchange columns. Introducing this acid to the systems 
containing sulphate ions discussed in Chapter 4 results in complex 
formation of the bisulphate ion in both phases. 
Generation of this complex in the solution and resin phases 
-




and Cl - HSO are not feasible and hence it is not possible to 
4 
2- - -




- Cl from binary 
data alone. It is necessary to increase the order of the subsystems 
to terna ry and perform experime nts for the 










and the parameters obtained may be used in the characterisation of the 
ternary systems to reduce the number of parillneters to be determined. 
Similarly the parameters for the binary systems discussed 
previously are used in the characterisation of these ternary systems 
to further reduce the number of unknown parameters. 
5.1 CHARACTERISATION EXPERIMENTS 
5.1.1 Characterisation of the binary system 
Ion exchange equilibria are determined for the system Amberlite 










The equilibria reaction for this system is represented by 
(5.1) 




















A mass balance equation for sulphate in the exchanger phase 
(5.5) 
Two complex reactions occur in the aqueous phase for this system 
+ 2- -+ H + S04 + HS04 
(5.6) 
+ 2- -+ Na + S04 ~- NaS04 
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-
. An assumption made that the weak complex NaS0
4 
is not absorbe~ 
by the resin is checked with this data. Combining Equation (5.4) 




Capacity (5. 7) 
The three quantities in Equation (5.7) have been measured, 
this allo\"s the directly measured bisulphate ion concentration c . 
HS0
4 




The elution solution for this system is lN NaCl. The bisulphate 
concentration on the resin is dete:r:·mined from the titration of 
the eluate with standard base as outlined in Appendix E.4. Total 
sulphate in the eluate is determined according to the method 
described in Appendix E.2. The capacity is determined prior to 
the equilibrium as described in Appendix C.S. 
B. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
The experimental equilibrium composition of the resin and 
solution phases are summarised in Table 5.1 for the binary 
2- -
system S04 - HS0
4
. 
A check on the resin phase mass balance is possible with this 
data, the bisulphate ion concentration is inferred from the 
capacity and total sulphate on the resin, Equation (S.7) and 
compared with the measured bisulphate ion concentration in 
Table 5.1. The agreement is generally good. These results 
indicate that the Naso~ anion is not absorbed. The first six 
66 
Solution Phase (M) Resin Phase (Mole/t Resin) 
* rs04 H Na Capacity E S04 HS04 HS04 
0,3641 0,0593 0,6689 1,410 0,8961 0,370 0,382 
0,3641 0,0593 0,6689 1,418 0,9047 0,374 0,391 
0,3641 0,0593 0,6689 1,416 0,9081 0,374 0,400 
0,3619 0,1866 0,5373 1,388 1,0606 0,688 0,733 
0,3619 0,1866 0,5373 1,402 1,0692 0,704 0,736 
0,3619 0,1866 0,5373 1,410 1,0675 0,696 0,725 
0,4988 0,277 5 0,7 201 1,394 1,1137 0,8260 0,833 
0,4706 0,2213 0,7200 1,363 1,0683 0,7376 0,774 
0,4538 0,1875 0,7201 1,389 1,0400 0,6968 0,691 
0,4373 0,1547 0,7200 1,396 1,0161 0,6412 0,636 
0,42-09 0,1219 0,7200 1,395 0,9878 0,5740 0,581 
0,4045 0,0891 0,7200 1,388 0,9218 0,4564 0,456 
0,4638. 0,4180 0,5000 1,371 1,1703 0,9630 0,969 
0,3981 0,2978 0,5000 1,381 1,1180 0,8625 0,845 
0,2650 0,0290 0,5000 1,381 0,8070 0,2396 0,233 
0,2613 0,0212 0,5000 1,361 0,7985 0,1870 0,236 
0,2575 0,0153 .0,5000 1,360 0,7573 0,1430 0,155 
0,2538 0,0087 0,5000 1,371 0,7256 0,0870 0,080 
Table 5.1 Equilibrium composition of solution and resin 
phases for binary system Amberlite 400, mixtures 
of Na2So4 and H2so4 at 29S
oK. Mass balance 
check for resin phase. 
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results in Table 5.1 are for two conditions in triplicate which 
indicate good reproducibility. 
The sulphate ion concentration in the resin is not measurable 
directly, in this case it is inferred from the capacity and 
bisulphate ion concentration, Equation (5.4). 
Equilibrium quotients have been determined for each equilibrium 
condi tion. The variation of the equilibriu.rn quotient with 
composi tion in the resin phase is presented in Figure 5.1. It 
can be seen that this work is entirely consistent with the 
published data of ANDERSON et aL (1955). At bisulphate mole 
fractions above 0,6 agreement with the published data of O'CONNOR 
(1954) and NELSON and KRAUS (1958) is reasonable. 
Although the resin employed by NELSON an~ KRAUS (1958) was 
Dowex 1, the cross-link age was 10% DVB compared with 8% for this 
samp le. The date of ANDERSON ~t aL (1955) was obtained witha 
s ample of Dowex 1 of 8% DVB whi ch is equivalent to this sample 
of Amberlite 400. The consistency of the two sets of data 
suggests that the parameters obtained are not limited to the 
sample of resin characterised. 
Binary interaction coefficients and the thermodynamic equilibrium 
constant have been estimated from the experimental data in the 
form of equilibrium quotients. The parameters are presented in 
Figure 5.1. The agreement between exPerimental and fitted 
equilibrium quotients obtained applying these parameters in the 
Wilson model is illustrated in Figure 5.2. The root mean square 
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Figure 5.1 Variation of the equilibrium quotient with bisulpha te 










at 298 K. Comparison 
of this work with p ublishe d data. The solid line 
represe nts the leas t-squa r e s fit of experimental 
data with the Wilson p a rameters and equilibrium 
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S 4 
fitted equilibrium quotient 
Figure 5.2 Comparison of fitted and experimental equilibrium 
quotients for the binary system Amberlite 400, mixture 
of Na 2So4 and H2S04 at 298
o
K. Tabulated results in 
Appendix Table F.7. 
10( 
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The fitted relationship between the equilibrium quotient and 
resin composition is shown as the best fit curve through the 
experimental points of Figure 5.1. 
The variation of activity coefficients with composition have 
been determined from the Wilson equation over the entire 
composition range as illustrated in Figure 5.3. 
The fitted composition data of the binary system for the 
solution conditions specified in Table 5.1 compared with the 
experimental data in Figure 5.4 indicates the lower sensitivity 
of the composition variables with respect to ' the equilibrium 
quotients . 
A specimen c a lculation of the fitted resin phase composition 
for the first solution condition in Table 5.1 is presented in 
Appendix J.2.l.B. 
-2-
The S04 HS04 binary system is well characterised with the 
Wilson model. 
2- -5.1.2 Characterisation of the ternary system S04 - HS0
4 
- Cl 
The ion exchange equilibria are determined for the system 
Amberlite 400, mixture of Na
2




The equilibrium reactions for this system are 
2-:t 2RHS04 + so 4 
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Figure 5.3 Variation of activity coefficients of resin species 
with bisulphate ion mole fraction for binary 














































fit ted concentrat ion (mole/l resin) 
Comparison of fitted and experimental concentration 
on resin for binary system Amberlite 400 , mixture 
o 
of Na 2so4 and H2S04 at 298 K. Capacity is 1,4 
equiv ./l resin. ~Vilson parameters and equilibri um 
constant used are reported in Figure 5.1 . Tabulated 
data in Appendix Table F.8. 
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Expressions for the equilibrium constants are given by Equatio,ns 
(5.2) and (4.7). while those for the equilibrium quotients are given by 
Equations (5.3) and (4.8). 










A mass balance for sulphate is written as 
(5.10) 
There are. two complex formation reactions in the solution phase 
for this system 
(5.11) 
+ 2- ~ -
Na + S04 + NaS04 
A. EXPERIMENTAL 
The elution solution is 1 N NaN0 3 . Unfortunately the high nitrate 
concentration makes the analysis for total sulphate in the eluate 
difficult. However the concentration of the sulphate form of the 









The results obtained for this system are reported and discussed 
together with those of the following ternary system. 
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The ion. exchange equilibria are determined for the system 











Equilibrium reactions for this system are 
(5.12) 
Expressions for the equilibrium constants are given by Equations 
(5.2) and (4.2) and expressions for the equilibrium quotients are given 
by Equations (5.3) and (4.3). 
The equivalent balance equation for the resin phase is 
Capacity 
A mass balance equation for sulphate is given by 
(; 
= 
Combining Equations (5.13) and (5.14) 
Capacity - 2c + c





There are two complex formation reactions in the solution phase 




+ S04 + 
+ 2- -
Na + S04 t NaS04 
A. EXPERIMENTAL· 
(5.16) 
The elution solution is 1 N NaCl. The total sulphate concentration 
in ·the eluate is determined as outlined in Appendix E.2. The 
bisulphate concentration is determined from the analysis for acid 
as discussed in Appendix E.4. 
The nitrate concentration has been inferred from the capacity, 
total sulphate and bisulphate according t~ Equation (5.15). 
B. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
The experimental equilibrium compositions of the resin and solution 
2-
phases are summarised in Table 5.2 for the S04 - HS04 - Cl 
2- - -






For the S04 - HS0
4 
- Cl system the concentration of sulphate ions 
in the resin phase is inferred from the bisulphate and chloride 
ion concentration and the capacity of the resin, Equation (5.9). 
2-




- N03 system the sulphate ion concentration 
in the resin phase is inferred from the total sulphate and 
bisulphate ion concentrations, Equation (5.14). The nitrate 
concentration is inferred from the capacity, total sulphate and 
bisulphate ion concentrations, Equation (5.15). 
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solution Pha s e Resin Pha se 
Mo1e/ t Mole/ t Re s in 
LS04 
Cl H Na HS04 C1. 
0,2100 0,02 0,2 400 0,2 0,780 0,1069 
0,1963 0,04 0,23 25 0,2 0,720 0,2006 
0,1650 0,08 0,2100 0,2 0,600 0,3904 
0,1375 0,12 0,1950 0,2 · 0,480 0,5861 
O,llOO 0,16 0,1800 0,2 0,338 0,7630 
0,08 50 .0,18 0,1500 0,2 0,296 0,8736 
0,1080 0,02 0,0360 0,2 .0,276 . 0,1797 
0,0969 0,04 0,0338 0,2 0,214 0,3321 
0,0750 0,08 0,0300 0,2 0,154 0, 6163 
0,0520 0,12 0,02 40 0,2 0,096 0,8567 
0,0294 0,16 0,0188 0,2 0,050 1,0878 
0,0175 0,18 0,0150 0,2 0,026 1,1851 
Ta ble 5.2 Equilibrium composition of solution and 
resin phases for system ~nber1ite 400, 
mixture of Na 2So4





Capacity of resin is 1,4 equiv./1 
resin. 
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Solution Phase Resin phase 
Mole/i Mole /£ Re sin eq/£ Resin 
1:s0
4 N03 H Na 
ESO 
4 HS04 Capacity 
0,2100 0,02 0,2 400 0,20 0,8576 0,6604 1,398 
0,1966 0,04 0,2333 0,20 0,7085 0,5500 1,392 
0,1658 0,08 0,2115 0,20 0,4918 0,3932 1,403 
0,13 94 0,12 0,1988 0,20 0,3401 0,2844 1,399 
0,1104 0,16 0,1808 0,20 0,2373 0,2012 1,400 
0,0869 0,18 0,1538 0,20 0,1816 0,1476 1,391 
0,1086 0,02 0,0373 0,20 0,5448 0,2104 1,398 
0,0970 0,04 0,0340 0,20 0,3992 0,1464 1,407 
0,0753 0,08 0,0307 0,20 0,2202 0,0828 1,404 
0,0526 0,12 0,0251 0,20 0,1174 0,0440 1,406 
0,0303 0,16 0,0206 0,20 0,0514 0,0208 1,407 
0,0188 0,18 0,0175 0,20 0,0248 0,0124 1,395 
Table 5.3 Equilibrium composition of solution and resin phases 










The inferred ionic concentrations together with the basic 
equilibrium data ·enable the relevant equilibrium quotients 
to be determined. 
The ternary systems under consideration may be decomposed 
and subse quently r epresented by pairs of binary systems. 
The parameters determined previously for these systems are 
applicable and as such significantly reduce the number of 
parameters required to characterise the ternary systems. 








pairs are outstanding. 
-
Estimates of the interaction coefficients for the HS0
4
, Cl 
pair are shown in Table 5.4. The agreement between the 
experime ntal and fitted equilibrium quotients obtained in 
the estimation is shmm in Figures 5.5 an~ 5.6 for a root 
mean square error of ± 9% I t is noted that the root mean square 
error increases with the increase in the number of components. 




ion pair are shown 
in Table 5.5 and in Figures 5.8 and 5.9. The root mean square 
error for this estimation is ± 11%. 
A comparison is made of the experimental and fitted resin 
compositions based on these parameters together with those of 
the binary systems determined previously. Results for the 
2- -
so - ESO 4 - Cl system are shown in Figure 5.7 and for the 
-
HS04 - N03 system in Figure 5.10. It is noted that 
although a root mean square error of ± 11% was evident in the 
parameter estimation the errors in these results are generally 
less than ± 5% . 
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Wilson Parameters RMS % 
A, , HS0
4 Cl 1J 
HS0
4 1 ~O 0,741 46 ± 9,3 
Cl 1,2865 1,0 
Tabl e 5.4 Estimates of the Wilson 
interaction coeff icients for 
HSO~ and Cl pair in the 
ternary system Amberlite 400, 







Wilson Parameters RMS % 
Aij HS04 N03 
HS0
4 1,0 2,6912 ± 11,3 
N0
3 0,27678 1,0 
Table 5.5 Estimates of the Wilson 
interaction coefficients for 
- -
HS04 and N03 ion pair in the 
ternary system Amberlite 400, 









































ASO fi t. 
4 
fitted equilibrium quot ient 
Comparison of fitted and experimental equilibrium 
quotients for system Amberlite 400, mixture of 
NaCl, Na 2S04 "and H2so4 at 298
o
K. Tabulated data 
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Comparison of fitted and experimental equilibrium 
quotients for syste m Amber1ite 400, mixture of 
NaCl, Na 2so4 and H2S04 at 298
oK . Tabulated data 
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cj fit. 
. fitted concentra t ion (mole/l resin) 
Figure 5.7 Comparison of fitted and e xperime ntal conc entration 
on resin for s ys tem Amberlite 400, mixture of 
. 0 : . 
Na2SO 4 ' . Na Cl and H2S04 
at 298 K. Tabulated 

































).. 4 fit. 
5°4 
fitted equilibrium quotient 
10 
Figure 5.8 Comparison of fitted and experimental equilibri um 
quotie nt for system Amberlite 400, mixture of 
NaNo 3 , Na 2so4 and H2so4 at 298
oK. Tabulated in 
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~ 3 fit. 
5°4 
fi tted equi l i brium quo t ient 
Comparison of fit ted and expe rime ntal equi lib rium 
quo tient f or sys tem Anilie rlite 400 , mixture of 
NaN0 3 , Na2so4 a nd H2so4 at 29S
oK . Tabulated data 
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Cj fit. 
fitted concent ration (mole/l resin) 
Figure 5.10 Comparison of fitted and experimental concentration 
on resin for system Amberlite 400, mixture of 
Na2S04 , NaN0 3 and H2S04 
at 29So K. Tabulated data 




5.2 PREDIcrION .OF THE QUATERNARY SYSTEM SO 4 - HS04 - N03 - Cl 
It is now possible to predict the equilibrium resin phase 
composi tion of this quaternary system from the characterisatics. of 
the smallest subsystems measurable. These are the four binary 
2- - 2- -
systems S04 - N0 3 , S04 - Cl , 
- - 2- -
N0
3 
- Cl and S04 - HS0
4 
and the 
two ternary systems 
- 2- -
N03 and S04 - HS04 - Cl • 
The interaction parameters and the equilibrium constants estimated 
for these systens only are combined through the Wilson equation to 
predict the equilibrium resin phase composition and activity coefficients 
for specified initial and solution conditions in Table 5.6. 
The set of independent heterogeneous equilibrium reactions 
required to describe this system is 
t 2RCl (5.17) 
R'):SO 4 + 2N0 3 :t 2RN0 3 
Two complex formation reactions occur in the solution phase 
+ 2- :t -H + S04 HS04 
(5.18) 
+ S02-Na + ::j: NaS0
4 4 
In the predictions a capacity of 1,4 equivalents per litre of free 
settled resin is assumed. 
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Specimen calculations of the activity of the solution species 
and the prediction of the resin phase composition are given in 
the Appendices J.2.1.A. and J.2.1.C respectively for the first 
experime ntal condition of Table 5.6. 
2- - -





for comparison with the pre dicted composition . 
Ion exchange equilibria are determined for the system Arnberlite 













The equivalent balance equa tion for the resin phase is expressed as . 
2cSO + cHSO + c Cl + c NO = Capacity 
4 4 3 
(5.19) 




Combining Equations (5.19) and (5.20) determines the nitrate 
concentration in terms of measurable qua ntities 
c
NO 





HSO 3 4 4 
(5.21) 
A. EXPERIMENTAL 
The elution solution for this system is 0,1 N NaC10
4
. The 
chloride, acid and total sulphate concentration of the known 
volume of eluate is determined as described in the Appendix E. 
A capacity of 1,4 equivalents/litre resin is assumed. The nitrate 
concentration is inferred from Equation (5.21). 
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5.2.2 Results and Discussion 
The predicted and experimental resin phase compositions are shO\vn 
in Table 5.6 and Figure 5.11. The results are consistent over a 
moderately large range. Expressed on an equivalent fraction basis the 
range of experimental data is: 
0,04 <y, < 0,75 
ISO 
4 









The agreement between the experimental and predicted resin phase 
composition is within ± 10% as illustrated in Figure 5.11. The final 
four results in Table 5.6 represent two sets of duplicate experiments. 
The results show a high degree of reproducibility. 
2-




- Cl with one complex 
ion in the resin phase is successfully predicted from the characteristics 
of subsystems which represent the practical limit of the decomposition 














Solution Phase (Mole/R. .) . Resin Phase (Mole/R. Resin) 
I Experimental Predicted Cl N03 H Na 
); S04 HS04 
NO* Cl r S04 HS04 N03 3 
0,08 0,02 0,120 0,280 0,5192 0,3484 0,3660 0,3440 0,5240 0,3453 0,3524 
0,08 0,02 0,030 0,370 0,3650 0,1198 0,4090 0,3808 0,3717 0,1233 0,3875 
0,08 0,12 0,080 0,320 0,1628 0,1182 0,9846 0,2080 0,1716 0,1122 0,9590 
0,08 0,12 0,020 0,380 0,1123 0,0376 0,9982 0,2148 0,1138 0,03 47 0,9879 
0,20 0,02 0,072 0,328 0,2271 0,1462 0,3 332 0,7588 0,2457 0,1438 0,3172 
0,20 0,02 0,018 0,382 0,1628 0,0482 0,3278 0,7948 0,17 43 0,0456 0,3285 
0,20 0,12 0,032 0,368 0,0480 0,0296 0,8668 0,4668 0,0485 0,0247 0,8709 
0,20 0,12 0,008 0,3g2 0,0326 0,0080 0,8756 0,4672 0,0357 0,0071 0,8754 
0,12 0,04 0,096 0,304 0,3187 0,2144 0,5394 0,4376 0,3239 0,2076 0,5289 
0,12 0,04 0,024 0,376 0,2253 0,0696 0 ,5522 0,4668 0,2226 0,0680 0,5589 
0,12 0,04 0,096 . 0,304 0,3247 .0,2140 0,5302 0,4344 0,3239 0,2076 0,5289 
0,12 0,04 0,024 0,376 0,2279 0,0700 0,5474 0,4668 0,2226 0,0680 0,5589 
Table 5.6 Comprison of experimental and predicted equilibrium composition of the quaternary system 






























































o ~----------------~=-------------~ ° 0,5 1,0 
c. pred. 
J 
predicted concentration (mole/l resin) 
Figure 5.11 Comparison of predicted and experimental concentration 
for quaternary system Amberlite 400, mixture of NaCl, 
o NaN0 3 , Na 2so4 and H2so4 at 298 K b ased on 
experimental data of binary a nd ternary systems. 
Tabul ated results in Table 5.6. 
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CHAPTER SIX 
INVESTIGATION OF URANIUM SYSTEMS RELATED TO THE TYPICAL 
SULPHURIC ACI D LEACH LIQUOR 
) . 
The relatively simple systems investigated in the previous 
chapters have produced very good results. The introduction of a 
cation such as the uranyl ion with its ability to complex with 
ligands in both phases is desirable to extend the application of 
the approach towards a real system such as that encountered in the 
extraction of uranium from leach liquors. 
Unfortunately the introduction of multiple complexes in the 
resin phase reduces the effectiveness of the approach in that 
complexes imply subsystems of higher order than binary. Nevertheless 
the use of the characteristic of systems of lower order than that 
being considered significantly reduce the number of parameters to be 
estimate d, this implies a smaller experimental effort . 
This chapter includes the characterisation of the quaternary 
system Amberlite 400, mixture of uranyl sulphate, sodium sulphate and 
sulphuric acid. 'I\w other quinary systems generated by the addition 
of the nitrate or chloride ions to the previous quaternary system are 
also investigated . 
It is necessary to consider the quinary systems because they are 
the smallest subsystems which p.ermi t the estimation of the interaction 
. 4- 2- -




Once the quaternary and the two quinary systems are characterised 
it is possible to predict the six component syst~m. 
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Before these systems may be characterised it is necessary to 
know what complexes are absorbed on the resin and to what extent. 
With this information reactions which represent the system may be 
proposed. The reactions selected do not necessarily i mply reaction 
mechan isms since it is not possible to distinguish between reaction 
me chanisms from equilibrium data alone. 
6.1 CHARACTERISKrION EXPERIMENTS 
6.1.1 Characterisation of the quaternary system 
2- - 4- 2-
S04 - HS04 U02 (S04' 3 U02 (S04'2 













has b een investigated by many workers as indicated 
in Chapter 2. Equilibria have bee n obtained for this system using 
Amberilte 400 resin. 
It is g e nerally accepted (FINKELSTEIN and NEEDES , 1971, 
DEPTULA and MINC, 1967 and BANJERJEA and TRIPATHI, 1961' that the uranyl 







S04 :t U02S04 
(6.1) 
2+ 2 + 2-U0
2 
+ 2S0
4 + U0 2 (804 ) 2 
The other solution complexes formed are 
+ 2- :t -H + 8°4 HS04 




This solution scheme is only valid for pH l ess than 3,0, above. 
this pH uranyl .hyciroxy complexe.s are formed (STEIN, 1962). In practice 
due to the presence of ferric ions the acid concentration of leach 
liquors fed to the ion exchange columns is adjusted to pH 1,8 (AYERS 
and WESTWOOD, 1957). 
Ferric ions are very important in industrial uranium extraction 
systems (JOHNSON and MILWARD, 1953). However the lack of information 
regarding the resin phase iron complexes and the difficulties encountered 
in ascertaining their stoichiometry has led to this ion being excluded 
from this study. A review of experimental techniques applicable to 
the identification of species in the resin phase is presented in 
Appendix H. 
Accepting that the solution phase is adequately described by the 
reac tion scheme, Equations (6.1) and (6.2); it is necessary to describe 
the resin phase before the ion exchange reactions are proposed. It 
is possible that more than one uranyl sulphate complex may be absorbed. 
l~JCHRZAK (1971) has investigated the spectra of uranyl sulphate 
complexes absorbed on exchangers and has indicated that two complexes 
4- . 2-





These results are supported by mass balance considerations. 
If v is the average ligand number of the complex then an equivalent 
balance is 
(2v - 2) C
EU 
+ 2Cso + CHSO 4 4 
Capacity 






Combining Equations (6.3) and (6.4) 
= 2Crso - Capacity - 2Cru ·4 
(6.5) 
MAJCHRZAK (1971) has assumed that for uranium concentrations less 
than 0,1 M the ratio k of sulphate to bisulphate in the resin phase is 
constant for a particular pH and total sulphate concentration in 
solution. 
Introducing the ratio k, Equation (6.4) may be written including 
Equation (6.5) 
C~SO - (1 + k) CHSO 
4 4 (6.6) v 
C~U 
or 




For known capacity , k, total sulphate and total uranium on the 
resin it is possible to infer the average ligand number. 
Although STEIN (1962) and O'CONNOR (1954) have measured the 
bisulphate concentration in the resin phase the methods have not been 
* successfully applied in this case and hence the inferred value of C
HSO 
from Equation (6.5) is used in Equation (6.6). 
4 
Usually the predominant species are considered to be the exchanging 
species, however in this case the dominant species in the resin phase 
is not present in the solution phase. This suggests the possibility 
of absorption of neutral complexes and subsequent ligand association 
within the resin. 
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(S04)2 are present in the solution phase. 
(6.7) 
The first reaction representing an addition rather than an exchange 
process has been suggested by STREAT and GUPTA (1975) and POTTER (1975). 
In the solvent extraction of uranium and iron (III) from sulphuric acid 
solutions with alkylamines, DEPTULA and MINC (1967), SATO (1962) and 
CATTRALL and PEVERILL (1970) assume an interfacial extraction mechfu1ism 
implie d by the first reaction in Equation (6.7). 
A further reaction occurs bet\.,reen sulphate and bisulphate ions 








a 2 at 









The elution solution is 1 N NaCl. The uranium concentration in 
the elua nt is determined according to Appendix E.l. The total 
sulphate is determined according to Appendix E.2. Unfortunately 
the attempts to measure the bisulphate concentration vlere 
lmsuccessful, however it may be inferred from Equation (6.5). 
B. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 













is presented in "Tables 6.1, 6.2 and 6.3. 
pH is the only activity measurement performed in the solution 
phase. As such it indicates \.,rith what accuracy the activity 
coefficients have been predicted. 
The maximum difference between the experimental and predicted pH is 
0,07 units with an average deviation of ± 0,03 units. A specimen 
calculation of the activity of solution phase species for this 
more complex system is shown in Appendix J.2.l.A. 
Resin phase composition is expressed in moles per equivalent of 
exchanger for comparison with published data involving different 
resin samples. Comparis on of the data with that in the literature 
is difficult because very few solution conditions correspond to 
those used in this work. Furthermore, the solution conditions are 























Solution Phase Resin phase 
(Mole / t) pH pH (Mol e / t Resin) (ECruiv/t Resin) 
Pred 
ES04 EH Na 
ru E504 Capacity 
0, 3641 0,0593 0, 6689 2,00 2,03 0,1095 0, 9707 1,416 
0,3641 0,0593 0, 6689 2,00 2,03 0 ,1 500 0 , 9783 1,420 
0,3641 0,0593 0, 6689 2,00 2 , 03 0,1941 1,0118 1 , 432 
0,3641 0,0593 0,6689 2,00 2,03 0,228 2 1 , 0041 1,380 
0, 3641 0,0593 0,6689 2,00 2 , 03 0,2582 1,0709 1,436 
0,3641 0,0593 0,6689 2 , 00 2,03 0, 2641 1 , 0709 1,416 
0,3619 0 , 1866 0,5373 1,50 1,45 0,0528 1,1296 1 , 435 
0,3619 0,1866 0,5373 1,50 1,45 0,0852 1,1279 1,422 
0,3619 0,1866 0, 5373 1,50 1,45 0 , 1250 1,1525 1,428 
0, 3619 0,1866 0,5373 1 , 50 1 , 44 0,1593 1 , 1094 1 , 386 
0,3619 0,1866 0,5373 1,50 1,44 0,1926 1,1198 1. 402 
0,3 619 0 ; 1866 0,5373 1,50 1 . 44 0,2005 1,1142 1,398 
0,240 0,406 0,07 31 0,85 0,79 0,0384 1,1805 1 , 413 
0, 248 0,406 0,0876 0, 85 0, 80 0,0759 1,1617 1, 416 
0,244 0, 406 0,0750 0.85 0,7 9 0.1355 1,1720 1,418 
0, 385 0, 406 0. 3630 0.95 0,95 0 , 0326 1,1634 1,417 
0,388 0,406 0,3 680 0, 95 0, 97 0 , 0684 1,168 5 1, 41 5 
0, 392 0,406 0, 3708 0,95 0. 97 0,1263 1,1685 1. 410 
0,578 0,3 701 0,7850 1.17 1,18 0,0306 ·1,1600 1,412 
0,583 0,3701 0,7933 1,15 1,18 0 , 0668 1,1823 1.415 
0,587 0,3701 0,7967 1,15 1 .18 0,1258 1,1874 1.415 
Table 6.1 
. 0 
Equilibrium composi tion of both phases for system Amberlite 400, mixture of Na 2So4 and U02S04 at 298 K. 
Comparison of experimental and predicted pH of solution phase . 
- --


























0 , 7066 
0,7276 
0 , 7458 






















Solution Phase Resin Phase 
(Mole / 9., ) 
pH ,pH (Mole /9., Resin) (Equiv/9., Resin) 
Pred 
2:U .2:S04 2:H N3. I.U rs04 Capacity 
0,000484 0,242 0,1855 0,2975 1,30 1,33 0,0910 1,0743 1,409 
0,001l73 0,245 0,1855 0,3022 1,30 1,33 0,1346 1,0914 1,414 
0,003765 0,255 0,1855 0,3170 1,30 1,34 0,2066 1,1052 1,410 
0,000478 0,383 0,1858 0,5792 1,40 1,47 0,0767 1,0743 1,416 
0,001l47 0,391 0,1858 0,5939 1, 40 1, 47 0,1216 1,0692 1,406 
0,003617 0,395 0,1858 0,5970 1,40 1,47 0,1912 1,1086 1,401 
0,000450 0,600 0,1868 1,0125 1,58 1,58 0,0696 1,0709 1,407 
0,001247 0,601 0,1868 1,0125 1,60 1,58 0,1172 1,0760 1,413 
0,003 687 0,603 0,1868 1,0125 1, 60 1 , 58 0,1839 1,0880 1,4 07 
0,000543 0,237 0,0577 0,4152 1 , 95 1,95 0,1635 0, 9903 1,417 
0,001193 0,248 0,0577 ' 0,4359 1,95 1,96 0, 203 0 1,0212 1,412 
J,003813 0,252 0,0577 0,4387 1,95 1,96 Q~2649 1,0452 1,407 
J,000485 0, 386 0,0591 0,7118 2,00 2,05 0,138 1 0,9715 1,410 
),001223 0,391 0,0591 0,7205 2,00 2,05 0,1946 1,0041 1,415 
),003647 ,0,405 0,0591 0,7 436 2,00 2 ,05 0,2453 1,0469 1,412 
),000471 0,581 0,0584 1,1026 2,05 2,13 0,1306 0,9681 1,417 
),001200 0,586 0,0584 I 1,1112 2,05 2,13 0,1707 1,0161 1,409 ),003650 0,588 0,0584 1,1103 2,05 2,13 0,2356 1,0606 1,404 
Table 6.2 Equilibrium composition of both phases for system Amberlite 400, mixture of Na 2S04 , H2S04 and U02S04 o . 
at 298 K. Comparison of experimental and predicted pH of solution phase. 
(Mole / Equiv Resin) 
W 2:S04 




0,0875 0 , 7605 
0,1365 0,7913 
0,0495 0,761 1 
0,0829 0,7615 
0,1307 I 0,7733 
0,1174 I 0,6989 
0,1457 0,7232 




0,0938 0, 683 2 












































0,3692 0, 405 1,05 1,03 0,2125 1,1805 1, 416 0,1501 
0,3692 0,365 1,00 1,00 0, 303 5 1,1977 1,403 0 ,2163 
0,3692 0,225 0,90 0,91 0,4307 1,288 5 1,398 0,3081 
0,2960 0,20 1,08 1,02 0,2417 1,1189 1,405 0, 1720 
0,2960 0,20 1,05 1,01 0,3311 1,1206 1,412 0,2345 
0,2960 ,0,20 1,00 0,99 0,4578 1,246 5 1,404 0,3261 
0,1831 0,5924 1,50 1,47 0, 2568 1,0657 1,404 0,1829 
0,1831 0,5524 1,45 1,44 0,3417 1,0520 1,412 0,2420 
0,1831 0,4124 1,30 1,34 0,4693 1,1634 1,401 0,3350 
0,1112 0,20 1,50 1,49 0,3119 1,0657 1,416 0,2203 
0,1112 0,20 1,50 1,48 0,3985 1,0974 1,400 0,2846 
0,1112 0,20 1,40 1,44 0,5379 1,2268 1,400 0,3842 
0,0592 0,72 2,10 2,04 0,3046 1,0298 1,416 0,2151 
0,0592 0,68 2,05 2,02 0,3869 1,1000 1,398 0,2768 
0,0592 0,54 1,90 1,92 0,5124 1,1874 1,393 0,3678 




, H2S04 and U02504 at 298
o
K. 






















is not indicated instead the pH is reported . Consequently a 
calculati .on ·of the expect~d resin composition is not possible. 
The few r esults that may be compared with the literature are 
reasonable , s ee Appendix G for a compilation of literature· data 
for this system. 
In the approach to calculate the average ligand number of the 
uranyl sulphate complexes the molar ratio k between the sulphate 
and bisulphate ion concentration in the resin phase is 
correlated with the activity of the .bisulphate ion in the 
solution phase . 
2- · -
The data from the binary ststem S04 - HS0
4 
in Chapter 5 ha s been 
used . The results are shown in Table 6.4 and figure 6.1. The 
coefficients of the correlation equation have been estimated using 
a multilinear regression routine . Th·e equation obtained is 
Standard error of estimate is 0,02338 . 
With the value of k and the concentration of the bisulphate ion in 
the resin phase calculated from the charge b a lance, Equation (6.5) 
it is possible to determine the average ligand number of the uranyl 
sulphate complexes i n the resin phase. The results are shovln in 
Table 6.4 a nd Figure 6.2 where the calculated average ligand number 
has been plotted against the t otal uranium concentration in the 
solution. It is seen that the precision decreases rapidly at 
total uranium concentrations in the solution below 0,001 M. 
For comparison the data of MAJCHRAZAK (1971), determined similarly 
and qualifie d with spectral data, has been included in Figure 6.2 
* * l' k HS04 V 9:S04 
a' k * 
HS~4 
HS04 
v a' k HS04 v HS0
4 
Mole / R.) (Mole /Lres) Average 
Ligand 
Number 
(Mole ;' R.) (Mole /Lres) Averaqe 
Ligand 
Number 
(Mole / R. ) (!'Ple /Lres) Averaqe 
Ligand 
Number 
.2999 10-1 1,3938 0,3064 2,167 0,8438 10-
1 0,5265 0,5576 2, 4 52 0,1616 0,2736 0,5200 
2,439 
.2999 10-1 1,3938 0,2366 2,746 0,8450 10 




1,3944 0,2034 2,704 0,8483 10-
1 0,5238 0, 3872 2,494 0,1374 0,3230 0,3176 
2,016 
2996 10-1 1,3953 0,1718 2,597 0,9050 10-
1 0,4914 0,5792 2,744 0,1188 0,3747 0,3494 
2,642 
2992 10-1 1,3968 0,1994 2,297 0,9061 10 
-1 
0,4908 0,4892 2 ,7 95 0,1166 0,3815 0,1670 
2,688 
2991 10-1 1,3974 0,1976 2,261 0, 9050 10-
1 0,4914 0,4338 2 ,414 0,1104 0,4031 0,1734 
2,191 
9038 10-1 0,4921 0,7186 1,087 
9035 10-1 0,4922 0,6634 1,619 
9030 10-1 0,4925 0,6270 1,734 
0, 9310 10-1 0,4778 0,5956 2,740 
0,9308 10-1 0,4779 0,5046 2,818 
0,9299 10-1 0,4784 0,4012 2,691 
0,8886 10-1 I 0,5004 0,2138 2,901 
0,8726 10-1 0,5094 0,0086 3,041 
0,8009 10-1 0,5541 -0,0128 -
9016 10-1 0,4933 0,5142 2,144 0,2867 10-
1 1,4512 0,2366 2 , 510 0,4922 10-
1 0,8837 0,0916 3,362 
-1 
0,4939 0,4524 2,305 9005 10 0,2874 10-
1 1,4484 0,2244 2,324 0,4799 10-
1 0,9050 -0, 0022 -
3992 10-1 0,4946 0,4294 2,356 0,2869 10-
1 1,4506 0,1536 2,525 0,4441 10-
1 0,9729 -0,0222 -
1384 0,3208 0,8712 0,777 0,2993 10-
1 -1,3963 0,2568 2,578 0,2985 10-
1 1,3997 0,0344 3 ,109.8 
L408 0,3152 0,7556 2,216 0,2993 10-
1 1,3965 0,2040 2,648 0,2951 10-
1 1,4144 0,0282 2,667 
L384 0,3207 0, 6550 2 . 265 0,2991 10-
1 1,3974 0,1912 2,399 0,2789 10-
1 1,4875 -0,043 0 -
L 736 0,2539 0,8446 3,201 0,2964 10-
1 1,4085 0,2580 2,655 
~ 739 0,2536 0,7852 2,693 0,2964 10-
1 1, 4088 0,2818 1,976 
_738 0,2536 0,6744 2,558 0,2 961 10-
1 1,4098 0,2460 1,986 
.762 0,2500 0,8468 3,317 ! 
.763 0,2499 0,8160 2,431 
.762 0,2501 0,7082 2,401 
~-------
Table 6_4 Calculation of the average ligand number, v of the uranyl sulphate complex in the resin phase based on Equation (6.6) for the 
system Amber1ite 400, mixture of Na 2So4 and U02S04 
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Table 6.1 Corre lation of the molar ratio of sulphate to 
bisulphate ion in resin with activity of bisulphate 
ion in solution phase for binary sys tems A~~erlite 
o 400, mixture of Na2so4 and H2S04 at 298 K. 
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K com:)Clred with data of Ml\JCllRZAK (1971). Tabu la t e d data 
In Ta ble 6.4. 
104 
as a solid line. According to MAJCHRAZAK (1971) the effect of 
the solution conditions on the average ligand number is very smal l 
for ' solutions with total sulphate concentrations less than 1 M 
and pH l ess than 2,5 over the entire range of uranium concentrations 
considered. The large deviations of these results indicate that 
the analyses are not sufficiently accurate for this treatment. 
An alternative approach adopted assumes the data of MAJCHRAZAK (1971) 
as valid and estimates the bisulphate ion concentration on the resin 
in the following way. 
A plot of binary data for the system SO~- - HSO~ in the form 
a lSO /( a ' HSO 
)2 versus YHSO is used to obtain a correlation shown 
4 4 4 
in Figure 6.3. The coefficients are estimated using a multilinear 
r egression routine . The resultant equation is 
= 0,64657 - 0, 2668 loglO a l SO + 0,01409 
4 
( a I ) 2 
HS04 
- 0,001799 ( logl a ' ~ o S04 
( I ) 2 a HSO 
4 
The standard error of estimate is 0 ,0077. 
(
log lOa I SO 4 ~ 3 
( I ) 2 a HSO 
4 
For the complex system b e ing characterised also /(a ' HSO 
)2 is known, 
4 4 
this implies a certain equivalent fraction YHSO. If it is assumed 
4 
. that the presence of uranium on the resin effectively reduces the 
. t f S02- d c apacl. y or 4 an HS0
4
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4 4 
logarithm of activity ratio 
Figure 6.3 Correlation of bisulphate ion equivalent fraction on resin 
with logarithms of activity ratio of sulphate and bisulphate 
ions in solution phase for binary system Amberlite 400, 
o mixture Na2so4 and H2so4 at 298 K. 
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With the val~e of the average ligand number specified and the 
bisulphate ion concentration calculated in this manner it is 
possible to'determine the ion concentration of the remaining 
species without using the experimental value for the total 
sulphate on the resin. This extra measurement allows a check 
to be made of this a s sumption as shown in the Appendix Table F.16. 
The species distribution in mole fractions is determined and 
thereafter the equilibirum quotients. A specimen calculation of 
the equilibrium quotient for the first experiment in Table 6.1 
is presented in Appepdix J.4. 
Equilibrium constants for the two resin reactions involving the 
uranium complexes are tHO of the parameters to be estimated from 
the da ta. Using the Wilson inte raction coefficients of all 
relevant previous subs ystenm the total number of undetermined 
parameters is reduced to twelve. 
The results of the pa r a me ter estimation are shown in Table 6.5. 
It is noted that the root mean square error for this four component 
system is ± 17,6% \oJhich is significantly higher than that obtained 
for the subsystems investigated. It is also noted that two of 
the interaction coe fficients are significantly smaller than those 
previously estimated, while two are slightly higher. Nevertheless 
if the hypothetical binary syste ms are generated from these four 
components it may be seen that those systems with the very small 
interaction coefficients reta in the feature that the one coefficient 
is greater than unity while the other is smaller than unity. The 
remaining binary systems have coefficients in the range, 0,6 - 5,2 
which are quite acceptable. 
Parameters Estimated RMS % ! 
Ion Exchange Reaction 
Equilibrium ·Constant Wilson Parameters 
I 
A . . 5°4 HS04 U0 2 (S04)3 U02 (S04)2 1.J 
2R2S04 + U02S04 t R4U02 (S04)3 
U02 (S04)3 
4 , 8 276 5,232 2 K
SO 
= 7381,8 5°4 1,0 -4 ± 17,6 
R2S04 + U02 (S04)2 t R2U02 (S04) 
U02 (S04)2 = 41,408 2,8237 0,81317 + S04 KSO HS04 - 1,0 4 
U0 2 (504 )3 
0,0026155 0,62344 1,0 0,036596 
U02 (S04)2 1,7304 0,85263 
1,7655 1,0 
---- J 
Table 6,5 Estimates of the Equilibrium constants and Wilso n parameters for the system Amberlite 400, Na2So4 , H2S04 
and U02S04 at 298
o





Comparison of the experimental and fitted equilibrium quotient 
is made in Figures 6.4, 6.5 and 6.6 . Discrepancies are seen to 
be large in some case s due to small errors in the resin phase 
analysis which are compounded by the calculation of the equilibrium 
quotients . 
The deviations bebleen the experimental and fitted resin 
compositions · are very much l ess than those of the equilibrium 
quotients as seen from Figure 6.7. A sample calculation of e1e 
fitted resin phase composition of this more complex system is 
shown in Appendix J.2.l . C. 
It is noted that although the experimental total sulphate values 
Here not used in the calculations the agreement betvleen the 
experimental and fitted total sulphate on the resin is generally 
better than ± 5%, refer to Appendix Table F . 16. This suggests 
that the assumptions made in calculating the bisulphate ion 
concentr a tion are reasonable. 
6.1 . 2 Characterisation of the quina ry system 
2- 4- 2- -
S04 - HS04 - U02 (S04) 3 U02
(S04) 2 - N0
3 
The ion excha nge equilibria for the system Amberlite 400, mixture 







are determined at 298oK. 
Although the nitrate ligand forms complexes wi th the uranyl cation 
in the aqueous phase the stability constants measured by BANERJEA and 
TRIPATHI (1961) are extremely sma ll. YOSHIMURA et al (1962) have 
assumed that no ur~nyl nitrate complexes exi st in the solution i n t heir 





































f itte d equi l i briu IT! quotient 
Figure 6.4 Comparison of fitted and experimental equilibrium 






H2S04 and U02S04 at 298 K. Tabulated data in 




















fitted equilibrium quotient 
5000 
Figure 6.5 Comparison of fitted and experimental equilibrium 
quotient for system Amberlite 400, mixture of 
o Na 2S04 , H2S04 and U02S04 
at 298 K. Tabulated 


































f itt ed equ itib rium quotient 
Figure 6.6 Comparison of fitted and experimental equilibrium 
quotient for system Amberlite 400 , mixture of 
o Na 2S04 , H2S04 and 0028°4 at 298 K. Tabulate d 
































O~------------~L-____________ ~~ ________ ~ ° 0,5 1,0 1,4 
f itt ed conc entration (mole/l r esi n) 
Figure 6 .7 Comparison of fitted and experimental concentration 
on resin for system Amberlite 400 , mixture of 
Na 2S04 , H2S04 and U02S04 
at 29SoK. Capacity of 
1,4 equiv./l resin used. The Wilson parameters 
and equilibria constants used are given in Table 6.5. 
Tabulated data in Appendix Table F.16. 
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In this work it is assumed that the nitrate exists solely as the 
-N0
3 
anion. The solution pha s e reactions specified to describe the 
syste m are identical to those of the previous quate rnary system 
Equations (6.1) and (6.2). 
Extraction of uranium from nitr a te !redia has been reviewed by 
KORKISH (1970). In nitric aci d the abs orbility of uranium become s 
significant above 2M as reported by BUNNEY et al (1959). GOOGIN et al 
(1961), FOREMAN et al (1959) an d HIGGINS (1961) have reported that 
the ura nium absorpti on is enh a nced in the presence of inorganic nitrates 
at 10\'1 acid conce n t r a tions. 




) 3 is the predominant 






) 4 p redomin a t es a t 4 to 6 r'1 ni trate concentration. 
RYAN (1961) h a s shown that anion exch a nge resins absorb 
2-
pre d omi na ntly the ion u0
2 
(NOs) 4 a long \vi th some u0
2 
(N0 3) 3 from aqueous 
metal nitrate solut ions (2.0 M Al(N0
3
) 3)' It is also shown that the 
tetranitrato spe cies doe s no t e xist to any appreciable extent in the 
aqueous pha se. 
In the extr action of ura nium from sulphuric acid leach liquors the 
nitra te concentration is rela tively low. Considering a system or uranyl 
nitrate , nitric acid and a nitra te s a lt with a total nit~ate concentration 
of l e ss than 1 M no absorption of uranium is expe cte d. This is checked 







002 (N03) 2 (M) 
0,10 0,10 0,10 0,01 0,01 0,01 
0,20 0, 40 0,60 0,20 0,40 0,60 
0,001 0,001 0,001 0,001 0,001 0,001 
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In all cases no uranium is present on the resin at equilibrium. 
This implies that in tj1e application of this approach t o uranium 
extraction from leach liquors no uranyl nitrate complexes are absorbed 
on the resin and hence the resin and a mixture of uranyl nitrate, nitric 
acid and sodium nitrate does not constitute a subsystem . 
From these considerations the addition of the nitrate i on to the 
quaternary system previously characterised results in the following two 




(6 . 9) 
~he equilibrium constants and quotients have all been defined 
previous ly . 
It is assumed that the average ligand number v is not affected by 
the addition of other non-complexing anions such as N0
3
. 
The equivalent bal~lce equation is given by 
(6.10) 
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Cowbining Equations (6.10) and (6 .11) the bisulphate concentration may 
b e inferred from 
= 2C
LSO 




The elution solution is 0,9 N Na Cl and 0,1 N HC1. Nitrate 
concentration i s determined as described in Append ix E.5 with 
corrections for the presence of uranium. 
B. RESULTS AND DISCUSS ION 


















summarised in Tab le 6.6. 
The di s tribution of the various species on the resin is determined 
as before. Since the total sulphate ion concentration is not 
required in these calculations this experimental value is 
ava ilable to check the assumptions made in the determination 
of the bisulpha te ion concentration in the resin phase, refer to 
Appendix Table P.1S. 
Concentrations of the ionic species in the resin phase are shown in 
Table 6.7. Equilibrium quotients are calculated from this data 














Solution' Phase Resin Phase 
(Mole /9.,) (Mole / 9., Resin) (Equiv . .j 9., Resin) 
ES04 EH N03 Na , EU ES04 N03 
0,251 0,060 0,02 0,46 0,1492 0,7835 0,2857 
0,251 0,060 0,05 0, 4 9 0,1144 0,6181 0,4914 
0,251 0,060 0,10 0,54 0,0700 0, 4416 0,7257 
0,251 0,375 0,02 0,145 0,0567 0,9497 0,2685 
0,251 0,375 0,05 0,175 0,0358 0,7706 0,4857 
0,251 0,375 0,10 0,225 0,0215 0,5797 0,7428 
0,255 '0,060 0,01 0, 450 0,2545 0,9355 0,1314 
0,255 . 0,060 0,02 0,460 0,232 4 0,8696 0,2343 
0,255 0,060 0,04 0,480 0,2136 0,7659 0,3657 
0,255 0,060 0,06 0,500 0,1938 0,6802 0,4629 
0,255 0,060 0,08 0,520 0,1716 0,6057 0,5686 
0,255 0,060 0,10 0,540 0,1546 0,5680 0,6314 
- -----
Table 6.6 Equilibrium composition of both phases for the s ystem Amberlite 400 , mixture of Na2S04 , NaN03 , 
H2S04 and U02



















(Hole /9.. Resin) 
* * * * S04 HSO U0 2 (S04)3 U02 (S04)2 N0 3 4 
0,2240 0,1770 0,09697 0,052 22 0,28 57 
0,1 916 0,1519 0,07434 0,04003 0, 4914 
0,1607 0,1281 0,04549 0,02449 0,72 57 
0, 1393 0,67 69 0,03684 0,01984 0, 2685 
0, 1174 0,5674 0,02325 0,01252 0, 4857 
0,0866 0,41 43 0,01395 0,00751 0,7 428 
0,1540 0,1 218 0,16544 0,08908 0,1314 
0,1432 0,1134 0,15109 0,08135 0,23 43 
0,1 208 0,0959 0,13884 0,07476 0, 3657 
0, 1065 0,0847 0,12596 0,06783 0, 4629 
0,0980 0,07 81 0,11155 0,06007 0,5686 
0, 0923 0,07 37 0,10049 0,05411 0,6314 
Table 6.7 Expe rimental resin phase species distribution for the 






4 o and U0
2
S04 at 298 K. 
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This system. is characterised with the four interaction 
c oefficients of the Wilson equation related to the ion pair 
combinations of the nitrate ion and the two uranyl sulphate 
complexes . 
The estimates for U1ese coe fficients are presented in Table 
6.8. A comparison of the experimental equilibrium quotients 
and those fitted in the estimation is made in Figures 6,8, 6,9, 
6.10 amd 6.11. The root mean square error of the estimates 
obtained is ± 29.6% . 
Application of the parameters estimated from this data leads to 
fitted resin phase compositions for the solution conditions 
specifieq in Table 6.6 which are generally consistent with the 
ex-perimental va lues wi thin ± 10% as illustrated i.n Figure 6.12. 
However, th~ experi.mental value for the total uranium 
concentration on the resin is generally larger than that 
calculated. 
It is noted that agreement between the fitted and experimental 
total sulphate concentration on the resin phase is good. This 
supports the assumptions made in the approach adopted to calculate 
the bisulphate ion resin phase concentration. 
6.1.3 Characterisation of the quinary system 
2- - 4- 2-
S04 - HS04 U0 2 (S04) 3 - U02 (S04)2 - Cl 
The ion exchange equilibria for the system, Amberlite 400, mixture 
of Na 2S04 , H2S04 , NaCl and OO2S04 are determined at 298
0 K. 
Both BUNUS (197 4) and BANERJEA and TRIPATHI (1961) indicate that 
a single uranyl chloride complex is formed in the solution phase namely 
+ 
U02Cl. The cationic complex has a relatively low stability constant of 
between 1,0 and 2,0. 
119 
II .. . U02 (804 ) 3 U02 (S04 )2 N0 3 RMS % ~J 
U0 2 (S04)3 
1,0 - 1, 8904 
U0 2 (S04)2 
- 1,0 3,1197 ± 29,6 
N0
3 
2 , 9309 0,007278 1,0 
Table 6.8 Estimates of the Wilson interaction coefficients for 








H2S04 and U02S04 at 298 K. Root mean square error 







































fitt ed equili brium quotient 
Compari son of fitted and experimental equilibrium 
quoti ent for system Awberlite 400, mixture of 
o NaN°3 , Na 2S04 , H2so4 and u02
so
4 
at 298 K. 
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fitt ed equilibrium quotient 
Figure 6.9 Compa ris on of fitted and expe rime ntal equilibrium 
quotient for system Arnberlite 400 , mixture of 
. 0 NaN0 3 , Na 2S04 , H2so4 and u02so4 
at 298 K. 
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quo t i ent 
Figure 6 . 10 Comparison of fitted and experimental equilibrium 
quotient for system Amberlite 400 , mixture of 
o NaN° 3 , Na 2s04 , H2S04 and u02
S0
4 
at 298 K. 
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fitted equilibrium quotient 
Figure 6 . 11 Comparison of fitted and experimental equilibrium 
quotient for system , Amberlite 400, mixture of 





at 298 K. 






































o~ _____________ ~ ______________ ~ 
o 0,5 1,0 
c. fit. 
J 
f i Hed co ncentrati 0 n (mole/l r esi n) 
Figure 6.12 Comparison of fitted and experimental concentration 
on resin for the system Amber1ite 400 , mixture of 
Na 2so4 , NaN03 ,· H2S04 and U02
S0
4 
at 29SoK . 
Capacity of 1 , 4 equiv ./l resin is used. Tabulated 
data in Appendix Table P .1S. 
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In this work it is assmned that the chloride exists' solely as the 
Cl anion. The solution phase reactions specified to describe this 
system are identical to those of the quaternary system Equations 
(6 . 1) an d ( 6 . 2) . 
The extraction of uranium from chloride media has been reviewed 
by KORKISH (1970). It seems that the chloride concentra tion has to be 
very high, 5 to 10 M before the extraction of uranium is significant. 
Chloride concentrations in s u lphuric acid l each liquors are 
relati vely low and thus no absorption of uranyl chloride complexes is 





i s not a subsystem. 
Thus the addi. tion o f tJ1e chloride ion to the quaternary system 
previously characte rised in this chapter results in the following blO 
phase reaction scheme 
~ 2RCl + 802-
4 
(6 .13) 
The equilibrium constants and quotients have been defined previously. 
The equiva l ent balance equation i s wri tten as 
Capacity (6.14) 
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Combining Equations (6.14) and (6.15) the bisulphate concentration 
may b e inferred from 
2C
ESO 




The elution sol ution is 0,9 N NaN0
3 
and 0,1 N HN0
3
. Analysis of 
t he chloride , tota l sulphate, uranium and ti1e c apacity are 
p e rformed as described in Appendix E. 
B. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
1~e resul ts of the r elative ly small experimental program for the 
system Amberlite 400, mixtu re o f Na 2s04
, NaCl, H
2
S04 and oo2S04 
at 29S
o
K are presented in Table 6.9. 
A similar approach to tha t described in the previous section is 
applied to determine the distribution of the various species on the 
resin. In this case the chloride ion is assume d to further reduce 
the capacity of the resin for sulpha te and bisulphate ions. 
Unfortunate ly the experimental data required to check this 
assumption is not avai lable for this system. 
Concentrations of the ionic species in the resin phase are shown 
In Table 6.10. This data converte d to mole fractions and the 
activities of the solution species is used to generate the 
I 
equilibrium quotients. 
Solution Phase Resin Phase 
(Mole / R.) (Mole . / t Resin) (Equiv/t Resin) 
EU ES04 EH Cl Na EU Cl Capacity 
0,001 0,251 0,060 0,010 0,450 0,1854 0,0508 1, 400 
0,001 0,251 0,060 0,025 0,465 0,1730 0,1036 1,400 
0,001 0,251 0,060 0,050 0,490 0,1639 0,1916 1,400 
0,001 0,251 0,060 0,100 0,540 0,1322 0,3472 1, 400 
0,001 0,251 0,060 0,150 0,590 0,1056 0,4956 1,400 
0,001 0,251 0,060 0,200 0,640 0,0819 0,6188 1,400 
0,005 0,255 0,060 0,010 0, 450 0,2710 0,0376 1,400 
0,005 0,255 0,060 0,025 0,465 0,2616 0,0756 1,400 
0,005 0,255 0,060 0,050 0,490 0,2359 0,1392 1,400 
0,005 0,255 0,060 0,100 0,540 0,2087 0,2604 1,400 
0,005 0,255 0,060 0,150 0,590 0,1894 0,3812 1,400 
0,005 0,255 0,060 0,200 0,640 0,1762 0,4820 1,400 
L- _ _______ ~ __ ~-- -- - - I - - - ----







(Mole /9. Resin) 
* 
, 
* so * HSO * U02 (S04)3 U02 (S04)2 C1 4 4 
0,2644 0,2087 0,12051 0,06489 0,0508 
0,2597 0, 2061 0,11246 0,06056 0,1036 
0,2390 0,1895 0,10655 0,05738 0,1916 
0,2 205 0,1757 0,08590 0,046 26 0, 34 72 
0,1985 0,1 589 0,06865 0,03697 0,4956 
0,1822 0,1465 0,05325 0,02867 0,6188 
0,1 677 0,1327 0,17615 0,09485 0,0376 
0,1651 0,1308 0,17005 0,091 56 0,0756 
0,1726 0,1371 0,15333 0,08257 0,1392 
0,1 612 0,1 287 0,13564 0,07303 0,2604 
0,1 405 0,1.127 0,12311 0,06629 0,3812 
0,1200 0,0967 0,11450 0,06166 0,4820 
Table 6.10 Experimental resin phase species distribution for 








and U02S04 at 298 K. 
6.2 
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Only four parameters are estimated from this data namely the 
interaction c'oefficients for the ion pair combinations of the 
chloride ion and the two ~anyl sulphate complexes. The 
estimates for these coefficients are presented in Table 6.11. 
A comparison of the experimental equilibrium quotients and 
those fitted in the estimation is made in Figures 6.13, 6.14, 
6.15 and 6.16. The root mean square error of the estimates 
obtained is ± 14,6%. 
Although the differences between the experimental and fitted 
equilibrium quotients are large in some cases, application of the 
parameters estimated from this da t .a leads to. fitted resin phase 
compositions for the solution conditions stated in Table 6.9 
which are consistent with the experimental values \.,rithin ± 5%. 
This is illustrated in Figure 6.17. The measureable quantities 
are significantly less sensitive than the equilibrium quotients. 
PREDICTION OF THE SIX CmlPONENT SYSTEt·1 
2- - 4- 2-
S04 - HS0 4 - U0 2 (S04) 3 U0 2 (S04)2 Cl 
The charcteristics of the following subsystems allovl the prediction 
of the equilibrium resin phase composition of this six component system. 
Binary systems 
2-




- Cl , - HSO 
4 
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II .. U02 (S04)3 U02 (S04)2 




1 ,0 - 0,23027 
, 
U02 (S04)2 - 1,0 0,049312 ± 14,6 
Cl 4 , 9292 2 , 4865 1,0 
Table 6.11 Estimates of the Wilson interaction coefficients for 






H2S04 and U02S04 at 298 K. Root mean square error 





























)... H504 fit. 
504 
fitted equilibrium quotient · 
10 
Figure 6.13 Comparison of fitted and experimental equilibrium 
quotie nt for system Amberlite 400 , mixture of 
. 0 





at 298 K. 

























O~ __________ . ________ ~I ______ _ 
o 2500 5000 
U02(S°l,}3 ~ fit. 
SOl. 
fitt ed equilibrium quotient 
.-
Figure 6.14 Comparison of fitted and experimental equilibrium 
quotient for system Anillerl ite 400 , mixture of 





a t 298 K. 


































fitt ed equilibrium quotient 
Figure 6.15 Comparison of fitted an d experimental equilibrium 
quotie nt for system Amberlite 400, mixture of Na Cl, 
o Na 2S04 , H2S04 and U02
S0
4 
at 298 K. 
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fitted equilibrium quotient 
Figure 6 .16 Comparison of fitted and experimental equilibrium 
quotient for system Amberlite 400, mi xture of 
o Na Cl , Na 2So4 , H2so4 a nd U02S04 at 298 K. 




































o~ ______________ ~ ______________ ~~~ 
o 0,5 1,0 
cj fit. 
fitted concentration (mole/l resin) 
Figure 6 . 17 Comparison of fitted and expe rimental concentration 
on resin for system Amberlite 400, mixture of 
o Na 2so4 , NaCl, H2S04 and U02S04 at 298 K. 
Capacity is 1,4 equiv./l res in. Tabulated data 
in Appe ndix Table F.20 . 
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Quaternary systems 
Quinary systems , 
2- - 4- 2-





2- - 4- 2-
S04 - HSO - 002 (S04)3 U0 2 (504) 2 
- Cl 
4 
The interaction parruneters and the equilibrium constunts estimated 
for these subsystems are combined through the Wilson equation to predict 
the equilibrium resin phase composition and activity coefficient for 
the solution conditions specified in TabJe 6 . 14. 
The set of independent heterogeneous equilibrium react.ions requi.red 
· to describe this system is 
2R2S04 + U0 2S04 ~ R4oo 2 (S04) 3 
2- t R2U0 2 (SO 4) 2 
2-R2S04 + U0 2 (S04 ) 2 + S04 (6. 17) 




+ 2Cl :1: 2RCl + 2-S04 
137 
The solution phase reactions are 
(6.1S) 
+ 2- -
Na + SO 4 :?: NaS04 
The equilibrium constants for the heterogeneous reactions a re 
s ummarised in Table 6.12. The interaction coefficients required are 
r eported in Table 6 .13. A capacity of 1/4 equivalents per litre of 
free settled resin is assumed in ~1e predictions. 
Specimen calculations of the activity of the solution species and 
the prediction of the resin phase composition are given in the 
. . 
Appendixes J. 2 .l.A and J . 2.1. C respec ti ve ly for the firs t experimental 
condi tion of Table 6 . 14. 




U0 2 (S04 )3- - U02 (S04)2 - N03 
- Cl 
for compari son with the predicted compositions 
Ion exchange equilibria are determined for the system, Amberlite 
400 , 0,4 N mixture of Na 2So4 , H2






The equivalent balance equation for the resin phase i s expressed 
as 
(2v - 2)C LU + 2CSO + CHSO + CNO + CCl = Capacity 
4 4 3 
(6.19) 
S·. 





5,098 2S04 + 2H S04 * K = S04 
2R2so4 + U02S04 R4 U02 (S04)3 
U02 (S04)3 
7381,8 ~ KSO = 
4 
2- 2- U02 (S04)2 
R2S04 + U02 (S04)2 * R2U02 (S04)2 + S04 K = 41,408 S04 







+ 2Cl * 2RC1 + S04 = 5,104 S04 
- - - - - - -- --- - -- - -- -- -- - --
Tab1e · 6.12 o Summary of the ion exchange reactions and equilibrium constants at 298 K 
used to predict the resin phase composition of the six component system 





A, ., S04 HS04 U02(S04 )1 U02 (S04 )2 N0 3 Cl ~J 
S04 1,0 0,98 46 4 ,827 6 5,2322 0,65419 0,21192 
HS04 
2,8124 1,0 2,8 23 7 0, 813 17 2, 6912 0,7 4146 
U02 (S04)3 0,0026155 0,62344 1,0 0,03 6 596 1,8904 
0,23027 
U02 (S04)2 1,7304 0,852 63 1,7655 1,0 3,1197 
0,049 312 
N03 3,1159 0,27 6 78 2, 9309 0, 0072 78 1,0 
0, 39121 
Cl 3,7355 1,2865 4,92 9 2 2, 4865 2, 4 627 1,0 
! 
Table 6.13 Summary of the Wilson interaction coefficients at 298°K used to predict the resin 
phase activity coefficients of the six component system Amberlite 400, 0,4 N 
mixture of Na 2S04 , NaCl, NaN03
, H2S04 









A total solution concentration of 0,4 N was selected for this 
system . If the total chloride and nitrate concentrations of the 
solution are specified then the total sulphate concentration is 
fixed from an equivalent balance . Further , if the total uranium 
concentration and the ratio 0 of the hydrogen ion to the total 
sulphate conentration are specified then the four indepe ndent 
variables total chloride, nitrate , uranium and 0 may be used 
to design a two level experiment . 
The values selected for these variables are 
total chloride equivalent fraction 0,1 and 0,3 
total nitrate equivalent fraction 
Total uranium concentration (1'1) 
ratio <5 0,8 and 0,2. 
0,05 and 0,2 
0,001 and 0,005 
Two further tests were run as duplicate experiments at conditions 
similar to those expected in an industrial situation. 
6.2.2 Results and discussion 
The results of the test experiments and predictions are summarised 





















Solution Phase Resin Phas e (Mole / 9- Resin) 
(Mol e / 9- ) I Expe r iMent.a1 Predic ted 
LS04 LH N03 C1 Na LU LS04 N03 C1 LU I r. S04 I N03 
0,140 0,112 0,080 0,040 0,286 0,0444 0, 4146 0,732 0,1139 0,03 61 0,3 96 2 0,7674 
0,140 0,028 0,080 0,040 0,370 0,0764 0, 3461 0,716 0 ,1135 0,065 5 0,3 603 0,7485 
0,170 0,136 0,020 0,040 0, 262 0,1038 0, 7008 0,280 0,1431 0,0920 0,72 42 0,3049 
0,170 0,034 0,020 0,040 0,3 64 0,1 441 0,6597 0, 288 0, 1407 0,1442 0,6684 0,2940 
0,100 0,080 0,080 0,120 0,318 0,0325 0,2536 0, 696 0,3268 0,0215 0,2448 0,7355 
0,100 0,020 0,080 0,120 0,378 0,0495 0,2313 0, 680 0,3244 0,0372 0,2214 0,7279 
0,130 0,104 0,020 0,120 0,294 0,0676 0,5157 0,266 0, 4144 0,0670 0,5156 0,2948 
0,130 0,026 0,020 0,1 20 0, 372 0,1047 0,5106 0,270 0,4059 ·0,1031 0, 4858 0,2843 
0.140 0,112 0,080 0,040 0,278 0,1196 0,4592 0,596 0,0923 0,0984 0,4971 0, 6631 
0,140 0,028 0,080 0,040 0,3 62 0,1613 0,5654 0,576 0,08 74 0,1393 0,5027 0,6193 
0,170 0,136 0,020 0,040 0 ,2 54 o,i 791 0,8516 0,236 0,1072 0,1756 0,8051 0,2563 
0,170 0,034 0,020 0,040 0,356 0,2311 0,7984 0,228 0,1008 0,2239 0 ,7790 0,2414 
0,100 0,080 0,080 0, 120 0,310 0,0903 0,4609 0, 608 0,2807 0,0680 0,3 341 0,6646 
0,100 0,020 0,080 0,120 0,370 0,12 41 0, 4 592 0,588 0,2637 0 .,0968 0,3494 0,6309 
0,130 0,104 0,020 0, 120 0,286 0,1575 0, 7145 0,228 0,3337 0,1405 0,6203 0,2540 
0,130 0,026 0,020 0,120 0,3 64 0,1832 0,73 49 0,224 0,3114 0,17 93 0,6190 0,2396 
0,184 0,092 0,012 0,02 0,298 0,2211 0,9224 0,072 0,0586 0,223 4 0,8918 0,1762 
0,184 0,092 0,012 0,02 0,298 0,2321 0, 9106 0,072 0,0586 0,2234 0,8918 0,1762 
- - l --- - -
Table 6.14 Comparison of experimental and predicted equilibrium comPosition of the resin phase for the system 
. 0 
Amberlite 400, 0,4 N mixture of Na2S04' NaN03 , NaCl, H2S04 and U02S04 at 298 K. 
is 1,4 equiv./l resin. This data is presented graphically in Figure 6.18. 






























































o~ ______________ ~ ________________ ~ 
o 0,5 1,0 
c· pred. 
J 
predicted concentration (mole/l res in ) 
Figure 6 . 18 Comparison of predicted ilnd experimental concentrati on 
on resin for system Amber1ite 400 , 0 , 4 N mixt.ure of NaCl 





at 298 K. Capacity 
is 1, 4 equiv:/l resin . Tabulated data i n Table 6 . 14. 
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The predictions of the r esin phase are presented as the 
corresponding experimentally measurable quantity for comparison with 
d1e measured data although the prediction procedure gives the 
distribution of all th e six components in the resin phase. 
It may be seen that the predicted results are consist e nt with 
d l e experimental data over a moderately large resin phase composition 
r ange . 
0 , 03 < C
t u 
< 0,23 






0,06 < CCl < 0,41 
In genera l agreement beb-leen predicted and experime ntal data is 
wi thin ± 10'5. The final tHO experiments in Table 6 . 14 are duplicate 
tests from which i t may be seen that good reproducibi lity is possible. 
The low values for the experimental nitrate concentration for these 
tests are ascri bed to analytical error since in these samples the 
uranium concentration, which interferes with the nitrate analysis, 
i s sufficiently high to make the U.V. absorption due to uranium 
approximately equal to that of the nitrate alone. 
The duplicate t ests have nitrate and chloride ion solution 
concentrations similar to those in typical l each liquors. It is noted 
that these low solution concentrations result in significa nt nitrate and 
chloride being absorbed by the resin thereby depressing the uranium 
loading . 
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In general the experimental values of the total uranium 
concentration on the resin are greater than the predicted values, 
particularly when ' the nitrate concentration is relative l y large . 
This discrepancy may be due to the less accurate characterisation 
2- 4- 2-
of the quinary system S04 - HS04 U0 2 (S04) 3 - U0 2 (S04 )2 - N0 3 
which exhibited similar errors. 
Nevertheless the results of this system are very e ncouraging i n 
that the procedure presented has predicted the extent of most of the 
well known qua litative observations in uranium extraction with ion 
exchangers . Ferric ion , a very important component in industrial 
schemes , has b ee n neglected only through lack of information regarding 
d1e c omplexing in the resin phase. 
In the s ame way the reaction scheme presented in this work is 
limited in application to the solution region-
C[SO < 1 M 
4 
C' < 1 M 
N0
3 
C~l < 1 M 
CEU 
< 0 ,1 M 
pH < 2 , 5 
Ignoring the ferric i on this region encompasse s most sul phuri c 
acid leach liquors . 
Clearly the practical application of this system is dependent on 
the ferri c i on concentration and the future characterisati on of fe rric 
complex systems . 
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CHAPTER SEVEN 
CONCLUSIONS l\ND SIGNIFICANCE 
It has been shmJn that it is possible to predict multicomponent 
ion exchange system equilibria from the combination of characteristics 
of subsystems generated by the decomposition of the comp lex multi-
ionic system . 
The characteristics are ion exchange reaction equilibrium constants 
and binary ionic interaction coefficients of the Wilson equation. 
The major advantage of this approach is the large reduction in 
the expe rimental effort required to describe a multicomponent system. 
Binary and higher order subsystems considered in this \'Iork have 
b een successfully characterised by the Wilson model and the ion exchange 
react.ion equilibrium constants. 
The general scheme proposed for tlle prediction of mUlticomponent 
ion exchange problems has been very successfully applied to the simple 
~ - ~ 
ternary system S04 - N0
3 




- Cl which illustrates the difficulties associated with introducing 
ionic complexes into the resin phase of the system; and the six 
2- - 4- 2--
component system S04 - HS04 - U02 (S04) 3 - U0 2 (S04)2 - N03 - Cl 
with three complex ions in the resin phase. 
Ionic complexes in the resin phase do not present a problem provided 
the stoichiometry of the complexes are established, however they do 
increase the order of the subsystems generated by the decomposition of 
a complex mUltiionic system. 
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, Non-idealities . in the two phases are dealt with separately. The 
solution phase activity coefficients have b een approximated using the 
extended Debye-Huckel equation . For the conditions considered, this 
approach i s shown to be sufficiently accurate . 
Incorporating non-idealities of the solution phase in the model 
allows predictions to be made at various solution normalities for 
various supporting. electrolytes. 
The charcterisation of the subsystem has quantified the non-
idealities in the resin phase . 
Application of the scheme to a particular multicomponent ion 
exchange system requires the binary ion exchange and aqueous phase 
complex reaction equilibrium consta'nts , parameters fo~ the resin phase 
non-idealities, parameters for the aqueous phas~ non-idealities and the 
initial conditions of the s olution and resin phases. 
Within certain constraints the proposed scheme has successfully 
predicted the influence that the solution phase characteristics have on 
the uranium loading from a pure solution related to the typical leach 
liquor. Most of the qualitative observations reported before concerning 
the effects that the solution composition has on the extraction of 
uranium from sulphuric acid leach liquors may now be quantitatively 
predicted. 
Ferric ion has been neglected from the systems investigated because 
the complex species of this metal ion v,i th ligands particularly in the 
resin phase have yet to be adequately described and quantitatively 
measured. 
111 7 
This species has a significant role to play in the performance of 
an ion exchange. sys'tem for the recovery of uranium from acid leached 
ore bodies and as ,such should be included in the reaction scheme before 
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APPENDIX A 
EQUILIBRIUM CONSTAN:rS AND PARAMETEHS FOR THE SOLUTION 
PHASE 
A.l Equilibrium constant of c omple x species in aqueous solutions 
The major c ompila tions of stability constant data are due to 
SILLEN and MARTELL (1964) , GARRi:::LS and CfIRIST (1965 ) and RINGBOM 
(1963). FINKELSTEIN and NEEDES (1971) have reviewed and compiled a 
table of the stability constants for the uranium sulpha te system. 
Table A.l provide s a summary of the stability constants 
conside red in the ca lculations . 
o 
All the values quoted are at 298 K and at zero ionic strength. 
The general expression for the stabi lity constant as applied 
in the calculations is: 
where (H Ln), (M), (L) are activities of th e species , M refers to the 
centra l atom , L refers to the ligand and ML denotes the complex. 
n 
A.2 . Parame ters for the extende d Debye-Huckel equation at 2980 K 
Table A.2 provides a swnmary of the parameters related to each 
aqueous species conside red in the system for the determination of the 
activity coe fficient from the equation: 
-A z 2 II 
j 
1 + Ba. II 
J 
A 0, 5085 
B = 0,3281 x 108 
+ b. I 
J 
Species Reaction Stability Constant K Reference 
j 
HSO - H+ + SO 2- - 91,20 SILLEN AND ~..ARTELL (1964) -+ HS0






1380,4 (1967) U02 + S04 





(SO ) 2- 2+ 2- (SO 4) 2 
2- (1967) U02 2S04 
-+ U0
2 
16218,0 WALLACE 4 2 -{-
Na S04-
+ 2-
5,248 SILLEN AND MARTELL (1964) Na + S04 -+ Na S04--+-
--- --_ ._------
Table A.l Stability constants o f t he complexes for the aqueous systems cons idered in this 
work at 298
0
























I z. a. x 10-8 b. Referenc e 
J J I J 
+1 9,0 0,0 
TRUESDELL AND JONES 
-2 5,0 -0,04 
TRUESDELL AND J ONES 
-1 4,5 0,0 
TRUESDELL AND JO~S 
+2 6,0 0,0 
WALLACE (1967) 
° 0,0 0,0 
WALLACE (1967) 
-2 6,0 
~]ALLACE ( 1967) 
0,0 
+1 4 ,0 0,075 
TRUESDELL AND JONES 
-1 5, 4 
TRUESDELL AND JONES 
·0,0 
-1 3,0 0,0 
TRUESDELL AND JO~~S 
- 1 3,5 0,015 
TRUESDELL AND JONES 
















DESCRIPTION OF APPARATUS 
B.l CONTACT CELLS 
The glass contact cells consist of resin holders and inlet and 
outlet sections as shm-Jl1 in Figure B.la. Materials of construction 
are glass Quickfit B24 joints and sintered glass discs of porosity 
No.2. Each resin holder is desi gned to hold approximately 10 ml of 
ion exchange resin beads in a column \ .... hich has dimensions compatible 
with those of the centrifuge tubes used as shmm in Figure B.lb. 
B.2 Propor tioning pumps 
Six proportj oning pumps ... ,i th a single drive unit feed the variolls 
solutions to the contact cells as indicated in Figure B.2. Flov/rates 
may be adjusted between 0 and 230 ml/hr . 
B. 3 Centrifuge 
A MSE minor centrifuge witll automati c timer and speed control is 
used for the separation of the liquid from the ion exchange resin beads . 
PERRY (1963) gives an expression for the centrifugal force calculated 
as a function of diameter and speed. 
F 0,0000142 (RPM)2d c 
where d diameter in inches 
RPM revolutions per minute 
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Figure B.la Cell for contacting i on exchan ge r es in 
beads wi th solution . 











<>-+-__ contact cells 
:":. resin samples 
r---------- proportionoti ng 
r-t--+--+---i-t-++-. 
pumps 
~ th ermometer 
O-\--feed solution 
reservoirs 
Figure B.2 Schematic diagram of 
multiple contacting apparatus . 
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For diameter of 17 cm at RP I1 of 2400 the centrifugal force is 
550 g. Ce ntrifugation at "these conditions for a ten minute period is 
adopted as · the standard techni.que for this \'lark as suggested by 
HELFFERICH (1962) . 
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APPENDIX C 
DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF PROCEDURE 
C. l Preparation of ion exchange resin 
The i on exchange resin l\.mberlite 400 as supplied is washed wi th 
deionised water . Thereafte r 1 M sodium sulphate is passed through the 
resin until no chloride is de tected in the effluent . 
The resin is stored in contact '-lith 1 H sodium s u lphate until 
required , when it is separated from the sulphate solution by centri -
fugation. 
C.2 Charging of resin ho]ders 
The resin holders are washed, centrifuged and weighed . 'ren 
millimetre s of resin in the sulphate form measured as a free settl ed 
volume is transferred to each of the resin holde rs . The ho l ders and 
resin samples are centrifuged for ten minutes at 2400 RPH and then 
weighed. This is the standa rd centrifugation procedure used . 
'!his proved to be a reproducible method of measuri ng the quantity 
of resin in the resin holders . 
The average mass of thirty 10 ml samples of f ree s e t t l ed r es in 
i n the sulphate form i s 6 , 8572 gill with a standard de viation of ± 0,0385 gm . 
C.3 Temperature control 
The experiments were performed in an a i r conditioned labora tory . 
Solution t emperatures varied s lightly I the' average t emperature recorded 
o 
was 295 ± 3 K. These variations are no t significant for the systems 
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dis cussed in this work (HELFFERICH, 1962 and YANO and KATAOKA, 1960) . 
All c a lculations. i nvolving temperature dependent variables are comp leted 
o 
using data at 298 K. 
C.4 EquiUbri urn period 
It is essential that the time o f contact of e1e resin with the 
solution should be long enough for attairunent of equilibrium. 
HELFFERICH (1962 ) states that for strong b ase resins of the us ual bead 
size (0 , 42 - 0,15 rom) and moderate crosslinking (4 to 10% DVB), about 
30 minutes is ample . This value probably app lies to simple ions and 
not ·complexes which are encountered in this work. 
From the workof BARNES et al (1974) , concerning the ki netics of 
anion exchange of uranium from aqueous sulphuric acid solutions a period 
of 48 hours is sufficient for the slowest reaction in the systems 
discussed in thi s work. 
STEIN (1962) in his study of the ionic equilibria and ion exchange 
of uranyl sulphate solutions us ed approximately three grams o f res in 
and p assed 4 litres of loadi ng solution ove r a period of twenty four 
to for ty e ight hours . 
C.S Loadi ng cycle 
The equilibrium solution is passed through the contact cell until 
equi librium be tween the r esin and solut ion is achieved. In all cases 
5 ·litres of solution is pass ed at an app roximately constant flm.,.rate of 
100 ml/hr ove r 48 hours. 
At equilibrium the r esin holder is removed, sea led, ensuring 
solvent above the resin level in the holder and centrifuged at the 
standard conditions. 
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C.6 Wash cycle 
All ' componen·ts and vessels are thoroughly washed "lith deionised 
water. In all cases two litres of deionised water is passed through 
the connection tubing overnight. 
C.7 Elution cycle 
Excess wash ",ater is removed from the system ... ,ith nitrogen gas . 
The resin holder is r eturned to the cell. The appropriate elution 
solution is passed Lhrough ~1e cell, in all cases 2 litres of solution 
over 24 hours and collected in 2 litre volumetric flasks. These 
solutions are analys ed for the concentration of resin species. 
C.B Capacity determina tions 
. The capacity of the resin samples may be determined prior to 
the test equilibriation . The procedure differs slightly from that 
described in Appendix C.S in that 2 litres of 0,9 M NaCl , 0,1 M HCl is 
used as the loading solution passed through the cell over 24 hours and the 
elution solution is 1 litre of 1 M KN0
3 
passed through the cell over 24 
hours. 
The analysis of this 1 litre sample for chloride provides the 
capacity. 
Capacity measurements have been performed on 103 samples. The 
average capacity obtained is 1,4073 equivalents / litre of free settled resin 
in sulphate form with a standard deviation of ± 0,0092. This agrees with 
the value of 1, 4 equivalents/litre of wet resin reported by the 
manufacturers of the ion exchange resin. 
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APPENDIX D 
CHEMI CALS USED IN THE EQUILI BRIUM TESTS 
D.l Ion excha nge resin 
A strong base anionic polystyrene ion exchange resin, Amberlite 
400 manufactured by Rohm & Haas Co . is used as supplied . The manufacturers 
spe cification i s as follows: 
Amber li te IRA - 400 Styrene 8% DVB 
Chloride f orm 
Effective size 0,38 - 0,45 rom 
Moisture content 42 - 48% 
Total exchange capacity 1, 4 equiva lents /litre of \'Jet 
resin. 
D.2 Loading so lutions 
d1emica lly pure reagents are used in the preparation of the 
solutions to be equilibriated with the resin . The solvent is distilled 
water. 
D.3 Elution solution 
Analytical grade reagents are used in the preparation of the elution 
solutions since the concentrations of the eluants are high compared to 
the species eluted from the resin. The solvent is distilled water. 
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APPENDIX E 
METHODS OF ANALYSIS 
E.l Uranium 
Frinciple 
A polorographic method for the determination of uranium has 
been described by LEGGE (1957). The wave corresponding to the 
reducti on of uranium as the uranyl ion from +6 to +5 state is used 
for the analysis. The IT£thod of standard addition is applied and 
polarograms are recorded from a to -0 ,5 V. Reduction reaction is: 
~pliC!ation 
The method of standard addition increases the field of application 
for this technique . It is applicable to the uranium bearing eluates 
of Hl KN0 3 , 11-1 NaCl and 0,1 M NaClO 4 . 
Apparatus 
Electrode assembly, Radiometer type E65. Drop life time r, 
Radiometer type DLT1. Polariter, Radiometer type P04G. 
Reagents 
Electrolyte: Dissolve 2 g of ascorbic acid in 50 ml 




and dilute to 100 ml distilled water. 
Standa rd uranium: 
Procedure 
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nitric acid , add sulphuric acid , fume 
and make up to 1 litre with distilled 
water. 
Pipette 10 ml aliquot of sample into the polarograph measuring 
cell. Acd 10 ml of U1e ascorbic acid electrolyte to the sample. 
Deaerate sa~p le for t en minutes with wate r saturated nitrogen gas. 
Se t the drop life time r to 1 second. Adjust the mercury reservoir 
to give a head of 50 cm. Record Ule polarogram from zero potential to 
-0,5 volts. 
From the wave height estiJ11J.te the volume of standard uranium 
solution which ",he'. added to the sample Hill produce a wave approximately 
twice that of the sample . 
Dcaerate for a few minutes. Record the polarogram from zero to 
-0,5 volts. Rinse the electrodes with distilled water. A typical set 
of polarograms is illustrated in Figure E.l. 
Calculation 
The wave height is measured according to the point method 
(I"HLIARD et al , 1965). The procedure is illustrated in Figure E . 2. 
Construct in order of the alphabetical seque nce the various lines. At 
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Figure E.l Typical set of polarograms 
obtained in the known addition 






















vJave h e ight measurement of po l a r ogram accordi ng 
to the point method. Construction i s performed 
in alphabetica l sequence . 
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For the unknmln sol uti on 
- K C == h x 
where id is the measured current 
K is a proportionality constant 
C is the unknown concentration 
x 
h is the initial wave he ight. 
After the addition of v ml of t.he standard solution with a 
conce ntration of C to V ml of uI~nown, 
s 
+ K C 
s 
H 
Hear ranging for the unknown concentration C x 
C 
x 
v C h 
s 
H(V + v) - h V 
For maximum precision t.he amount of standard added should be 
sufficient to double the original wave height. 
E.2 Sulphate 
PrincipLe 
The sulphate ions are precipitated as barium sulphate which is 
filtered dried and weighed. The method is outlined in Laboratory 
Method No. 16 / 2 (1966) with modifications for reducing the effect of 
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inte rfering ions as describe d by VOGEL (1961). 
Ni t rates a r e eliminated from the sample by evaporation with 
hydrochloric ac id . Ascorbic acid is added to complex the uranium 
and prevent co-precipitation. 
The method is applicab l e to elution solutions of l!1 s odium 
chloride , 0,1 !v1 sodium perchlorate and 0,1 t-1 sodium carbonate 
conta ining ch l oride , nitr ate , uranyl and sodium ions and sulphur ic 
acid . 
Apparatus 
Sintered glass c rucibles , porosity No .4. 
Barium chloride solution , 5% 
Dissolve 50 9 of barium chloride (A.R. grade ) in 1 litre 
of distilled water . 
Hydrochloric acid \'lash solution , 0,2% 
Add 2 ml of hydrochloric acid to 1 litr8 of distilled water. 
Ascorbic acid, 5% 
Dissolve 50 g of ascorbic acid (A .R. grade ) in 1 litre of 
distilled water. Filter solution if not clear . 
Hydrochloric acid 




Pipette the.appropriate amount of the sample into a 500 ml 
beaker. 
Evaporate to dryness on a water-bath. 
Add 10 ml of hydrochloric acid and again evaporate to dryness 
on the water-bath. 
Add 2 ml of hydrochloric acid and 50 ml of water , heat until 
the salts are in solution. 
Dilute to 300 ml with distilled water, heat to boiling, add 20 mls 
of 5% ascorbic acid and add slowly 35 ml of hot barium chloride solution. 
. 0 
Keep the solut10n at nbout 80 C on a water-bath for one hour and 
then set asidc to coo l to room temperature . 
Filter e1e solution through a No. 4 sintered glass crucible and 
wash e1C precipi ta te five times \vi th hydrochloric wash solution and 
five times with cold distilled water. 
o 
Place in oven at 110 C for half an hour. Cool in dessicator for 
fifteen minutes and weigh the crucible. 






"" eight (grams ) of BaS0
4 
for sample determination 
~ = weight (grarrs) of BaS0
4 
for blank determination 
S04 concentration (g/l ) (Ms - ~) x 411 ,5 
Volume o f sample (millilitres ) 
E.3 Chloride 
PrirlCiple 
The potentiometric titration of the chloride ion with a solution 
of si lver nitrate as titrant is prese nted by PETERSEN (1966). 
°A clean silver electrode and mercurous sulphate reference electrode 
are used to record the potential difference with added volume of titrant 
to produce a titration curve. The equiv alence point i.e. when all the 
c1110ride ions are titrated is the inflection point on the curve. This 
corresponds to a potential difference at \"hich the activities of the silver 




K + - ln a + 
F Ag 
where E is the potentoial difference 
K is a constant 
R i s the gas constant 
F is the Faraday 
aAg+ is the activity of the silver ion in the s o lution . 
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However. the ac'tivity depends on the composition of solution, thus 
the end point i s determined cX'perimentlllly . In practice the titration is 







The mee10d is app licable to elution solutions of 1M potassium 
nitrat.e , 0,1 M sodium perchlorate and 0,1 H sodium c arbonate containing 
sulphClte, uranyl, nitrat-e and sodium or potassium ions. 
AppG.1'atus 
Electrode combination 
Silver electrode , Radiomete r type P40ll. 
t-lercurous sulphate reference electrode, Radiome t er type K601. 
Titration equipment 
Automatic titrator, Radiometer type TTI'2. 
Servograph , Radiometer type REC5l with pH meter Interface unit 
type REAIOO. 
Titration assembly , Radiometer type TI'A3. 
Autoburette , Radiometer type ABU13. 
Reagents 
Standard silver nitrate 0,02 N. 
Concentrated sulphuric acid A.R. grade. 





A manual titration is performed to determine the end poi nt o f 
the titration for th e particular standard chloride solution. 
Pipette 20 ml of the stundard sodium chloride solution into a 
titration vessel. Add 1 ml of c oncentra ted sulphuric acid. Stir we ll 
and allow t o cool. rrilrate with stundard s ilver nitrate b e yond the end 
point. A typical titration curve i s illustrated in Figure E . 3 . 
Determine the end-point as the point of inflecti on on this curve . 
Set the end point of the ti trator. Pipette an aliquot of the 
salOple into the ti tration vessel and titra te automatically to the 
pre set point. 
Ca Z, c:u. l.ation 
v x 0 , 02 
s 
Chloride conce ntration (Cl ) = ----------
V 
(equi valcnts/l ) 
where v 
s volume in mil limetres of silver ni trate 
V volume in millimetres of sample. 
E.4 Acid 
Principle 
The hydroge n ion is titrated automatically \"i th a standard sol utio n 
of sodium hydroxide to be predetermined end point . 
Apr lication 
The method is applicable to the elution s olutions 1M KNO , 1M NaCl 
3 
and 0, 1 M NaC10 4 , for the estimation of the bisul phate c o ncentra t ion in the 
resin phase provi de d no uranyl ions are present . 
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Apparatus 
Conmination pH electrode, Radiometer type GK2301B, 
Titration equipment used for the chloride analysis. 
Reaaents , 
Standard sodium hydroxide 0,1 N. 
Procedure 
Pipette a suitable aliquot into the titration vessel. Titrate 
automatica lly "'ith sodium hydroxide to the set point . A b l ank is 
determined similarly. 
Ca],culation 
Hydrogen ion concentration (H) = (equivalents 1) 
where v = volume in millilitre s of sodium hydroxide required for sample. 
s 
vb = volume in millilitres of sodium hydroxide r equired for 
blank determination. 
V := volume in millilitres of sample . 
E .S Nitrate 
Princ-ip le 
A UV spectrophotometric method for the determination of nitrate ion 
in the range ° - 11 mg/l N0 3 - N is described in Standard Methods (1971). 
Absorbance by nitrate in dilute acid· at wavelength of 220 nm follows 





solutions .vi thout dissolved org<lnic matter or turbidity are 
sui table. 'l'he method i s appli cab l e to solutions containing chloride . 
The eluLion solutions 1 M NaCl, 0,1 M NaC104 have bee n analysed 
for nitrate . Uranium interfe res witl1 the analysis. 
uv ~pe ctrophotollleter , Unicam SP1700 
Recorder , Unicam AR25 
Automatic sample changer, Unicam SP40 AU 
Flo\-l through cell , 10 mrn UV grade silica . 
Procedure 
Prepare a set o f standard nitrate solutions in the range 
° - 11 mg/l N0
3 
- N such that the concenqation of the eluting ions 
chloride and perchlorate , are the same as in the diluted unkno,.,rn 
s ample . 
Dilute the unknown samples such that the nitrate concentra tion 
i s l ess than 11 mg /l N0
3 
- N. 
Introduce the sta ndard solutions and the unknown samples into 
the sample holders on the automatic s a mp l e changer. 
Set the wave l ength at 220 run and read the absorbance of the samples 
passing tl1ro ugh the flow cell . 
If uranium is present in the samples a standard absorbance curve 
is prepared. The absorbance due to the known amount of uranium in the 
s ample is subtracted from the absorbance of the sample. 
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APPENDIX F 
TABULATED EXPERH1ENI'AL AND PREDICTED 
DATA 
. ' V) 
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Cl 1,0 2,4627 KCl = 3,780 
N0
3 
0,3 9121 1,0 
--- - *- yN03 Cl Solution x A y A N0
3 
EXP 
FIT FIT FIT Normality 
0 , 2 N 0,206 5,04 0 , 786 0,971 4 , 67 
0,311 4 , 17 0,854 0,944 4 , 18 
0,473 3,68 0 , 926 0,896 3 , 66 
0,588 3,41 0,959 0,86 1 3 , 39 
0,756 3 , 18 0 , 988 0,812 3,11 
0, 871 3 , 10 0,997 0,780 2,96 
0,4 N 0,194 4,74 Q, 777 0,974 4 ,7 4 
"r' 
0, 297 3,97 0,846 0,947 4 , 23 
0, 461 3 , 57 0, 922 0,900 3 ,6 9 
0, 578 3,34 0,957 0,864 3,41 
0,7 49 3,12 0,987 0 ,814 3 ,12 
0, 867 2 ,93 0,997 0,781 2,96 
Table F.l Comparison of experimental . and fitted equilibrium 
quotients using the Wilson parameters and 
equilibriull1 constant quoted for the binary system" 
Amberlite 400 , 0,2 and 0,4 N mixture of 
NaN03 and NaCl at 298
o
K. Fitted values o f the 
activity coefficients at 298o K. This data is 
presented graphically in Figures 4.1 and 4.4. 
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5,104 S04 1,0 KSO = 
4 
Cl 3,7355 1,0 
Solution x C1 AEXP 
Cl yS04 AFr!, YFIT 
Normality FIT 
0,2 N 0,279 10,81 0, 985 0,974 10,60 
0,447 7 , 99 0,756 0,920 8,22 
0,657 5,25 0,860 0,7 80 5,39 
0,792 3,72 0,930 0,631 3,72 
0,891 2,51 0, 975 0,488 2,62 
0,4 N 0,378 9,27 0,725 0,947 9,19 
0,566 6,60 0,813 0,8 53 6,60 
0,764 4,15 0,916 0,666 4,05 
0,873 2,95 0,968 0,516 2,81 
Tabl e F,2 Comparison of experimental and fitted equilibrium 
quotients using the Wilson parameters and 
equilibrium constant quoted for the binary system 







K. Fitted values of the activity 
coefficients at 298
o
K. This data is presented 
graphically in Figures 4.2 and 4.5. 
r -
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Wil son Parameters Equil ibrium Con s t a nt 
- -
A . . 804 N03 1J 
N0
3 




3,11 59 1,0 
N0
3 . yS04 AFIT 
So l ution x * A Y N0
3 EXP FIT FIT Normali ty 
0, 2 N 0, 599 94 , G8 0,7 64 0,75 3 94 ,16 
0,7 41 49 , 83 0, '866 0,58 1 56 , 4 };--J 
0, 88 1 28 , 81 0, 961 0, 3 67 28, 99 
0, 941 1 9 ; 40 0, 989 0, 273 20,36 
0, 97 9 16 , 56 0, 998 0,21 5 l S ,71 
0, 989 13 ,4 2 0, 999 0,19 9 1 4 ,54 
0,4 N 0, 695 70, 57 0, 83 3 0,642 67,43 
0, 823 37,7 6 0, 925 0,459 39,13 
0,929 22 ,1 4 0, 984 0,292 21,97 
0,971 17, 43 0,997 0,227 16,62 
0,6 N 0,753 60,49 0,875 0,563 53,59 
0, 867 32,81 0, 9 52 0,389 31,35 
0,9 51 19,74 0,99 2 0,257 19,07 
0, 981 15,67 0,998 0, 212 15,51 
0,994 14,10 1,000 0,193 14,07 
Table F . 3 Comparis on of experi mental and f itted equilibrium 
quoti en t s using the Wilson p a rameters and 
equilibrium consta nt quoted for the binary system 
Amberlite 400, 0,2, 0,4 and 0,6 N, mixture of 
Na2so4 and Na N03 a t 298
o
K. Fitted value s of the 
activity coeffici ents at 298oK. This data is 
presented graphica lly in Figur e s 4.3 and 4 .6 . 
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S04 1',0 0, 2119 2 
Cl 
5,104 K == 
S04 
Cl 3,7355 1,0 
Solution S04 - Cl 
Normality 
Solution Res in Phase (Mole / Q. Resin) 
Equivalent Fractior,! Exper i mental Fitted 
N [80
4 I Cl 
* 804 Cl S04 Cl 
0,2 0, 90 0,10 0, 5880 0, 2880 0, 5873 0, 2255 
0, 80 0,20 0,5002 0, 4036 O,49G7 0,4066 
0, 60 0, 40 0,3585 0, 6880 0,3548 0,6904 
0,40 0, 60 0,241G 0,9208 0,2408 0, 9183 
o 20 0,80 0,1383 1,1264 0,l349 1,1302 
0 '10 0,90 0,0892 1,2256 0,0766 1,2468 
0,4 0,90 0,10 0,5386 0,3268 0,5303 0, 3394 
0, 80 0,20 0,4252 0,5536 0,4180 0,5640 
0, 60 0, 40 0,2679 0,8692 
0, 40 0,60 0,1584 1,0872 0,1695 1,0611 
0,20 0, 80 0,0851 1,2328 0,0872 1,2 256 
0,10 0, 90 0,0560 1,2920 0,0467 1,3067 
Table F.4 Comparison of experimental and fitted concentration of resin 
species for binary sys tem Amberlite 400 , 0, 2 and 0,4 N 
o mixture of Na2S04 and NaCl at 298 K. Capacity assumed as 
1,4 equiv/Q. resin. Wilson parameters and equilibrium 
constant are reported. 
in Figure 4.7. 
This data is presented graphically 
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3 ,780 Cl 1,0 2,4627 KCl = 
N03 0,39121 1,0 
Solution Cl - N03 
Normality Solution Resin Phase (Mo l e / £ Resi n) 
--
Equivalent Fraction Experimental Fitted 
N Cl N03 Cl * N03 Cl N03 
0,2 0, 95 0 , 05 1 , 1152 0, 2888 1,1264 0,2736 
0,90 0,10 0, 9672 0,4368 0,9637 0, 4363 
0,80 0,20 0,7 404 0, 6646 0,7 396 0,6604 
0,70 0, 30 0 , 5784 0,8 256 0,57 84 0,821 6 
0,50 0,50 0,3416 1,0614 0,3 466 1,0534 
0,30 0,70 0,1808 1,2232 0,187 5 1,2125 
0, 4 0,95 0,05 1, 1328 0,2712 1,1295 0,2705 
0,90 0,10 0,9864 0,417 6 0,9679 0,4321 
0, 80 0, 20 0,7568 0,6482 0,7445 0,6555 
0,70 0,30 0,5920 ,0,8120 0,5834 0,8167 
0,50 0,50 0,3 516 1,0514 0,3507 1,0493 
0,30 0,70 0,1860 1,2180 0,1835 1,2166 
Tabl e F.5 Comparison of experimetnal and fitted concentration of 
resin species for binary system Amberlite 400 , 0,2 and 
0, 4 N Inixture of NaN03 NaCl at 298
oK. Capacity assumed 
as 1,4 equiv/£ resin. Wilson parameters and equilibrium 
constant are reported. This data is presented graphically 
in Figure 4.8. 
I 
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Wilson p arameters Equilibrium Constant 
A ,s04 N0 3 il N0
3 




S04 - N0 3 
Solution Solution I Resi n Phase (Mo l e / £' Resin) 
Normality Equiva l e nt Fractiol 
Experimental Fi ttcd 
N 
* !:SO 4 N0 3 S04 N0 3 S04 N0 3 
0,2 0, 90 0,10 0,4044 0,6039 0,4012 0, 5976 
0, 80 0, 20 0,2896 0,8288 0,2777 . 0,8446 
0,60 0, 40 0,1 491 1,1088 0,1479 1,1041. 
0, 40 0,60 0,0788 1,2524 0,0760 1,2481 
0,20 0,80 0,0291 1,3537 0 ,0302 1,3397 
0,10 0,90 0,0146 1,3749 0,0135 1,3730 
0,4 0,90 0,10 0,3243 0,7405 0,3306 0,7388 
0,80 0,20 0,2112 0,9846 0,2074 0,9853 
0,60 0, 40 0,0938 1,2224 0,0936 1,2129 
0,40 0,60 0,0398 1,3313 0,0410 1,3180 
0,6 0,90 0,10 0,2767 0,8456 0,2869 0,8261 
0,80 0,20 0,1654 1,0783 0,1676 1,0648 
'0,60 0,40 0,0660 1,2741 0,0672 1,2656 
0,40 0,60 0,0266 1,3499 0,0267 1,3465 
0,20 0, 80 0,0086 1,3939 0,0085 1,3830 
Table F.6 Comparison of experimental and fitted concentration of resin 









K. Capacity assumed as 1,4 equiv./l resin. Wilson 
parameters and equilibrium constant used are reported. This 
data is graphically presented in Figure 4.9. 
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'i'lilson Paramet ers 
1 
Eq uilibr i um Consta nt 
-
II . . S04 HS0 4 ~J - HS 0
4 




2 , 8124 1,0 
-
-
S04 - HS04 
Solut ion Ph ase ( H) Resin Phase (Mo l e / £ Res in ) 
[5°4 
0 , 364 1 
0, 36 41 
0, 364 1 
0, 3619 
0, 36 19 
0, 3619 
0 , 4988 
0, 4 706 
0, 4538 





0, 26 50 
0, 2613 
0, 2575 
0, 25 38 
Table F . 8 
+ I + * - -I H Na 5 °4 HS0 4 I S04 HSO 4 
",n " Yn fi r f ii 
0 , 0 593 0, 66 89 0, 520 0 , 370 : 0 , 5148 0 , 370 5 
0 , 0593 0 , 6689 0, 5 22 0 , 374 0 ,5148 · 0, 3705 
0,0593 0 , 6689 0 , 521 0 , 374 I 0,.5148 0, 3705 , 
0,1866 0 , 53 7 3 0 , 350 0, 688 . 
, 
0, 3452 0,70 96 
I 0 , 1866 0, 5373 0 , 349 O, 704 0, 3452 0, 7096 
0 , 1866 0 , 53 73 0 , 35 7 0, 696 ! 0, 345 2 0, 7096 
0 , 2 775 0, 7201 0 , 2840 0 , 826 0, 2889 0, 8222 
0 , 2213 0 , 7 200 0 , 3127 0,7376 0, 3269 0,7 46 1 
0, 1875 0 , 7201 0, 3461 0 , 6968 0, 3542 0, 69 16 
0 , 1547 0 , 7200 0, 3774 0 , 6 412 0, 384 9 0, 630 3 
0, 1219 0,7 200 0, 4105 0 , 5 740 0, 4211 0, 55 77 
0, 0 891 0 , 7200 0, 4658 0 , 4564 0, 4655 0, 469 1 
0 , 4180 0, 5000 0,2040 0 , 96 30 0, 2092 0, 981 7 
0, 29 78 0 , 5000 0, 259 3 0,862 5 0, 264 7 0, 8 706 
0, 0290 0, 5000 0 ,5707 0,2 396 0, 5812 0,2 375 
0,0212 0, 5000 0,5870 0 , 1870 0, 6060 0, 1880 
0 ,0153 0 , 5000 0 , 6085 0 , 14 30 0, 6271 0,1457 
0,008 7 0 , 5000 0 , 6 420 0 ,08 70 0, 654 4 0,0912 
Compa ri s on of experimental and f i tted concentration of 
resin species for binary system Amberlite 400, mi xture 
o 
of Na2so4 and H2S0 4 at 298 K. Capac ity a ssumed is 1, 4 
e q uiv. / l r e sin. Wilson parame ters and equi librium 
constant are r epor t e d. This d a ta is graphi cal ly p r esent e d 
inFi gure 5. 4 . 
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2,8124 1,0 0,74146 
*C1 




Res in Phase Equilibrium Quotients 
----





4 "C1 SO~ S04 HS0 4 Cl " " S04 S04 S04 S04 
0,2566 0,2244 0, 682 1 0,09'35 3,014 2,937 3,131 2,765 
.0,2397 0,2066 0,6 205 0,1729 2 , 853 2,528 2,993 2,630 
0,2048 0,1714 0,5020 0,3266 2,711 2,299 2,726 2,372 
0,1670 0,1354 0,3893 0,4753 2,391 2,242 2,450 2,121 
0,1245 0,0976 0,3042 0,5982 2,439 2,174 2,105 1,846 
0,1152 0,089 6 0,2 304 0,6800 2,265 2,004 2,166 1,867 
0,4722 0,5089 0,2975 0,1937 11,471 6,901 11,239 6,825 
0,4270 0,4388 0,219 9 0,3413 8,017 5,566 10,184 6,057 
0,3149 0,2902 0,1419 0,5579 6,067 4,31.1' 6,929 4,309 
0,2237 0,1902 0,0816 0,7282 4,705 3,480 4,971 3,267 
0,.13 11 0,1033 0,0394 0,8573 3,666 2,829 3,295 2,423 
0,9945 0,0724 0,0199 0,9077 2,581 2,164 2,773 2,168 
Table F.9 Comparison of experimental and fitted equilibrium quotients 
using the Wilson parameters and equilibrium constants 
quoted for the ternary system Amberlite 400, mixture of 
Na 2S04 , NaCl and H2S04 at 298
o
K. TI1is data is graphically 
presented in Figures 5.5 and 5.6. 
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\'lil s on Pa r ame t ers Equilibrium Constant 
A S04 HS04 Cl ij 
HS0
4 




2,8124 1,0 0,74146 




S04 - HSO - Cl 4 
Resin Phase (Ho l e / l Resin) 





Cl S04 HS04 
Cl 
0,2566 ' 0 , 780 0,1069 0,2546 0,7878 0,1030 
0, 2397 0,7 20 0,2006 0,2361 0,7261 . 0,2018 
0 , 204 8 0,600 0,3904 0, 2035 0,5985 0,3945 
0,1670 0,480 0,5861 0, 1687 0,4888 0,5738 
0, 1245 0, 388 0,7630 0,1348 0,3846 0,7458 
0,1152 0,296 0,8736 0,1192 0,2974 0,8642 
0, 4722 0,276 0,1797 0, 4 733 0,2742 0,1792 
0, 4270 0,214 0,3321 0,4519 0,2315 0,3367 
0,3149 0,154 0,6163 0,3155 0 ,1638 0,6053 
0,2237 0,096 0, 8567 0,2285 0,1003 0,8428 
0,1311 0,050 1,0878 0 , 1421 0,0563 1,0651 
0 ,0945 0,026 1,1851 0,0944 0,0269 1,1843 
Table F . I0 Comparison of experimental and fitted resin phase equilibrium 
composition for solutions specified in Table 5.2 for t ernary 









Capacity assumed as 1,4 equiv./l resin. Wilson p a rameters 
and equilibrium constants reported . This data is presented 
graphically in Figure 5 .7. 
195 
Wilson Parameters Equilibrium Constant 
A .. 
S04 HS04 N03 ~J 
HS04 
5 ,098 S04 1,0 0,9846 0, 65419 K = S04 
HS04 
2,8124 1,0 2,6912 
N03 3,1159 
0 , 27678 1,0 
N03 
72 , 939 K = 
S04 
Resin Phase Equilibrium Quotients 
Mole /£ Resin Mole Fraction Ext>crirnental Fitted 
so'" NO* SO* * H~04 N03 HS04 N03 4 3 4 HS04 N03 ,\ ,\ ,\ ,\ 
S04 SV4 S04 S04 
0,1972 0,3433 0 , 1642 0,5499 0,2859 2,678 40 , 39 2 , 866 45 , 34 
0,1585 0,5250 0 , 1285 0 , 4459 0,4256 2,352 26,48 2 , 579 32 , 67 
0,0986 0,8127 0,0756 0 , 3014 0,6230 2,187 20 , 40 2,081 21 , 41 
0,0557 1,0032 0,0415 0,2117 0,7 468 2 , 224 19,44 1,7 58 16 ,71 
0,0361 1,1266 0,0265 0,147 5 0 , 8260 2,096 16,42 1, 672 15,19 
0, 0340 1,1754 0 , 0251 0 ,1088 0 , 8662 1,716 12,55 1 , 733 15 , 28 
0,3 344 0,5188 0,3144 0 , 1978 0 , 4878 7,659 75,11 7,718 72,97 
0,2528 0 , 7550 0 , 2190 0 ,1 268 0,6541 5 , 253 43,44 5 , 669 47,77 
0, 1374 1,0464 0 ,1085 0,0654 0,8262 3 , 293 26 ,78 3 , 351 26,96 
0,073 4 1 , 2152 0 , 0551 0,0330 0,9119 2 , 434 19 , 68 2 ,413 19,53 
0,0306 1, 3166 0,0224 0,0152 0,9624 2 , 097 17 , 56 1,906 15, 72 
Table F.ll Comparison of experimental and fitted equil i brium quotients using the 
Wilson Parameters and equilibrium constants quoted for the t er nary 










a t 298oK. 
This data is presented graphically in Figures 5.8 and 5 . 9 . 
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3 , 1159 0, 27678 1,0 KSO = 72,939 
4 
I 
S04 - HS04 
- NO 
3 
Resin Phase (Mo le/9. Resin) 
I---
Expe rimental Fitted 
-
* * S04 I-ISO 4 N0 3 S04 HS04 N0 3 
0,1972 0,6604 0, 3433 0,1913 0, 664 7 0, 3527 
0,1 585 0, 5500 0,5 250 0,1494 0, 549 3 0, 5519 
0,0986 0, 3932 0,8127 0,09 73 0,3815 0,8239 
0,055 7 0, 2844 1 , 0032 0,0623 0,2737 1,0017 
0,036 1 0,2012 1,1266 0,0388 0,1888 1,1335 
0,0340 0,1476 1,1754 0,0296 0,1378 1,2030 
0, 3344 0,2104 0,5188 0,3364 0,2123 0,5150 
0, 2528 0,1464 0,7550 0,2442 0,1469 0,7647 
0,1374 0,082 8 1,0464 0,1365 0,0830 1,0439 
0,07 34 0,0440 1,2152 0,0740 0,0440 1,2079 
0,0306 0,0208 1,3166 0,0335 0,0209 1,3121 
0,01 24 0,0124 1 , 3578 0,0186 0,0116 1,3511 
Table F.12 Comparison of experimental and fit ted resin phase equilibrium 
composition for solutions specified in Table 5.3 for ternary 











Capacity is 1,4 equiv ./l resin . Wilson parameters and 
equilibrium constants are reported. This data is graphically 
presented in Figure 5.10. 
Resin Phase Experimental Fitted 
Mole It Resin Mole Fraction A 
HS04 
A 
U~ (S04) 3 
A 
U02 (S04) 2 
A 




* * * • * * * * S04 HS04 U02(S04) 3 U02 (504 ) 2 S04 HS04 U02 (S04) 3 U)2(S04)2 
S04 S04 S04 S04 S04 S04 
I 
0,3869 0,2808 0 , 07117 0 , 03822 0,4978 0,3613 0,09158 0 , 04931 10 , 356 4627 , 2 105 , 57 8 , 646 5038,5 98 , 93 
0,3 393 0 , 2464 0,09750 0,05250 0,4612 0,33 49 0 , 13253 0,07136 I 9 , 593 3947 , 6 83 ,45 8 ,011 3737 , 3 66 , 36 
0, 2903 0, 2109 0,12616 0,06794 0,4175 0,3033 0,18146 0,09771 8 , 682 3142 , 4 60,13 7 , 486 2843 , 4 45 , 98 
0,2299 0,1672 0,14833 0,07987 0,3677 0 ,2674 0,2372 3 0,12774 7,643 3099,3 52,22 7,061 2238,3 33 , 32 
0 , 2140 0,1559 0,16783 0,09037 0,3 407 0 , 2482 0,26720 
I 
0,14387 7,078 2265,2 35,37 6,877 2012,0 28,87 
0 , 1995 0,1454 0,17166 0,09244 0,3276 0,2388 0,28186 0,15177 6 , 804 2211,7 33 , 21 6,797 1918,4 27. , 08 
0,3109 0,6389 0,03891 0 ,01848 0,3101 0 , 6372 0,03423 0,01843 4 ,451 4031 , 4 57,30 4,232 4394,9 53,99 
0 , 2813 0,5782 0,05538 0,02982 0 , 2978 0,6121 0,05862 0,03156 4 , 274 3611 , 8 49 , 29 4 , 036 3492,2 42,81 
0,2503 0,5148 0,08125 0,04375 0,2812 0,5784 0,09128 0,04915 4 ,036 3561,1 45,90 3 , 883 2737,8 33,51 
0,2119 0,4365 0,10354 0,05516 0,2624 0,5404 
I 
0,12820 0,06903 3,764 2391 , 6 28,76 3,804 2213 , 8 27,04 
0,1887 0,3891 0,12519 0,06741 0,2449 0,5051 0,16251 0,08751 3,512 2405,6 27,00 3,7 91 1897,1 23,11 
0,1812 0,3741 0, 13033 0,07018 0,2397 0 , 4950 0 , 17246 0,09286 3,437 1955,8 21 , 49 3,793 
I 
1824,1 22,20 
0, 1742 0,9831 0,02496 0,01344 0,1514 0,8152 0,0216Q 
I 
0,01168 2,144 3378,5 23 , 45 2,086 2229 , 3 18,92 
0,1582 0,8491 0,04933 0,02657 0,1460 0 ,7839 0,04555 0,02453 2 , 066 2965 , 9 19,85 2 , 066 1892 ,7 16,77 
0,1316 0,7078 0,08807 0,04743 0,1350 0,7260 0,09034 0,04864 1,911 2332 , 6 14,43 2 , 094 1507 , 9 14,25 
0, 2269 0, 8568 0,01993 0,01073 0,2036 0,7689 0, 01788 0,00963 2,729 2635 , 6 24 ,59 2,682 3072 , 7 28,79 
0,2071 0,7806 0,04341 0,023 37 0,1964 0,7 403 0,04116 0,02217 2,632 2308 ,0 20 ,77 2 , 606 2520, 3 24 , 36 
0,1734 0, 6534 0,08177 0,04403 0,1820 0,6859 0,08584 0 , 04622 2,439 1989,7 16 , 60 2 , 563 1899,8 19 , 26 
' 0,1905 0,9284 0,02119 0,01141 0,1654 0,8063 0, 01840 0,00991 2 , 288 2793 , 6 21 ,18 2,234 2473,8 21 , 42 
0,1732 0,8428 0,04446 0,02394 0,1597 0,7772 0,04100 0,02208 2,209 2673 , 4 19,57 2 ,198 2086,9 18 ,7 9 
0,1447 0,7033 0,08209 0,04421 0,1485 0,7219 0,08426 0, 04537 2,053 2169 ,2 14,76 2,203 1639,5 15,68 
Table F . 13 Resin phase species distribtuion and comparison of experimental and fitted equilibrium quo t ients using the Wilson 
parameters and equilibrium constants quoted in Table 6.5, for system Amberlite 400, mixture of Na
2
S04 , H2S04 and 
U02S04 at 298
o







* 5 0 4 
0 , 2603 
0,2280 
0, 1717 






0 , 3167 
0 , 2685 
0,1927 





0 , 2 357. 
- -
Resin Phase Experimental Fitted 
Mole/R- Resin I - Mole Fraction 
* * ~ * * 
HS0
4 U0 2 (S04)3 tu°2(S04~ HS04 U0 2 (S04) 3 
* * A A A ASO A HS0
4 U0 2 (S04 ) 3 U02 (S04)3 S04 HS04 U02 (S04) 3 U0 2 (S0 4)2 S04 S04 S04 4 S04 
0, 5875 0, 05918 0 , 03187 0,2772 0 , 6258 0 , 06304 0,03394 3 , 894 3414 , 7 43 , 39 3 , 726 3141 , 4 
0,513 7 0, 08747 0 , 04710 0, 2602 0, 5862 0 , 09982 0,05375 3 , 657 2543,6 30,34 3 , 613 2446,5 
0, 3844 0, 13428 0, 0723 1 0, 2251 0 , 5040 0 , 17608 0,09481 3 , 168 1893 , 6 19 , 54 3 , 614 1729 , 8 
0, 5842 0, 04986 0 , 02685 0 , 3046 0 , 6 147 0,05247 0 , 02825 4 , 392 3089 , 2 43,13 4 , 139 3736,4 
0 , 5036 0 , 07905 0,04256 0 , 2862 0,5750 0,09025 0,04860 4,131 2534 , 9 33,25 3 , 955 2799 , 4 
0 , 3859 0, 12429 0 , 06693 0 , 2497 0 , 5017 0,16158 0,08701 3,604 1890 , 0 21,63 3,854 1929,8 
0 , 5616 0,04527 0 , 02437 0 , 3277 0,5981 0,04821 0,02596 4 , 857 3348 , 8 50,33 4,530 4199 , 9 
0,4898 0 , 07617 0,04101 0 , 3066 0 , 5596 0,08702 0,04686 4,543 2492,1 35,01 4 , 266 3050,3 
0 , 3818 0 , 11956 0,06438 0 , 2697 0 , 4929 0 , 15435 0 , 08311 3 , 995 1925 , 9 23,82 4,101 2091 , 3 
0 , 2438 0 ,10627 0 , 05723 0,4374 0 , 3367 0,14679 0 , 07904 8 , 893 3443,0 69 , 02 7,526 3339,6 
0, 2061 0 , 13195 0, 07105 0 , 3969 0 , 3031 0 , 19502 0,10501 8 , 093 2578 , 2 46 , 90 7,140 2615 , 8 
0,1472 0, 17218 0,09272 _ 0 , 3186 0, 2434 0 , 28471 0, 15331 6 , 496 1826 ,1 26 , 6 7 6, 622 1873 , 7 
0, 2516 0, 08975 0, 04832 0 , 4742 0 , 3395 0, 12111 0,06521 9 , 917 3401 , 5 73 , 92 8 , 248 4055,9 
0, 2034 0, 12648 0, 06810 0, 4169 0 .. 2980 0, 18533 0 , 09979 8 , 725 2681 , 9 51 , 25 7 , 531 2808 , 8 
0 ,1582 0, 15947 0, 08587 0 , 3552 0 , 2528 0, 25482 0,13721 7,447 1722 , 4 28 , 04 7, 03 7 2115 ,1 
0, 2440 0,08492 0,045 73 0, 4974 0, 3273 0 ,11 394 0,06135 0 , 743 3613, 5 82 , 37 8 , 878 4424 , 6 
0, 20 92 0, 1109 7 0, 0 5976 0, 4558 0, 299 7 0,15894 0, 08559 9 , 849 2361 , 9 49 , 34 8 , 238 -3326 , 8 
0, 15 51 0, 15313 0, 08246 0, 3762 0 , 2476 0 , 2444 7 0 ,13164 8 , 127 1748 , 1 30,14 7 , 419 2253 , 5 
Table F.14 Resin phase spe cie distribution and comparison of experimental and fitted equilibrium quotients 
using t he Wilson par ameters and equilibrium constants as quoted in Table 6 . 5 for system 












at 298oK. This data is presented graphically 









54 , 55 
39,11 
26,34 
56 , 36 
40,82 
26 , 17 
74 , 32 
45 , 34 
30 , 93 
85,58 
5 7 , 88 
















Resin Phase Experimental Fitted 
Mole/£ Resin Mole ;Fraction 
HS04 002 
(S04) 3 U0 2 (S04)2 
HS0 4 luo2 (S04) 3 U02 (S04) 2 
* ~ * * * * * A A A >- A "SO HS0
4 U02 (S04) 3 U02 (SO 4) S04 HS04 002 (S04)3 U02 (S04)2 S04 S04 S04 S04 
S04 4 
0,4885 0,13810 0,07436 0,1391 0,6000 0,16961 0,09133 1,885 1839 , 6 11,73 2,525 1300,0 13,69 
0, 3951 0,15709 0,08459 0,1431 0,5317 0,21139 0,11383 1,916 1842,9 12,08 2,845 1255,2 13',79 
0,2776 0,16689 0,08986 0,2070 0, 4120 0,24770 0,13338 2,995 1512 , 5 14,35 3,990 1473,5 17 , 89 
0,1662 0, 20272 0,10918 0,1874 0,2825 0,34457 0 ,18554 2 , 949 1789,6 15,37 4 ,780 1319,2 16,20 
0,1086 0,1980 0,10660 0,2677 0,1924 0,35088 0,18893 I 5,591 1490,1 .18 , 29 6,527 1589,2 21,05 
0,3539 0,09934 0,23179 0,1220 0,4536 0,12731 0,29707 1,635 507,0 12,29 1,554 444,2 I 8,90 
0,4223 0,09106 0,21246 0,1168 0,5139 0,11081 0,25856 1,587 545,7 12,65 1,458 480 ,0 . 8,79 
0,1569 0,11954 0,27893 0,1574 0,2381 0,18136 0,42318 2,474 440,2 13,76 2,232 394,1 10,17 
0,2639 0,10250 0,23917 0,1765 0,3589 0,13g40 0,32528 2,539 371,1 13,01 2,039 495,3 11,24 
0,1050 0,11607 0,27084 0,2256 0,1653 0,18274 0,42640 4,675 347,4 15,57 3,060 465,9 13,05 , 
Table F.15 Resin phase speciesdistribution and comparison of experimental and fitted equilibrium quotients using 




















l: u l:804 l:U l:804 
0 , 1095 0, 9707 0 ,1137 0, 9426 
0 , 1500 0,9783 0, 1463 0,9614 
0 , 1941 1 , 0118 0 , 1845 0 , 9842 
0 , 2282 1,0041 0,2128 1,0016 
0 , 2582 1,070 9 0 , 2437 1 , 0212 
0 , 2641 1 ,0709 0, 2519 1 , 0264 
0 , 0528 1 , 1296 0,0542 1 , 0598 
0,0852 1 , 1279 0,0828 .1 , 0650 
0 , 1250 1 , 1525 0 , 1096 1 , 0696 
0 , 1593 1 , 1094 0, 1565 1 , 0808 
0 , 1926 1 , 1198 0, 1776' 1 , 0869 
0 , 2005 1 , 1142 0, 19582 1 , 0924 
, 0, 0384 1 , 1805 0 , 0299 1,1975 
0,0759 1,16 17 0,060 7 1,1981 
0 , 1355 1,1720 0 , 1149 1, 1944 
0 ,0326 1, 1634 0, 0311 1 , 1895 
0 , 0684 1, 1685 0, 0611 1, 1759 
i 
0,126 3 1,16 85 0,11 46 1, 1829 
0,030 6 1 ,1600 0,0348 1, 1 5 36 
0, 0668 1,1823 0,0714 1 , 1516 
0,1258 1, 18 74 0, 1243 1,1524 
Resin ' Phase Resin Phase 
Mole/R. Resin Mole/R. Resin 
Experimenta l Fitted Experimental Fit.ted 
l:U r.804 l:U l:804 l:u l:804 l:u l:804 
0, 0910 
I 
1 , 0743 0 , 0871 1 , 0788 
0,1346 1,0914 0 , 1315 1 , 0865 
0 , 2125 1 , 1805 0,1919 1,1744 
0 , 3035 1,1977 0 , 2750 1,1939 
0,2066 1 , 1052 0,1990 1,1025 0,4307 1,2885 - -
0 , 0767 1 , 0743 0 , 084 3 1 , 0619 0 , 2417 1 , 1189 0,2197 1 , 1630 
0 , 1216 1, 0692 0,1268 1,0702 0 , 3311 1 , 1206 0 , 3024 l,i79 
0 , 1912 1,1086 0 , 1916 1 , 0880 0 , 4578 1,2465 - -
0,0696 1,0709 0 , 0787 1 , 0458 0,2568 1,0657 I 0,2548 1,1097 
0 , 1172 1,0760 0 , 1271 1 , 0576 I 0,3417 1,0520 0,3288 1,1468 
0,1839 1 , 0880 0,1873 1 , 0761 0,4693 1,1634 - -
0,1635 0,9903 0,1608 0 , 9750 0 , 3119 1,0657 0,2976 1 , 1056 
0 , 2030 1,0212 0,2016 0 , 9984 0 , 3985 1 , 0974 0,3705 1 , 1508 
I 
0,2649 1,0452 0 , 2633 1,0368 0 , 5379 1 , 2268 - -
0 , 1381 0, 9715 0 , 1471 0 , 9607 0 , 3046 1 , 0298 0, 3054 1 , 0614 
0 , 1946 1, 0041 0 , 1949 0 , 9892 0 , 3869 1 , 1000 0, 3681 1 , 110 3 
0, 2453 1 , 0469 0 , 2523 1 , 0252 0 , 5124 1 , 1874 - -
--------- --
0, 1306 0,9681 0 , 1403 0,9493 
0, 1707 1 , 0161 0 , 1881 0 , 9788 
0, 2356 1, 0606 0 , 2466 1 , 0168 
---
Table F.16 Comparison of experiment al and f i tted concent rations of total su l phate 
u 
and uranium on resin phase using the Wi lson parameters and equilibrium 
constants quoted in Table 6 . 5 f or system Amber l i te 400, mixture of 









K. Capaci ty assumed a s 1 , 4 equiv./l 
resin. This data is presented graphically in Figure 6 . 7 . 
N 
8 
Resin Phase Experimental Fitted 
Mole Fraction 
HS0
4 U02 (S04) 3 ~02(S04)2 N0 3 
HS04 002 (S04)3 u02 (S04) 2 
N0
3 
* * * * A A A A A A A ASO s04 HS04 U02 (S04)3 U02 (S04)2 N0 3 S04 S04 S04 S04 S04 S04 S04 4 
I 
0,2680 0,2118 0,11601 0 , 06247 0 , 3418 5 , 392 3999 , 6 49,12 84,51 4 , 4 50 4670,9 43.74 82,99 
0 , 2019 0 , 1601 0 , 07831 0 , 04217 0 , 51 76 4 ,056 4716 , 7 43,63 40 , 39 3,843 5535 , 9 ;39,19 48 , 68 
0 , 1482 0 , 1181 0 , 04195 0,02259 0 , 6692 2,971 4626,8 31,42 22 , 30 · 3,398 6366,8 34 , 08 33 , 54 








0 , 0970 
0 , 4704 0,01927 0 , 01038 0,4026 1,344 3487,5 15,56 17,26 2,000 3439,5 18,17 28,55 
0,3275 0 , 01103 0 , 0059 0,5872 0 , 943 4085 ,0 12,81 13,03 1,881 3613,2 15,49 20,78 
0 , 1840 0,25004 0,13464 0,1986 4,681 2282,1 24,34 131,05 4,212 2141 , 0 24,90 179,57 
0,1567 0,20890 0,11249 0, 3240 3,980 2626,9 23,83 101,76 3,624 2464,7 24,90 
0,1204 0,17444 0,09393 0, 4595 3,048 3710,7 25,81 65,91 . 3,086 2620,6 22 , 43 
0,0998 0,14858 0,08000 0,5460 2,521 4588,8 26 , 41 49,36 2,804 2726,7 20,72 
0,0852 0 ,12175 0,06556 0,6205 2,145 5157 , 6 25,28 41 , 60 2 , 611 2894,8 19 , 51 
0 , 0774 0,10555 0 , 05683 0,6632 1,943 5409,8 24,05 33,14 2,513 3017,3 18,83 
---- -
Table F . 17 Comparison of experimental and fitted equilibrium quoti~nts using the Wilson parameters quoted 






, H2S04 and U02S04 at 298
o
K. 





















0, 1492 0,7835 0 ,2857 0, 1542 0,7923 0, 282 7 
0, 1144 0, 6181 0, 4914 0 , 1114 0, 6252 0, 515 7 
0, 0700 0, 4416 0, 7257 0 , 0623 0, 4295 0,7891 
0, 0567 0 ,9497 0 ,2685 0 , 0406 0 ,9481 0, 2971 
0 ,0358 0 , 7706 0, 4857 0 , 0236 0, 7577 0,5 30 9 
0,0215 0, 5800 0, 74 28 0,0109 0, 5649 0, 7644 
0, 2545 0, 9355 0, 1314 0 , 2529 0 , 9372 0, 1469 
0 ,2324 0, 8696 0, 2343 0,2353 0, 8751 0, 2299 
0,2136 0, 7659 0 , 3657 0 , 2057 0, 7780 0, 3550 
c. 
0,1938 0,6802 0 , 4629 0,1801 0, 6965 0, 4671 
0, 1716 0, 6057 0, 5686 0,1573 0,6240 0, 5633 
0, 1546 0, 5680 0, 631 4 0 , 1368 0, 5583 0,6506 
Figure F . 18 Comparison of experimental and fitted equi l ibrium 
r esin composition using the Wilson parameters 
q uoted in Table 6.8 for solution conditions s tated 
i n Table 6.6 for system Awberlite 400 , mixture o f 









a t 298 K. 
Capacity of 1, 4 equiv. / l resin is app l ied . This 
d ata is graphically presented in Figure 6. 12. 
Resin Phase Experimental Fitted 
(Mole HS04 U~ <-504 ) 3 U02(S04) 2 
Cl HS04 UG.2S0 4) 3 U02 (S04) 2 
Cl 
Fraction) 
A A A A A A ' A A 
* * * * S04 S04 S04 S04 S04 S04 ' S04 S04 S04 HS04 U02 (S04) 3 U02(S04)2 Cl 
0,3728 0,2942 0,16992 0,09150 0,0716 7,504 3036,4 51,87 9,682 6 ,539 2808,6 41,54 6,194 
0,3498 0,2776 0,15149 0 , 08157 0 , 1396 7,026 3060,7 49,07 6,195 6,068 2983,0 41,69 5,726 
0,3048 0,2417 0,13591 0,07318 0,2444 6,125 3589,8 50 , 15 5,348 5 ,304 3068,1 38,17 5,025 
0,2518 0,2007 0,09811 0,05283 0,3965 5,050 3746,3 43,23 4,109 4,386 3609,7 37,42 4,086 
0,2070 0,1658 0,07162 0,03856 0,5170 4,144 3995,2 37 , 91 3,646 3,716 4179,3 35,60 3 , 400 
0,1770 0,1423 0,05173 0,02785 0,6011 3 ,536 3904,1 31 , 66 3,137 3 , 327 4914,8 35,11 
I 
2,973 
0,2754 0,2178 0,28926 0,15575 0,0617 5,540 1884,2 23,78 9,638 5,985 1769,8 22,96 6,146 
I 0,2608 0,2066 0,26857 0,14461 0,1194 5,243 1942,4 23 , 22 6,021 5,599 1824,4 22 , 65 5,743 
0,2520 0,2002 0,22390 0,12056 0,2033 5,061 1721,7 19 , 88 4, 430 5 ,11 2 2024 , 2 23 , 78 I 5,181 
0,2124 0,1696 0,17872 0,09624 0,3431 4 ,255 1910,7 17,32 3,613 4,240 2212 , 6 22,56 I 4 , 270 I 
0,1706 0,1368 0,14943 .0,08046 2303,9 I 0,4627 3,412 2445,8 19,12 3,512 3,512 
19,97 I:~ 0,1372 0,1105 0,13089 0,07048 0,5510 2,740 3275,2 20,59 3,369 2,996 2325,9 17,36 3,003 
--
Table F.19 Comparison of experimental and fitted equilibrium quotients using the Wilson parameters quoted in Table 6.11 
for system Amberlite 400, mixture of Na
2
So4 , NaCl, H2
S04 and U02S04 at 298
o
K. This data is presented 






(r·101e/Q. Res in) 
Experimenta l I Fi t ted 
L: U Cl L: U L: S0
4 
Cl 
0,1854 0,0508 0, 1831 0, 9634 0,042 1 
0, 1730 0,1036 0, 1727 0,919 7 0,1018 
0,1639 0 ,1916 0, 1571 0, 8529 0,1934 
0, 1322 0, 3476 0, 1306 0, 7381 0, 3521 
0, 1056 0, 4956 0, 1090 0, 6432 0, 4850 
0,0819 0, 6188 0,0912 0, 5621 0, 5981 
0, 2710 0, 0376 0, 2691 1 , 0238 0 :.030 5 
0, 2616 0,0756 0 , 2589 0, 9899 0, 074 6 
0, 2359 0, 1392 0, 2428 0, 9365 0, 1444 
0, 208 7 0, 2604 0, 2140 0 , 8398 0, 2711 
0, 1894 0, 3812 0 , 1932 0, 7547 0, 38 33 
0,1762 0, 4820 0,1667 0, 6 79 1 0, 4833 
Figure F . 20 Comparison o f experimenta l and fit t ed 
equilibrium resin compos ition us ing 
the Wilson p arameters q uot ed in Tab le 
6 . 11 f or s olution condi tions stated 











U02S04 at 298 K. Capacity o f 1, 4 
equiv . /l r esin is appli ed . Thi s d a ta 
is graphically presented i n Figure 6.17. 
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APPENDIX G 
COMPILATION OF LITERATURE DATA FOR SYSTEM, STRONG BASE 








The published data is presented for comparison with the 
experimental work reported in Tables G.l, G.2 and G.3. 
Unfortunately the solution phase of the published data is 
generally not completely defined, for example the acid concentration 
is rarely specified. Further the resin phase composition is not 
~ 
completely specified. Often the total sulphate on the resin is not 
reported. 
The resin samples used Amberlite 400 , Dowex 21K and De-Acidite F'F 
+ are all polystyrene resins with the same functional group -N(alkyl) 3' 
Provided the cross-linking of the different resin samples is similar 
the results expressed as moles per equivalent of resin should compare 






















Solution Phase Resin Phase Resin , Type Reference 
(Mole/9,) pH Mole / Equiv . Resin ) 
1:,804 H EU ES04 
0,780 - 1,8 0,1913 0,7725 Amberlite 400 ARDEN AND WOOD (1956) 
0,509 - 1,8 0,2026 0,7619 
0,270 - 1,8 0,2119 0,7619 
0,119 - 1,8 0,2278 0,7725 
- - 0,52 0,0762 0,8867 De Acidite FF ARDEN AND WOOD (1956) 
- - 1,01 0,1583 0,8564 
- - 1,32 0,2039 0,8011 
- - 1,61 0,2320 I 0,7928 
- - 1,82 0,2392 0,7735 
- - 2,01 0,2494 0,7376 
0,771 - 2,5 0,2307 0,8204 De Acidite FF ARDEN AND WOOD (1956) 
0,266 - 2,5 0,2428 0,7735 
0,117 - 2,5 0,2 472 0,7459 
0,035 - 2,5 0,2569 0,7735 
0,011 - 2,5 0,2633 0',7790 
0,105 - 1,8 0, 2399 0,7426 Amberlite 400 JOHNSON AND \HLWARD (1953) 
0,412 - 1,8 0,2671 0,8086 
- - - _. - -



























Solution Phase Resin Phase Resin Type I Reference 
(Mole/9.) pH (Mole/Equiv. Resin) 
£504 H EU ES04 
0,40 - 1,8 0,176 - Amberlite ·400 KUNIN (1969) 
0,40 - 1,8 0,149 -
0,40 - 1,8 0,087 -
0,40 - 1,8 0,055 -
0,370 0,1016 1,70 0,1799 0,5852 Amberlite 400 O'CONNOR (1954) 
0,414 0,2032 1,32 0,1451 0,6404 
0,20 - 1,34 0,163 - Amberlite 400 KUNIN (1969) 
0 ,10 - 1,01 Oi170 -
0,195 - 2,0 0,090 - Dowex 21K WATSON (1962) 
0,195 - 2,0 0,127 -
0,195 - 2,0 0,163 -
2,0 0,175 0,195 - -
0,195 - 2,0 0,187 -
0,50 - 2,0 0,070 -
0,50 - 2,0 0,105 -
0,50 - 2,0 0,132 -
0,50 - 2,0 0,1 47 -
0,50 .,.. 2,0 0,159 -
j 
i ----
Table G.2 Literature equilibrium data for the system strong base resin, mixtures of sulphate 








EU 0,0005 0,001 0,002 0,005 
Resin Phase (Mole / Equiv . Res in) 
I. S0 4 ED Hl I w I Ell 
0,10 0,11 2 0,145 0 .,lB2 0,193 
0,15 0,103 0,136 0,171 0,lB4 
0,20 0,097 0,127 0,162 0,180 
0,25 0,090 O,llB 0,156 0,175 
0, 30 0,086 0,112 0,151 0,175 
0,35 0,081 0,105 0,147 0,175 
0,40 0,07 9 0,101 0,143 0,175 
0,45 0,077 0,097 0,140 0,178 
0,50 0,07 9 0,097 0,138 0,180 
0,55 0,079 0,097 0,136 0,182 
0,60 0,081 0,099 0,132 0,184 
Table G.3 Smoothed resin loading data of Stein (1962 ) for system 
Dowex · 21K, mixture of Na2S04 , H2S04 and U02
S0
4 
a t ~H 2.0 . . 
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APPENDIX II 
IDENTIFICATION OF SPECIES IN RESIN PHASE 
An assumption made in this treatment is cl1at the stoichiometry 
of the complexes in the r esin phase is known. This is not easily 
determined experimentally particularly \vhen more than one comp lex 
may coexist in the resin for a particular solution condition. 
MARCUS and KERTES (1969 ) discuss in depth the equivalent 
accounting method as applied t o anionic c omplexes. Information on 
species f ormed in the resin may also be obtained from r esin loading . 
This is i mportant in studies by distribution methods. The authors 
discuss the application of these methods . 
HEITNER-vlIRGUIM and BEN-ZHI (1970 , 1970) ass ign the vis i ble 
and near infrared absorption of cobalt (II) c hloride spe cies sorbe d 
on cation and anion ion exchangers by comparing these s pectra with 
those of known species in other media and by t aking into accoun t the 
properties of v arious ion exchangers used. 
POPE and BOEYENS (197 5 ) have determined the crystal structure 
of S-benzylisothiouroniwn h exachlorop l atinate (IV) and tetrachloroaurate 
(III) from three dimensional X-ray data obtained from integrated 
We i ssenberg photographs. The S-be nzy l isothiouronium cation occurs as the 
functional group in polystyrene resins which are selective for platinum 
group metals and gold. 
HEITNER-WIRGUI~ and GANTZ (1973) have identified the uranyl sulphate 
species sorbed on anion and cation ion exchangers from sulphate solutions 
by comparing the visible and infrared spectra of the species sorbed with 
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those of s peci es present in aqueous and non-aqueous phases. The 
+ 2- 4-
species identified were U02HS04 , U02 (S04)2 and U0 2 (S04) 3 . 
MAJCHRZAK (1971) has identified the uranium (VI) comp lexes 
sorbed on anion exchange resins from sulphate solutions from their 
absorption spectra (400-500 nm) and by ca lculating their composition 
from the amount of sulphate and uranium absorbed. At low uranium, 
2- 4-
l ess than 10 mmol /li tre t11e tv,ro complexes U02 (S04) 2 and u02 (S04) 3 
are sorbed . At high uranium \.;i th an excess of sulphate both complexes 
2-
are absorbed, however at low sulpha te U0 2 (S04) 2 prevails . 
Simi l ar ly ~~JCHRZAK (1969 ) h a s identified the uranium (VI) 
complexes sorbed on i on exchange r e sins from carbonate solutions. The 
4-
c omplex U0 2 (C0 3) 3 i s the only complex formed when the c arbonate 
concentration i s high. 
YOSHH1URA et aZ employ the I indifferent electrolyte adding I me t hod 
to determine the predominant specie s .absorbed from urany l nitrate, 
sodium nitrate solutions . At solution nitrate concentrations of 
2-2M U02 (N0 3); pre dominates and at 4- 6M U02)N0 3
)4 predominates. The 




One of two unconstra ined minimisation routine s is used depending 
on the number of func tions, that is the ntIDber of independent reactions 
or parameters considered. 
1.1 SUBROUTINE NELM 
This subroutine finds th e unconstrained mini mum of a single function 
of several variables F(X) where X is the vec tor X(l) -- X(N). This method 
described by NELDER and HEAD (1965) makes use of the geometrical simplex 
which is defined by n + 1 noncoplanar points in n dimensional space . 
1 . 2 SUBROUTINE VA02A 
For t\vO or more functions this subroutine minimises t he sum of 
squares F of M given functions of N variables. 
M 
= L M~N 
j=l 
This method described by POWELL (1965 ) unlike the classical procedure 
does not require any derivatives. 
Both routines NELM and VA02A require a subroutine CALF UN which is 
user written to ca lculate the functions to be minimised. 
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APPENDIX J 
CONPUTER PROGRAHS AND SPECIHEN CALCULATIONS 
J.1 PARl\J'.1ETER ESTIMATION 
The program WILMOLF is u sed to estimate the Wilson interaction 
coefficients A .. and the equilibrium c onstants K. as outline d in 
1. J 1. 
Section 3.7. 
The minimisation routine VA02A is used in this program . 
J.l.l Specime n c alculations 
The results for the ternary system Amber lite 400, mixture o f 
In this case b o th 
equilibrium constants arc specified from the characterisation of 
pre vious subsystems . Two interaction parameters are estimated. 
J.2 SOLUTION OF SI MULTANEOUS NON-LINEAR EQUATIONS 
The general program DISTRIB is used to solve the simultaneous 
equa tions for the equilibrium extents . The minimisation routine NELM 
is used for one equation while VA0 2A is used for more than one equation . 
J.2 . l Specimen calculations 
A . Solution phase activities 
The activities of the solution phase species for at least one 
expe rimental condition of the following systems have been 
determined 
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(b) mixture o f Na 2
S0
4
, NaN0 3 
a nd NaCl 
( c) mixture of Na 2S04 ' 
Na N0
3
, NaCl and H2
SO
4 
(d) mixture of Na 2
S0
4
, H2S04 and oo2S04 












Program DIS'l'I{IB with NOP'l'ION = 1 is used. 
B . Fitte d resin p h a se c omposition 




Table J . 6 
The fitted resin pha se c ompositions for the following systems have 
been de t ermined 
(a) binary syste m S02-
4 
- NO ' 
3 
Table J. 7 
(b) binary sys t em 
2-
S04 - HS04 
Table J.8 
2- - 4-
( c) qua terna ry system s04 - HSO - U02 (S04)3 
2-
4 
- u0 2 (S04) 2 
TableJ . 9 
for one experime ntal condition. Program DISTRIB with NOPTION 2 
is use d . 
. C . Predicted r e sin phase composition 
For the activities determined in Section A the predictions of the 
resin phase composition for the following systems are presented 
(a ) 
2- -
S04 - NO - Cl Table J . 1O 3 
(b ) 
2- - -
5°4 - HSO - NO] - Cl Table J .11 4 
(c ) 
2- 4- 2- -
S04 - HSO - UOdS04) 3 - U02 (S04)2 - N0 3 
Cl Table J . 12 4 
Program DISTRIB with NOPTION 2 is used . 
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J.3 ACTIVITIES OF SPECIES IN NON-COMPLEX SYSTE~~ 
'I'he program ' NOCOMP is used to calculate the activities of 
solution species in non-complex systems from the extended Debye-Huckel 
equation. A few results for the system NaCl and NaN0
3 
have been 
presented as specimen calculations in Table J.13 . 
J. 4 SPECIMEN CALCULATION OF THE EQUILIBRIUM QUOTIENT 
A. 
2..:. 




Taking the first experiment as an example from Table F . 3 the 
mole fractions of the species are 
0 ,599 
0 , 401 
From the printout Table J.2 the activi ties of the s olution species 
for the corresponding experiment are 
a~O = 0, 01926 
4 
0 ,01349 
From Equation (4 . 3) the equilibrium quotient is give n by 
(0 ,599)2(0 , 01926) 
(0,401) (0 , 01349) 2 
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B. Equilibrium quotients for the quaternary system 
2- . 4- 2-
S04 - HS04 U0 2 (S0 4) 3 U0 2 (S04)2 -------
Using the first experiment of this series as an example the mole 






x == 0,04931 
U02 (SOI)2 
From the printout Table J.5 Lhe activities of the solution species 
for the corresponding experiment are 










0,79857 x 10-4 
a' 
U02 (S04) 2 
0,333296 x 10- 4 
From Equation (6.8) the equilibrium quotients are 
(0, 3613)2 (0,0355 23) 
(0,4978) (0,029996 ) 2 
(0,09158) 
10,35 
(0, 4978) 2 (0,79858>. 10- 4 ) = 
= . (0,04931) (0,035523 ) 
(0, 4978)(0,333296X lO- tt ) 
4627,7 
105,57 
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WKITE(3dOOo) 
1006 FUR I·IA TC 2x d 1 HkEAC nUN <I» 
WHIT[(3.100f)(J.J=I'NCUMP) 
1007 FOR MAT(13X.20IS) 
DO 7 I=l.NHt::A 
WRITE(3. 1UUd)I'(BETA(I,J).J=I.NCO~P) 
1008 FUH MA T(5X,15.~x,2QF5.2) 
7 CON TI NUE . 
f)U 10 K=1 . 1-1 
I< E A t:J ( 2 • 2000) I~ E X ( K ) , C K 5 ( K ) • ( '( ( K • 1 ) • 1 = 1 • NCO II. P ) 
2000 FUR~AT(lX.lb.5X,5E12.5) 
10 CO NTI NUE 
1 F ( "J F l. A G • E () • U ) GOT 0 2 0 
\oItlITE (3.)(JOO) 
30 00 F U i ( '1 A T ( I I 1 'I.. • 1 0 H [ X P N tHI Ii Erb ? x , 9 H E. Q U RAT I Q , 2 X , ? <j H [ 0 LJ 1 V ALE N T F k A C n 0 , ~ 
15 U ~ RESIN .//40X'~HCOMPONENT) 
GU TO 21 
20 WHITE(3,300S) 
J005 FUR MAT(//lX.10HEXP NUM8ER .2x.YHE OU RATIO.8v.23HMULE FHACTIUN ON HE 
1 SI N • / / 4 0 X • 9 H C U 1,1 P (J N E fIT) 
21 wHITE(3 .3 001 )(J,J=1. NCUMP} 
3001 F OR~AT (/19X.4(10 X'I2 » 
DO 11 K=I . H 
WRITE(3.2000) N[X (K).CKS(K).(Y(K,I).T=l. N C~MP) 
11 C()NTINUr. 
CALL VA02A( M .~,F.X.l.ESCALE.TP~INT'~AXFU N ) 
WHITE (Jd 003 ) 
300 3 F (l K 11 A T ( / / 1 X , 7 H t. x P N U f~ • 2 X , 1 ? H F Q t~ AT T 0 f x P • ? X • 1 3 ' I E (~ f ( A TIn CAL C • 7 X • 1 4 
1 H F R ACT 0 ill RES IN. 3 6 x , 1 4 Ii ~, eTC n Ene II L C , I I 4 /j X , ')Ii C U ~w CI ?.j E I~ r , 3 6 X • 'i rl C l ) ~I P 
lUNE IH) 
w R I T E ( 3. 3006) ( J. J = 1 • NCO "1 P ) • ( I , 1=1 • N C (j M P ) 
3006 F (J H '1 A T ( /2 fl X • 4 ( l OX . I 2 ) • II ( lOX. I 2 ) ) 
LJU Il K=I,"1 
CHL fU"iA M"1A ( K) 
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(j Ii 0 I, 
WH ITE(3*3007) NE X(K)~CKS(K)_CKSTAR(K).(Y(K.I).1=1.NCO M ~).(GAMMA(r). 
lI=l.NCQM~) . 
3007 f ORiIAT {lX.I6;lOE12.S) 
I; CU NTI NUE 
~IRIT E(3.300U) 
3008 rO H!IA TClllX.11HREACTtnN NO _4X_22HTHEn MOD'fNAM [C CONSTA NT) 
DO ') I=l ' NIlEA 
WHITE() ·3 00~ )I.CKT(I) 
5 CD NTI NUE 
3009 FDPMA T(Sx.15,12X.E12.S) 
I'IH IH:( 3,J0 1u) 
3010 F OH~A T(111X'23HPAH AMETEHS • LA MO A(I-J» 
~H IT [ C3.3 0 11)(JIJ=t~ N CU M P) 
3 0 1 1 F (J r~ i,1 A T ( I 1 X ' 'hi C 0 f1 P lHi E NT' 4 ( lOX ; 1 2 ) ) 
o 0 6 I = 1 • N C U /,1 t' 
vI R I T [( 3 • 3 0 1 2 ) I • ( X LA M 0 A ( 1 • J ) ; J = 1 • NCO ~1 P , 
3012 f OR~A T(/5X.12·9X.qE12.~) 
6 CON TI NU E 
ST UP 
[ NO 
SFG i~ E'H 
STAHr or Sl~ ~ lNT 
SUB HOUTINE CALFUN(~-NIFIX) 
C U t~ M 0 N Y ( 20 () • 4 ) ; C K S ( 20 u ) , HE t A ( 3 • 4 ) , x LAM f) A ( 'I • 4 ) • G A '11 '1 ,4 C 4 ) • C K S TAR C ? 0 0 
1). NCUMP .CKT( 3 ). NHtA . DE L(4.4) 
[l r ~I L N S I lJ t 1 F ( 2 U 0 ) • x ( 1 5 ) • w ( 1 0 0 0 0 ) • E C 1 '5 ) 
o II 1 20 1 = 1 ; N C U ~1 P 
X L A rl 0 A ( I • I) = 1. U 
1 20 C U IH I N U E 
CKTC1) = s.U'itl 
CKT(2) = 72.'139 
XLA MOA (1,2) = U.9 84 6 
XLA MO A(l,3) :: 0.65419 
XLA IIQA (2)l) :: 2.H124 
XLA HD A(2)3) = EXP(X{l)) 
XL AMOA (3.1) :: 3.115~ 
XLA MQA(3,2) = EXP(X(2» 
NPHI = I-1 / NRE A 
o (J 1 () () K = 1 • 1,1 
CALL ~(GMP1A ( K ) 
J F ( K • L f~ • 1·) 1' l K ) I ~ ~I f< = 1 
R 0405 
I ~ 1)(1 /19 
~ v4~" 
I{ ()459 
R ,) 4,)9 
:! 114':'3 
' ! 0 4 6 3 
:~ {J 4 (, 9 
f{ 04t17 
q 0408 
:~ () 4 Ij I:J 
I~ 04-)? 
!~! U 4 'J 2 
i~ u ')09 
R O'",() 9 
I( U~ l ,) 
rl oStlO tv I-' 
~ ()540 CD 
f ( 1j~l!U 
11 O':;ll~ 





/~ 011 0 () 
') /, l) I) U () 
fl oout> 
fl 0014 
I( UO l4 
n 00 1 1\ 
'\ 
,-{ IJU?' ? 
f< () Ol' 6 
H 0030 




I( U04 '7 
~ ou') ? 
/) ! 111 L:;. .~ 
I F ( K. GE. NPE H+l) NNR =2 
I F ( K. GE. ?* NPlH +l) NNR =3 
CKS TAk ( K) = CK T( NNH ) 
00 11 0 J=1 . ~ CU~ P 
CKSTA H( K) = CKST AH(K)/GA MM A(J)** DET A( NNR 'J) 
110 CON TI NUE 
F( K ) = (C KS ( ~ )-C K ST AR ( K »/C K S( K ) 

















1)0 7 2 
vO l t! 
0 10 1 
~ 1 0 1 
v 11 7 
0 1 11 
() l ;">O 
3 I !> 131 LONG 
---------- ______ - _ _ __ ._~ __ •• __ M ____ • ____________ - __ ~ __________________________ " ___________ ~ _____________ ~ __ _ ~ . 
\ 
S T A I{ T n r S E ti I~ E ~; T * * * * * * * * * * 4 
SU UnOlJ TI NE RGAr'lM A( K ) ~I 1)000 
C (I M M 0 N Y ( 2 0 u • I.j ) • C K S ( 2 00 ) _ HE T A ( 3. 4 ) • X LA M D A ( 1\ • 4 ) • GAM ~;'A l 4 ) • C K. S T AR ( i' 0 (J f~ 0UOO 
1). ~ C OMP .C K T( 3 ). NR L A . OL L(4.4) 
0 1 MlNS I UN f ( ?UO ). )< (1 5 ). w (1 0 0 00 ) , E ( 15) 
o U 1 nUl = 1 • ~J CU M P 
XLS UJ.1 =(). o 
X S I) ,n = U el) 
no 70 J=1. NCUi1 P 
x LSu r1 = x LSU M +YlK.J)*xLA ~HJ A( I ;J) 
X ~ UM2 = r) . 0 
DO 60 1"1, = 1 • rJ C U ~1 P 
X S U t~ 2 = X S U t1 ~ .. Y ( K • ~1 ) * x LA M 0 A ( J • M ) 
60 C UN TI 'l/UE 
X S I J 11 1 = X S U ;1 1 + Y ( K • J ) * x L A t·1 0 A ( J • I ) I X 5 U M 2 
7 0 C [j ~J T I ~JLI E 








f~ 011 o, 
F! \) 0 f) 11 
H \h) 111 
p 002') 
! ( OO?5 
t: 0032 
n ' ) 04 1 
t< 0()a 3 
!'-: I I 0 ~ ') 
r~ \) 1)55 
R VOl)? 
~ JOn') 




S U Ii R IlU T I :" E V A 0 2 A ( t1 ~ N ~ F • X • I:. , ES C AL E . 1 P R I r IT • M A X FU N ) 
C U!l ~1(J r 1/ V 0 0 / X r N C • 1 I ~l C • FA . F Ii . [) . 0 A • I> H • f) C • I l • F Z 
OI M[N SILl N F(;2U l1 ). X (1 5 ). w(1 00IJO )· E ( 15 } 
M P L U S I~ = 1>1 + N 
K S T = t~ + 111-' L U S I~ 
UPLUS = r. + l 
K I N V= fI PL US* ( ll f' L u SN+l ) 
K S Tl1 R E = K I ~I V · 11 P L US N - 1 
CALL CALFUN ( M. N . F. X ) 
1~1~ = N + r,j 
K = NN 
0 0 1 I=l. ~ 
K = K+l 
I'/( 1<) = F ( 1) 




2 l« I}= X(I}+ E (l) 
CALL CAL FUN ( M, N,F, X) 
X( I) = X(I) · UI ) 
DO 3,) =1. N 
t<= K +l 
W( K)=O . 
w( J }= O. 
3 C UN T I iWE 
S IJ '-1 = O. 
K K= ;,;N 
o n 4 J =l, H 
>(K = KK + l 
F(J}= F (J);' IHKK) 
SUM=SUM+F eJ)*F(J) 
4 CONTI NU E 
IF <SU M} 5 . 5 . 6 
5 WR lTE ( 3 .7 )l 
7 F CJ rn"' A T < 5 X • 9 H V A 02 A 1:.( . I 3 . 20 fi } UN R F. AS [J N A H L Y S"1 ALl. 
I)U 8 J= l . M 
NN =NN + l 
F(J} = \~ ( Nf\! } 
ST AHT nF SEu Ml NT * ** ***** ** 5 
1-' OvOO 
Ii \l IJ OO 
I~ CI 0 t) 0 
r( \} 0 () I) 
n 000 1 
I ( 0002 
:\ d O") 
f' ()OO~ 
f( ()UU7 
I~ 00 1 0 
~" I ) U 1 1 
I ~ OU 1 2 
I : u 0 17 
I( DU l II 
H 0025 '" '" H (){)"~ 0 
Il u026 
I~ 0 0 2 1 
II 00 2 t1 
f~ () u ]"3 
f1 (J03b 
Cl "J 11/' 1 
I ~ (0 () 4 6 
I~ ~ ) () 4 r:, 
I { ()(1~2 
.1 'J I) " r 
n ~~ 0 :, ( 
:< !)05 "\ 
I( 005 4 
f.: () L)() " 
R \) (Jt, 0 
.? vol 3 
I~ V (I r ;, 
0") U u i' ;\ 
" \ 
l< l! () I) 1 
-, I, u()lJ l 
t: (J O,/ l 
n ()() '1n 
I ~ IJ I) 911 
H 0104 
8 CUN TI NUE r< 0104 
GO 10 10 i ~ 0 1 0 6 
6 S 1I :-1 = 1 • I S Q R T ( S U 11 ) f( 0107 
J=K- 'J -t'I H 0 1 0'f 
w(J):::E(I)*5L) "I rl \J 1 15 
DU 'J J=l_~ ' l uUO 
K=K+l ~. J ()1?2 I , 
W( K )= F (J)*SU "1 \-' C12l:l 
K K = I'J I·J + J R (, 12 q 
DU 1 1 1 I:: 1 d i1 013Q 
KI\ = KK+ "1PlU:) ''.J 
W( II )= W(l l)+ W(KK)*w(K) 
R 0136 
R Ol'l1 
11 c(!r, T I NU l:: H 0 1')2 
9 C[ld TI ";I It. r, 0152 
I u :s s= 1-1 
I G A ,.1 A X = IJ + I - 1 !1 
01?3 






114 C r i~ P = I I'J C I r~ V + 1 
I F (lLESS) 13-13-14 
fl lit ')1'} 
Il 0 1 61 
13 \·I ( KINV )=l. R \)1(,~ 
Gil -, [) 1~ I( (116" 
14 t3 = 1 • 1  0160 
00 16 J= NPLUS, I GAr~AX ~ Dlf2 
w(J)= O. t{ 0 17f 
16 CU,'JT ! NUE R 0 177 
KK = I\ TtIV >-{ 017tj 
DU 17 lI=l*lLESS , ~ 'Jl~ 3 
II P =II+ N ~ 0 I dS 
W(IIP): W(IIP)+W(KK)*WCII) t~ \)? 0 0 
Jl=lI+l '-< 020 1 
IF (JL-ILES!:» 18d!3d9 . ~ 0204 
ltl Dli ,~ 0 JJ=JL'ILESS H 020 4 
KK=KK+l f{ ()? 11 
JJ P= JJ+ N R 0/12 
WCIIP )= w(IIP)+ W(KK)*WeJJ) , ( on 7 
v. ( J.J P ) = ~I ( J J t' ) + W C K K ) * W ( I 1 ) t( 02113 
20 COIH li'IUl 'I (j 2/J 4 
19 A= U-YI( I 1 )*w( lIP) 
. ~ O?S2 
KK = ~.K +I N CI N P .. ~ 0254 
17 CUNT I NUE H U?54 
8 =1./ !3 H 025''; 
KI< =Kl rJ V " .' u?56 OLi 21 I I= I\I PLUS,lGA MIIX I{ 0(>6 1 
HH =- B*W(II) .R. 02(.0 
DO n JJ=I I, I(jA t~A X F~ on 1 
~ lK K )= W ( KK )~ b ~* W (JJ) H O(>tl 3 
KK=r,K +l R D?h5 
22 Cli NT OWE I~ 0.2 ', S 
WCKI\ )= Htl r< Il?M9 
KK= KK +INCINV H 0;.>91 
21 Ct lNT I NI)E ~ 1)2"\ 
W( KIQ= U K U.2<.Jo 
15 GO Tn C27,24)dlNV j( o 102 
24 1=1+1 :1 I)j03 
If (! - j\j ) 2,2.25 ,~ 0306 IV IV 
25 II NV=1 I~ 0 306 IV 
F ~ =0 . R 0307 
KL = t"~J : ~ O]OH 
OlJ 26 I=l,M ,1 (/3 13 
KL= KL+l R o:ns 
FC [)= ~I ( K L) k 0320 
FF=fF+FCI)*F(l) f{ 0 :i 25 
26 CON T I I~ UE n O]2? 
le n ~JT = 1 ,1 0126 
ISS=1 'l 0327 
,.., C= t! +l R 032 1\ 
J~ p =rA B ~(IPHINT)*(IA~S(IPHINT)-l) K 0]30 
I1C= 1) fl 03 :n 
I I' S = 1 H 0132 
IPC= () R Oj33 
27 lPC=I PC-IA BS(IPRI NT ) , ~ Il J 3 II 
IF ( I PC) 2/1,.29·29 P- 033 1 
28 wH ITE(3,JO) I TC ~ !~ C • F F 
30 FlJflt',\ T (//5~,<'}HI TEHAT IO N .I4.19.16H CALLS 
f) F CAL FUN . '5 X , ~ H F = • I.~ ~ 4 • 1/1 ) R uj 5 1 
wnIl[ (3,31 )( X(l),I=l. N) 
!~ 03')1 
31 f OHfA T (~x.9HVARIA H LES,/C5E24.14» 
!~ (1)1)9 
>'I o -i 6-) 
IFCIP k I NT )lU UQ ,lU01,lOOl 'l ld 72 
1001 WH I T~ (3.32)( F( J)'I=l' M ) 
3 2 FU R:"!\' T ( j x • 'J rl F U I~ C T 1 U r~ S , / C 5 E 2 IJ • 1 4 ) ) 
'1 () 3 'J 0 
l( \) 3 'f 0 
10 00 If-'C "' IPP 
GU f a (29)33'QPS . '1 0 3 9 0 
29 GLJ To (34.3S)'IC ON t H 'J 39 7 
3S IF (C HANGE -i.) 10dO_j6 R 0 403 
1 0 IF(I PH I N T)l U0 3~33.37 I{ l)40 6 
1003 wk r H:: ( 3' 10 () ~) R OLq 1 
1002 FU'i'!AT U/ 5x di H'JA02A FINAL VALUES OF" VAHIA~LES) q U41 ') 
G{) T(J 100 4 ~ 04 l':i 
37 wH ITEC3d~) I~ Oq 16 
3 1:1 FOR '·j AT (//5X.LlSHVA02A Ft~AL vALuES or FU'ICTlnNS AND v A 1< I A B L £ S ) ,~ 04 2 0 
SE (H1 E ~JT · 6 I S 121 LO NG 
lOOli r PS=2 H 04 20 
GU 10 2 8 ~ ;)lf20 
33 Rt. TURN I~ \111;;' 2 
3'> IC UNT=1 R ()1~ 2:; 
34 ITC= IT C+l a 04?n 
K=N H 0427 
KK =KST H 042 ·':\ 
00 39 I=l; N I ( u 4 211 
K=K+l ,! 0434 r-> 
W( K)= O. I~ 0'1 3 'i 
r-> 
w 
KK =I,K +q H il4 '+ IJ 
w(I)=O. H (1<141 
DU i t 0 ,)=i pI it 04 115 
KK=KK +l R O1l 5 1 
WCI)= w( I j+W(KK].reJ) K 04 ~ 3 
40 CnN 1I NlJE :1 ()466 
39 CON T I r~U E K O1l6 1 
DI'I = u . it ,) 116 r 
K= KII\J V n '.l 46d 
o n 41 lI=t. '~ ,< u46 'J 
II P=II+ N ~ :! 0 1 14 
W(IIP)= w(IiP)+W(K)' rl (II) I ~ \)476 
JL=lI+l r< () 1; 4 1 
IF ( J L - /1 ) 4 ~.42143 I! lIll'7 2 
42 00 411 JJ=JL. N I'? Oi19 ') 
JJ P =JJ+ i~ :. ~ ~')OO 
K=K+1 n 0502 
w(I [ P )= W (IIP)+W(K)*~(JJ) n lJ,) 0 3 
W (JJ P )= W (JJP)+ W (K)*~(II) Il OS l ri 
44 CUN TI NU ( f( 0'> 3 4 
K =K. + 1 ~ U~ 3 4 
43 IF ( D~ - AH S( ~ (II)* W (IIP») 45.41-41 t~ 05 1 6 
45 DM~AyS(w(II)*W(IIP» R 0546 
KL=!r I ~ O")S4 
41 CO NTINUE '1 055 5 
I I :: j', -l- :-1f' LUS N*KL 1< O~5'5 
CHA tl GE =O. I~ 0')'57 
DO 46 1=1~N tl 055d 
JL= N+I f~ \)563 
W(!)= O. ~ 0'565 
Dll 47 J= NPLUS,NN R IJ" 6 9 
J L = J L + 11 f-' L US N '{ 'l 5 7 ,~ 
~ (I)= ~ eI}+ w (J)*W(JL) ;~ \) 5 7 0 
47 C UN T I I~UE ! ~ 0591 
Il=1{+1 n 0')9 1 
wcr 1 )= IHJU K 05<,12 
weJu::XeI) H ObOI) 
IF e A U S ( Eel ) * C H A.I~ G E ) .. A B S ( w ( 1 ) ) ) 4H,48,46 n 060 5 
4~ C H A rJ G [ :: A H S ( ri( 1 )/ E ( r ) ) ~ 0614 
40 CU!J r I NUf. I~ ufl20 IV 
DO 11 9 I=l. l~ r~ Of) 2 ·J 
IV .,. 
II=!!+l !{ iJ62~ 
JL=JL+l R 1)6 27 
W ( I I ) = \~ ( J L ) ·l d6213 
WeJL)=FCI) K ()6 3 5 
4'1 CON rr NUE ~ Qb4 2 
FC=H- Ii 064 2 
ACC=O .l/CHA I~GE : ~ 06'43 
IT=3 ~ Ob46 
XC=(J, { 0646 
XL=O. !{ u64 ( 
15=3 H 064 'j 
X~TEr =-A M tNleO.5,ESCALE/CHANGE) ,~ ()64 ';I 
IF (CHANGE-I.) 5u ' ~O ' :; 1 H 0656 
50 re tlN T=2 R 11659 
51 CALL VOO IA (IT.XC,FC,6.ACC·O.1.XSTEP) H vA60 
Gll TO ("2.53~"3,53)'IT q 066 4 
52 t1C =HC+l . ~ \l672 
IF ( r~ C - ~\ A X F U t~ ) 54,'}4,55 : ~ 06 (3 
55 I-Jf?I rE t 3,56) I-1AXFUN l ~ U676 
56 FU P~A T(5X,5HVA02A'I6'17H CALLS OF CALFUN) R ')6 (16 
155=2 Ii ()Ae 6 
GlJ TO 53 ~ { 068 6 
54 XL = ~ C- X L H u6b'1 
DO 57 J=I_ N R Und9 
~ u0 94 x(J)=XeJ)+XL*W(J) 
R Or03 57 CUNTI NUE 
XL= XC I( o r 0 3 
i ~ :.1104 CALL CAlFlJN( M-N,F,X) 
i~ v701 FC= 0 . 
Ll U 5H J:= I • ~1 R u 7 0:1 
FC= FC+FeJ)*f(J) 1  0713 
58 C Qt~ TI N LJE t~ t)rl~ 
GO Tn (')':I,~9.60)d5 ~ 0718 
60 K=N '"l 117 ?5 
Il 0125 IF (FC-FF) 01·51_62 
. ~ ,J f3 t 61 rS=2 
FM r J=FC R llf31 
r5EC=~- F { lI11':? 
q u 1 :33 
r-J GO TO 63 
.~ V/]4 N 
V1 62 IS=1 
C{ 0/34 F I~ I ·'J =FF 
rS[ C=FC ' / or3,) 
GO TIJ 63 ~ 'J ?3r, 
, ~ of3f 59 I F ( F c-rSECl 64,51.51 
H (J r I, 0 64 K =1( STOll E 
R I.) r 4 () GO Tn (75.74).15 
R or 47 7S K=N 
74 IF (FC-F MI N) 6~.51·66 R \.174 .:3 
66 FS l C= FC ~ I ) r ~ 3 
G{J Tu 03 ; ~ Oi' ~3 
65 IS=3-rS 'I vr')s 
r s c c= n 1 r N ,~ q1") n 
F M I ~.J =F C , ~ OT')7 
63 QU 6 7 J = l' N . ~ 075~ 
'1 or63 K= K+l 
n () r 65 W( K)= X(J) 
,{ J /71 67 C (J N r I I'W f 
00 6'1 ,J=I. t1 I~ lII71 
K=K+I ~ ~ 07 r6 
W( K)=f(J) fl ')( 78 
'{ or Ii 4 68 CON T I i~ lJ l 
~ 0704 GU Tli 51 
53 K=Ks rlH~l :~ j) ! ,15 
KK = '1 n /,,\ 7 H~ 
GO TO (69,70,69),15 I~ 07H6 
70 K=N r< 0 7 9 3 
KI<::I\ ST IJHE. H 0 ( 9 3 
6 9 S U~I=() . ~ () r 'f'j 
[) /'i = r) • R u7"5 
JJ= KSTU HE ~ 0 '( '16 
fl U 71 J=l,N I ~ 0 7 'i? 
K=K+1 ~1 Lltl()2 
1< K == K K + 1 I~ 0 /l 04 
JJ=,JJ+l >? u tl0 5 
X ( J ) = vi ( K ) I~ OMOI) 
rIC JJ) = 1/ (K) - rIC KK) n 0H 1 2 
71 co rH INUE H uM24 
OU ( 2 ,J=l , {~ 1/ () Ill' 4 
k=t<. 'q Il u/12" 
KK = !\y.+l !~ U 1131 
J J::JJ+ l I i () ~ 3 2 
F(J)= W( K ) ,~ O~3 3 
~I ( J J ) = W ( 1': ) - vi ( K K ) t~ () Ii 34 
N 
N 
SU M::SU H+ W(JJ)* weJJ) Il 0 ,)50 
0'1 
[) ~1 :: tJ r1+ f ( J ) * W ( J J ) t~ l) H ') fj 
72 Cflf\'T I NUE n () /j(j 5 
GD Ttl UJdO),!SS .... I)~,b ') \ 
73 J= K l tJ V H lJ tJ 7 1 
K 1\ :: i J f> L. US " K L ,~ )t~ 71 
L)lJ 76 I==l,KL :{ 01173 
K=J+KL-r I ~ vI! 7 I:j 
J= !~ +K K 11 tJ til1 i) 
\v (I)= W( K ) R Ud81 
W( K ):: ,1( J-l) R () cHl 'I 
76 C O~ITJ N UE R o t1'1 R 
IF ( KLNN) 77,78,78 :1 l/rJ98 
77 KL.= KL+l Ii () 'to 2 
JJ= i( r~ 0'103 
00 7 9 I=KL.1\j fl 0 4 04 
K= K +1 R UY09 
J ::: J + "j P L US" I '/ 0 ... 11 
1'/ ( I ) :: 'II ( K ) 'l U'I12 
~/ ( K )= I-/ ( J-l) .~ (lY20 
79 ClJ rH I rwt: H 0':129 
f; ( J J ) :: \'/ ( K ) , ~ 0'129 
~ = 1 • I \'1 ( K L - 1 ) :l ,)<.13 i' 
wCKl -l )= ~(rO H 0<142 
78 A=l./ wOJ) II (lqS() 
Gll TO I:lIJ 'i ()1.J54 
88 K = K I ~ J V fl UQ S6 
DU rIO I=ldLES S ~  0<;56 
AH=il*~I( lJ :~ 0'16 2 
00 ii I J=I,Iltss 'I \)~ 6 7 
W(K)= W (~)-U~*wt J' n 0'172 
K=K+l 'I \I en] 4 
81 CU IH rrJlh~ I \) ~ a6 
K=t\+l , ~ oqa6 
80 CONTI NUE f'( O-Jtl5 
IF' C F rlf N -fr) 82 ; H3;8j ,~ O~88 
8 3 r, H A "I G E :: 0 " ~ 0'192 
GU TO 84 ~ O':i'12 
82 Ff = F i1IN . !1 O<Jt./q 
C H .0 '~ Li E::: A I! S ( xC j '" C H A I~ G E :'1 I) ~ <} 4 
R o':l9 r "-> "-> 84 XL=-LJI1/F t'1 t N 
S U~ =1./S UH T(SUM~D M ·xL' ~ \)<}98 -.J 
K=I<~TOH[ R 1UOl 
DU t:s I=1_N H l OO? 
K= K+ i 'l lOOT 
I-I ( K )= SlJ"1*w CKJ II 11) 0 OJ 
wCI )= 0 . R 1017 
85 c orHINU E t< 1 () 2 < 
SEGI>1EN T 5 IS 1023 L ONG 
STAHr OF SEGMEN T ********** 7 
DO 86 1 = 1 H1 '{ 0001 
K=K+l t< Oil () 6 
W { K )=S UM* C w tK'~xL.r(t" R ()()Ol:l 
K K :: I', 'IJ -1'1 'I ()Ol"l 
R 00 1 9 011 IH J= 1, N 
R fJU24 KK=t\K + '1P LuS I~ 
wCJ)= W(J)+ W(KK}*w(K) I( 0026 
87 CON TInuE R U041 
86 c n l ~ T I NU[ R 0042 
GO TO 14 R ()O '12 
END H Ul)4 3 
SE GlvJEI~ r 7 IS 74 LU NG 
SU HH DUTI NE V()OlA(ITEST'X,F'MAXFU"I,II~SACC'RELACC,;(STEP) 
C U f>.1 11 (J 'U V 0 Ll / X I NC. I I ~ 'I C • FA, F B .0. D A • 0 H .0 C , 15. f' C 
GO TO (1,2,2).lTE5T 
2 IS= 6 -ITEST 
!T EST=l 
Il ~,IC =l 
XI NC= x STEP+xST EP 
M C=l S ~3 
IF( NC)4.4.1S 
3 M C= ~IC +l 
IF( NAXfU N- MC)12,15·15 
12 lTE ST=4 
43 X=Dtl 
F = r- tl 
IF (F H-FC)15d5'44 
44 X= OC 
F=FC 
15 RETU Hi\j 
1 GU TO (S,6.7,H),15 




GU Tel "3 
7 IF(FC-F)9,10,11 
10 X=X+ XI NC 
X I NC = X I ~I C + X 1 N C 
GO TO 3 
9 OtJ=X 
F fj =~ ' 
XL NC=-X!I\jC 
GO I I] 13 
11 Db =IJ C 
F t; =FC 
OC=X 
FC=F 
13 X= DC+DC-UB 
IS=2 
Gll T IJ 3 
6 D A = {j~J 
START nF SE(jMENT •• * '. * * * * * * 8 
R 0 00 0 
R 0 000 
R 00 0 0 
R 0 0 07 
q t) 0 () I~ 
R 0009 
R (JO I 0 
R 00 11 
Ii 0 0 1 3 
R (JO 16 
I ~ 00 1T 
:i DlJ20 
I~ OO? 1 
!< 0022 
n () fJ? 3 
R 00 27 r-..l 
R 0 0 2d 
r-..l 
co 
R 0 02=} 
~ 0 0 32 
R 00 110 
H 004 1 
~ 00 £12 
11 ()u43 
R JU I~ 4 
R o () I~ 5 
!{ 0 0 ')1 
R 0 052 
Ii OOS4 
Ii ()()55 
~I 0 0 56 
H .) 0 ') r 
R lJu ')/i 
H OU 60 
R 0 01) 1 
~~ 006 2 
Ii (J063 




fA=F B R \) 0 71 
f B=fC I ~ 0() 72 
32 OC =X R u 074 
FC=F H ()(J75 
GO TO 14 fl 00 (6 
5 IFCF ~ -fC)16.17·17 r~ ul) 77 
17 IfCf-Ffj )1 8. 32·32 q 00H 1 
18 F A =f -I~ R (loe4 
O;' =[)R i1 ()ll~ C; 
1<) Ff3 =F I~ 0011 7 
Dtl = )( n \)Oti8 
GU TU 14 R uOo'.i 
16 IFC FA - FC )21. 21.20 H I) 0 '1 () 
20 X I ~JC "FA H II u .J 4 
FA=FC Il 0,) ')5 
FC= ,.( INC K 00'16 
XlnC=t)A R vn 9 7 
OA=[) C H v04'J N 
OC =x I r~ c I-? f) 1 () n ~> 
21 XI II C=OC !{ 0 10 :C 
\.0 
I~ CC [J - UH )*CLJ-UC»32.22.22 " ul 0 '3 
22 IFc r - FA )23'2 4 '24 R () 1 () d 
23 FC=~-l~ i< () 1 1 1 
OC = 1)8 F< 0 1 12 
GU Tn 19 :< II I 13 
24 FA=F ft L11 1 i~ 
DA = )( R 011') 
1 4 IF C F 11- F C ) 25 , 25.29 n 0 116 
25 II I\/ C=2 l 0 11. 0 
XINC =LJ C K 0 12 1 
J F Cf R-rC)29'4S·29 f~ \)122 
29 D=( fA -F B)/(U A- OS )-CFA-FC)/COA-OC) R 0126 
IFCI I*C[)ii-OC) )3 303 3.37 q 0132 
37 [) :: 0 • 5 * ( [) t! + D C - ( F!3 - Fe) / 0 ) 1< 0137 
r F( ARS ( U-X ) -AHS CARSA CC»34.34.35 ' J , I ' u l l~ '3 
35 IFC AR SC O- X)-AdS ( O*RE LACC»34'34'36 fl 0 14~ 
3 4 IT[::'T=2 r 0 1') 3 
GO Tu 43 R vl~3 
36 IS::1 R 0 1,)5 
X:: u ;! o 1 :> .) 
IF( ( OA - Il C)*( DC-O) ) 3 .26.3 ~ n viST .. 
38 15=2 
GU TO (39,QO),II NC 
39 IF ( AH S(XI NC)-A Us{nC-O»41,3,3 
33 IS=? 
GU TO ( Ql.42 ),II NC 
41 X=DC 
GO TO 10 
40 IF( AHS(XINC -X)-AUS(X-OC»42,42,3 
42 X=O.5*(XINC+UC) 
IF« XI NC·X)*(X-OC»26.26'3 
45 X=O.S*« ()[l +UC) 
I F ( ( Iltl - X ) * ( X .. u C ) ) 26, 26 , 3 
26 IHST=3 
G:J TU 43 
E I~D 
NUMBER OF CA RO S = ~~4 
CO MPILATION TIME = 29 SECS; 
R 0164 
fi 0165 
H 017 1 
t< 0176 
R 0 177 
H U1~1 
II Ol ci 4 
R 018 ') 
:~ t)l <; 0 






SEG ME.NT e I !> 220 LONG 
SF (il1UH 9 IS 17 LONG 
. SrGI·l[rH 10 IS 2 '1 LONG 
S[(j 11 lNT 1 1 IS 138 LUNG 
START nF S E G ~ l N T ********** 12 
S E GIl E NT 1 :? IS 
C n REI·' E 111) R Y ALL U CAT IO N = b 4 0 0 ~ 0 H D S • 
ELA~~(n TIM[ = 61 SECS 




NO OF CU MPUNlN TS e 3 NO OF REACTIONS 2 ~ 
NO UF UATA SETS ~ ?2 
20 1000 .luuE 03 
lULERANCE ON PARAMETERS 





1 -l,uo 2,00 0.00 
2 -l.UO 0.00 2.00 






Exp NUMBE~ E(W RA 110 A HOLE rRAcTlrJN ON RESII~. Xj 0 
C£l MPrtNtNl 
1 2 3 
111011 .267 duE 01 -1641 9 E 00 -S4 Y9 ')[ 00 .? H'il7[ 00 
111012 .235 2u[ 01 .12/j49L 00 .4451:Hir 00 .4256)[ 00 
111013 .21 er uE 01 .7,)5501:.-01 .30143F 00 ./,230?f 00 
111014 .222 L10E 01 '41 47 Of-01 .?117?F. 00 
.746 tllF ()O 
111015 .~ 0 96Jl 01 .?64f1 0r.-ol .147 '52[ 00 . H2(JoIF 00 
111016 d710 0E 01 .?~ 070E. - Ol .1(Jt\7 7F 00 . H66 16F 00 
112011 .765 9 u l 0 1 .314 40f 00 '197 bor 00 
. 11 tH iI (1 r 00 
112012 .S253 ul 01 ·21'>10"3E 00 '12 6 B 11F 00 
. f>5 4 13f 00 
112013 .32 <)jOl 01 ' 10 Cl 4tl£ 00 .6';>170F- Ol .ti? 615E" 00 
112014 .243'lu[ 0 1 .S,:> ottO E-01 ·33 02(lr. - Ol .911 9<H no 
11201S .20 ':l f u[ 01 .? 237{\E -(1l '1 5?l Or-Ul .'I 6?40t 
00 
111 0 21 .40.3 '>1j( 02 ·1 641'iE 00 • S II 'I <j ' ) F:: 00 
.? tI 'l e 7[ OU 
111 0 22 .264 03t. 02 '1~H4 9 E 0 0 .LJ/l'i 8Il F 00 
. 4?~63f no 
111 023 .::>() 3':1(~ () ? • 7<;~·JI ' 1' -n, •• ,. I IJ. 0, r () " 













0 en III w ti ~ 
III I-' 1-'0 rT 
::l rT en p, en ti 
::r: ..,. en 
IV 8 Ul Ul rT 0 , 1-'0 ..,. s 













0 s "", 
111074 '19443E 02 
111025 -1 641~l 02 
111026 ol2 550t. 02 
117021 ""S106[ 02 
112022 _ 434~3f 02 
1 1 ? 0 2.3 -2677 b t. u2 
112024 ·1 9 6tl Ol 02 





-11705072 8 52600£ 00 
.35U 4 0430Ylf 600E 00 
'46 H44440722 UUQl 00 
.35 (J694~651930I)l -01 
. 85d569b3b6~UOOl -03 
'4i 47 O( -Ol '211 7 n uo 
t 264 BOE - Ol '1475?[ 00 
.25070[-01 ol Of. 77f: UO 
'311140[ 0 0 '1<J7 tlO F 00 
. 21903E 00 -12 6R4F 00 
'1 0 8 11 B[ 00 . (;~370E - Ol 
· 55UHOE - Ol ' 33020r - Ol 
. 22370E~0 1 .] 5 ('1 0F'70 1 
3 CALL5 OF CALFUN 
_ 0 




.1 nu0 7654102200r 00 
F= 
.746b1 £ 00 
.82 6 0lf 00 
.tl6616E 00 
.4 H7{3p[ 00 
. 65 4 13f 00 
. H;2615f 00 
. 911'i0F 00 
.9 6240F 00 
.1 ~90HH4 2992~O O E 01 
' 30~H244253 ? 7UOE 00 
. 329~97ub073200E 00 
-· ql~4~1377011UOF-Ol 
'1211 630 ~ 5M5q600E 00 
VA02A Fr N~ L VALUES OF FUNCTJUNS AND VAHIAHLES 
' 4479t662082400E 00 
. nUI2423b6~8300E 00 
-.3507R7438 9 2400E-Ol 
-' J5167843 9 08000(-01 
ITEHATIUN 7 43 CALL5 OF CALFUN F= .2 H3 1~044728 000E un 
V ARIA~LlS 
.9 899!2760~8UOuE 00 -.12 2 4~266791()OO F 01 
FUNCTIO NS 
-. 70154793635000[ -01 
-. 98b3669?i' 4 bOOoE -02 
'Yl 1524~89~OOOUl - 0 1 
- 744590H33 Y10UUE - 0 1 
.747 967195 1 HOOvl-02 
-.9~~5 B66 ?49U OOOE - O l 
-. 765£J4? 1042 0000 F- 02 
-'1?254~63S020nOE 00 
-.217S 59H4b74 8 00r 00 
'104991£J2~58600F 00 
.4 H4267H9955600E-Ol 
-.( 9 1111 311 75U OUE - Ol 
-'2 3361499 173900 E OC 
'2 b42 7Qu7~6720 UE - 0 1 
.2 U9 5 556H62 3 UOOf 00 
-'176~ 6 172c 3870UE - 0 1 
-'4 'i55)651421300E - 0 1 
-.9'i~ 04K6322900uE -Ol 
. 4669 S95 8458ROOE 00 
. 422 2u 4 62166 600E 00 
. 10809482369500E 00 




. 2024 £047 0 7 8000E 00 
. H~6 3q79 3r510UOE - 02 
'14 06302ti~40700E 00 
-.b6~ O( 72 413 1 000E - 02 
EXp NUM [0 RATIU EXP EQ RATIO CALC fRACT ' ON HlSIN ACT CUEft CALC 
C [)~If'f.)N[N T CO f'lPlJNENT 
1 '2 3 ? 
3 
111011 . 267HOE 01 '2tl 659E 01 '1641 9 E 00 .':i /, 99"iE 00 -2 b~o 7E 00 ./11 613[ 00 
. R60 3T E 00 .81 8 1eE 00 
111012 - 23520E 01 -257 9 3E 01 '12 849 E 00 .a4'::i P.~E 00 '42')elE 00 .3 5
927E. 00 . R4'26 ' [ 00 .89560EOO 
111013 - 218 70E 01 '20 ti l1E 01 -7':i55 0E - 0 1 -3 () 143E 00 '6'23 0?E a u .?7 35 1[ 00 
. 8 1B55E 00 • .96535E OU 
111014 . ?2? a OE 01 '1 7':i7 9E 0 1 - 14 1 470 E -0 1 . 2117?E 00 .7 abblE UO .n 37 1E 00 
. ti054?E ou .9 8!121E AU 
111015 . 20%3E 01 '1 6720E 0 1 .? 64RU[ - Ol '1a7'J?[ 00 . ~i?6\.J 1 [ 00 .2 0630 f 
(, l! .7931 2E 00 . 995i:'1E 00 
11]016 , PI60E. 01 '1733uE 0 1 .? 507or -UI ' 10tl/7r uo o II 6 () 1 6 E 0 U o?o!J?n Ou 
.7 tl ?1'l4E 00 •. ':I969~E OU 
11?011 . 76590E ni .nl/6E 01 ' 311140E 00 . 1 9 7I:1o[ 00 . 487uO[ OU . 65')7
11 f 00 _65 ~1'5E 00 . 8096()E' 00 
112012 ·':i253 0E 01 .~ 66[j6E II I -?1 9 0JE 00 ' 1 ?6A4f '10 .6541JE 00 - 520301:. OU 
.6 rla1!r UO . e9 14j:'[ 00 
112013 '3 2 9 30E 01 · 3JS11E. 0 1 'l oHatiE 00 .6 53 7Of - Ol . 11261SE 00 '345f>OE OU 
" 250 9 r. 00 . 96703E Ul! 
112014 .~/~34UE 01 '2 4132E 0 1 _S,)Of.\OE - Ul . 330?nE - Ul . 91l90E OU . 26276E 00 
.745 (lI'E 00 • 99 \) S 6 E () 0 
11?0 15 . 20'l r OE 01 • 1 '1 () ~) ') E 0 1 o2?37I)f-Ol _1'1 21rIF -(J1 .9 b 2 /I (I E 00 .21Lt77 E ('0 
o7?7 9~r (JO .9 98.HE Ull 
111021 . 40393F. 02 . llS343E 02 .1 6419E 00 • ~ 4 ':I q C, ~. I) U ' 2~~bfE. 00 .4161 3E.. 00 
. t16037[ 00 dHtl16[ 00 
111022 . 26 4H 3E 02 . 32 6 (uE 02 o1 2b49E 00 _ 4 II ~Ii HF. 00 '4 2~b3E UO 03 "iY ?7l 00 
oI342[,7E 00 • B '} 5 t, () [ 0 0 tv 
111023 0203971:: 02 . 21 l10tlE 02 -75 5")0[ - 01 .J 0 14 3f uo . 6230;>[ 00 . 2735IE 00 
• 8 H3,)~E uO o':l6535E UV w w 
1110 2/1 '1 9/~43E 0:':- '1 670YE 02 oI1147 0f - OI '?11 72E 00 .7<i 6 t1 1E ou .n371E .. 00 
. 805115r 00 .90 tl 21EUO 
l11U25 .1 64 1SE 02 . • 1~193E 02 . 26a60E. -01 .la7 5?E 00 . 8?b0 1E 00 . ?063Ul 00 
.7 9312E CO . '19~2 1E au 
1110;:'6 '1 2SS0E 0 2 '1~ 2tluE 02 .2 51) 70r -Ol '10 tl77E no . ~66 1 bE ou . 20tl?2l no .7 82f>4E 00 
. 9<;6':1 SI:. 00 
112021 .7 S106F.. 02 .7 2'17 1E 02 -31 1140E 00 '191 bOF. 00 .a tl 7tl OE UU . 6"i'"> 7/~ E 00 
. 658 15E 00 . tlO'l60E 00 
112022 . 4 3'11.j 3 E 02 . 47{(.6E 02 .?1 90JE 00 .1? 6f14f 00 . 6"i413 r uu . S?03tlf UU 
. 6H411E 00 . tl'Jl<i2E UU 
112023 . 26771.if. O? .~ 6'h6£ 02 '1 08aer ou . 65J70( - 0 1 . R261SE UU .34') bOF 00 
.7 2')o9E 00 . 96703E av 
112024 • 196 8(1[ 02 '1 <)~33E U2 . ')50fiOE - Ol • ,n OUIE - 0 1 • 91 1 '1t) E. U 0 .tJ 1'l276l nu 
.7 4su6E 00 . '1':10~6E OU 
112025 '17 560E 02 'lS'16E 02 '2?3 70r - Ol '1'J21()(- 0 1 .96240( 00 -21q71E. 00 
.7S795E 00 . 9983'E 00 
REA CTIO N fJO THEHMODYNAMIC CO NSTA NT 
1 .5ull80E 01 
2 .72939E 02 
PA RAME TERS - LAMDA(I.J) 
COMPO NENT 1 2 3 
1 .1UOO OE 01 .9 84f,O( 00 .65419E 0 0 
2 • 2 /j 1 2 II I 0 1 dUOOOE 01 .2 691?E 0 1 
3 • 311'; (H- () 1 .?7 f...7Hr: On ... 1()"I\'ll.- (\, 
BlJRR!1lIGHS n-')!OO Fl1tHHb,M CrJt-1PlLAttuN ( , ~ b, ,~ K )( V I • 0 • :) 4 ) ; T0ESOAV. 1/1081/6. 
n T q P r H 1 [ c r I? l' S H 
========:::====== 
r!l.r 2 = INPIJT ;UN!T = kFl\l1EP 
rILE 3 = tlUT t) 11T .In!It:: PRINTf' I\ 
e---------- ~I(j"rro ; ~ ~ S[lLlJT1I!N ['n uns ONI y 
C-- .. --- .. -- .. - I~npTrll,. '" '? flt~Sl~j fxTPITS f1I Jl. Y 
e---------. ~!l!P Tl{) H = :3 Sil l Llnll ~j A ~lf) RES Till [XTf NTS 
e - .. - - - .. - .. : 1 r I U lJ F I) A T A $ r T s 
e-------- I, I'U tlF PAHAI~ I:TnlS 
C--------CTC!) t::0lJJI Itlfl I llif. t lltJSTANTS 
C - - - - - - - - E ( I ) Tn L [H A to C E. r (J R r ~ H N T S 
c-------- .qI) (Y.TE't I TS or pf' I\r. TlljN ( I"n l.f'.s rF' I ~fl l.r~) rffl L rTf/f.) 
e--------5 r~UIHH.r1 of S('l IITl [11,1 SP LC T r ~ 
e - .. - - .. - - - en N C (J -' 1 ~ : J T I " L C ()~; r. r ~I T P {l TIn III 1 ~J 5 (J l u T J (1 N (~1 n L F S f" t fJ L. I T p f ) 
c - .... - - - .. -/\ L P H t, !) Till CHI rH~ llf~ Ie (' [i r F F [c T r t' T S. ... PR 0 flU C l!> .. R F ~ eTA t-' " S 
e - .... - ~ - - - I. C H A r r, f (l F S n Ll J T J n N S r' r C r !. S 
c-------- 1}f18 uFrnf' - HllCf<E l. PA fJ1P 1E TF R rr IPN 
C - - .. - - - - - Db A II E I! Y f • f I lJ C k fl P J\ '< A ~\ rTF R n f- If' N 
c- w ----·· DHf"I)Hf3 t F.I.IH',~I\'TlH,r t., F'pfN!) ~NT PAPtd1L TEf.lS 
e--·-----\.t~LlJ vnLUI ,r llF ~)( I Ll IT JL1 ~ ' 
C - .... - - -, .. ~ r' U l Ot I I c tl Tli ~ N r. T H 
C- ... -----nls L' O tJc hITR AT]( ! ~J nr ,:>pEcIES TN sr!LllTlpN ( f1 0LlS pER LlTpf) 
C .. - .... - - .... S GAM II ell \I IT y C L r Ff r r. I f N T J t,l ~,1lL U Tt n N 
c - ... - ... ~ - a S 1\ C T [ V I~ C Tl V IT Y LJ F' ~ pre J t 5 H I S n L. 1I Tr (1 N 
c--- ..... --- p 1" tlf IB l':r. OF RFSH; Spr.Clrs 
C----"'---K n ES NlJr lfll fI OF l(fSIN RUcT! fIN S 
C-"_ ..... ·--CnNCuV, If\dTlAL l ~nLYs Or sP[clf~ K J~,: RESIN 
C ~ - _ ...... - - 11 r T A ST U I C If I 0 I,d' T R 1 r. r. 0 rr rr (' IF NT S r. F F~ F S ! ~ I S pEe lE s 
c - ... - - - .. - - Ii Vi I L S [I ~I P II r<ll f.1 E1 Ul S 
c--- .. ----Vf .. ~ P, V IJ Ll) ~IE OF [Pl'[ S(TTI.L(l IIFSIN H I SUI.PHflT[ FfJRt-4 
C - - .. - - - - - (. Il, l.o (' l\ PAC try (1 f' p F S T N ( E" (JlI I If . p [ R lIT F t F S fl ) 
C ..... - .... - - - Ct; R h G L (" S I) r r ~ f S H, S pte T r s 
c - .. - - .... - - r i 1 II c I~ 0 L [ f PAC TI n ~I [1 r R t" sIN S P E \.I E S 
C - - - - .... - - R G A HAC T I I} I T Y C (] H F' J C i [rJ T n r p > S J~ ' S I-' r c ] F S 
e--------RACTIV ACTIVITY or rESIN sP[c rrs 
c-----·--,'I SVS f" CI IJF SVST ['I 'S 
c-------- Rl lU tl JC l: r t( tSH' ~iJ rr.rF S 
c ~ • - - - - - ... E () F< ~~ r. U lJ J V 1\ l.t. ~J T r I-' II, (. Tf [} "I L' I J fl r ~ p ~ 










































:, 1\ () () 
L' I'OO 







g ~ \.oJ 
~J (1()O ~ 
01>0 
f '(1 (\ a t:l 
fJ II C' () H Ul 
l ' u ri 0 ;a 




I) (' 0 0 
(, (\ 0 n 








u rO l) 
\1 !I 0 0 
('. (\ 00 
cn no 
0000 














r 0 \1 R I l P R reI S 1 (l r~ F _ h _ X , E , [) H A , f) H R , C T , C f1 ~J r. (l ,I • r rt 5 - ~ .. G A II • C ~J S J • 5 G N S ,) , 
1 [18 .11 'Df3 C '~ I } 'I~ G Ht\ Lr 'S~ql.F:Sc f.lL F.. Cfi NC[It<"' r ~'R' C ~'Pl< -Rr t)li K ' 11 ' VSLO' V r SR' C fJP 
l) , f f' S U t4 • F :~ 4 C • I : G f', ~'I • ox S L II ~1 • X S U ~, 1 , X ~ U t~ ? • S II r. T I V • R fJ C T I \I , A iii CAT • T t R M • 7 • R 7 
11 0 IJ H L E P k f C I ~ r [) ~j f: I) ~ , H 
C U 14 M lJ N / A / [i ' I A , D i PI • ~; , I: () I.J IH • P • r. p r s 
c 0 /~ M ,J N / Ij / C T ( t!. 0 ) • 1\ L PH A ( .' () , :1 (l ) • rj (1 1\ ( 3 u • J 0 ) 
C [J ~, ~ I 0 ~I / II tJ : 1 p 1 ! n i·1 
or I·: [., SI ll N F- ( ;: 0) , X ( 2 0 ) • \1 ( ,. 0 () ) • E ( 20 ) 
D 1 ~1 E" ~, s IfJ ~ I H ( 1 ) 
C mw (I N / Ii / SAC 1 1 V ( 3 \) ) • f ~ I; CT 1 V ( ::l c) ) 
H ITF.GL H S,P. ~. A t'I F..( 10) 
p f. A [} ( 2 • 1 0 1 ) 1 jJ t\ It·! T 
\~ f'T TF ( 3 • ] () 1 ) 1 P 11 r NT 
FII PMA 1 ( £:3) 
R l A I .' ( ? • 2 (j 0 H. ~ CAL E 
Wf.'ITE< 3,? OO)f S CAL E 
Rf-A I) (?'1 0 1 ) ~IA XFLJ~1 
~ E A [' ( 2 • 1 () 2 ) N ( I r' T T U fj 
R£AI)(?'l\J() M . ~ 
r~ F t, I) ( ? • 1 ();> ) t J ~ Y S 
FO R I'; A T ( 'j I 5 ) 
FCPvJlT(I'5) 
R~ AD ( ~ - 2 G O)( C T( I )·I~1.N) 
PEAO( 2 . 2u0)([L[).J:l,N) 
IF(~npTl r ~.Nl'?)R[An(2,200)(yrI),J=t.N) 
F 0 11 1~ II T ( 4 u ? 0 • 1 ::J ) 
hRl1 E( 3. J :)() o)t~ 
FOR ~, .0. T ( / / 5 X , ., H I J M 8 [ R (l F R rAe TI n N S = .. d 'I ) 
I'< R IT[( 3 ,l c,ol) 
F u rH': II T ( / / r:, l( • 1 2 H R [" l> C ,. ION ~I 0 • , <) )( , 20 H [ 0 It 11. I !-{ f< III t-1 (; () ~I S T A III T ) 
f) fJ ") I = 1 • r, 
~HITF(3,l n 02)I'CT(r) 
FORMAT(laX'1~'10X·Q?O.13) 
c fJ ~JT I N U £: 
1/ HIT E ( 3 ,I n i) J ) 
F U H MAr ( / /5 X-I 2 ~ R E . .1\ r T I o ;~ 'II n • , 5 X , 1 4 tiT n l' r. 'II [\I' TE NT) 
I)rJ n I=l'rJ 
~~ITE(3-1 0 04)I'f(I) 
rURM~r(1~x'I ~ -10x.020.13) 
c 0 i'! T T N IJ ( 
(; (J T 0 ( 1 0 ' ? 0 • .3 (J ) _ I\! ( I P T I [) ~ 
C A L L !) 0 I . I N 1 ( 1\ ) 
SE.C)t~ lNT ****.***** 
R 0 (, 00 
R 0 0 00 
R 1)0(10 
p ;)0 00 
R ,· 000 
R OJ I) 00 
P 0 (l00 
R oo('e 
R (.l Ooa 
R no no 
R 0 000 
n (; ( I ( I 0 
Po 0 0 0 9 
R O()?O 
R vUI'O 
R u (\ ;,9 
F{ C0 39 
R (;0 49 r-,) 
R C()60 w \J1 
P (1 0 72 
~ 0 0 f\3 
R 0(; f'3 
P. ooe3 
R 0 1(13 
p ' ('J?1 
R (I] 41 
f' r. 1 Ii 1 
F< C1 S 1 
n \) ] '1 ] 
R l 1 ') ') 
P. (1155 
R 0 160 
R C 1 77 
R () 1 71 
R (' 177 
R o 1 ~ 1 
R () 1 f11 
K (, 1 R (-
F< 0;>01 
P- C' i' 0 1 
R t)? 01 














Et'S :: Eel) 
H(l) :: O .Ol<>X(l) 
Ir(N .E o .i)CALL MEL~(X.F.rpS.H) 
IF (fJ. Eo. 1 ) \\K I TE (3. too') X (1). F (1 ) 
F (! ~I ~I A. T ( II 5 X • "l X TEN T :: " • D 20 • 1 3 • '5 Y ... F \I f , L U E. .," • f) 2 0 • 1 3 ) 
IF (N.E O.I ) r.u T(1 r.l 
r. ALL V A 0 2 A ( ~1 , 1-1 . f" • X • r • ESC A L f " r P Ii I NT' tA" X F II tJ ) 
C A l.l. ~ II l.C11J T 1 
Gal n t.. ( I 
CALL S llL TN2(1 ! ) 
CALI. r~l:.~dll(N) 
() LJ tI 0 I]:: 1 • ~j s y S 
R ( AD ( ? • ; ~ (I a ) ( ~ {l r, T T \j ( J ) • J:: 1 _ S ) 
HEnr(?,?U0)(~(JJ)·lJ=I.N' 
\/ R I T [ ( 3 , '1 f) 0 (J ) 
F U P ~i II T ( I I ? X • " ACT I v I T y n F S P F r. I [ S .) I ~I S n I uTI n N" ) 
wHITE(3.111 4 )lSACTIV(J)'J=1.S 1 
F (1fH1 II T ( I c.., X .5 Ii 2 0 • 1 3 ) 
\>.' fl I ,. E ( 3 • "3 Q 0 () ) 
r () K ~I A T ( /15 X , 1 ? H R ~: ACT I U ~I N U •• 5 X , 24 HI '" r TIn c, U (S S r n 1~ r X TF NT) 
DO 60 IIJ = l..N 
W R r T E ( 3 , 300 1 ) I I ,) , X ( I ! J ) 
i n~NA T(10X.15'10 X . 020 .13) 
CQNfl t--JUE 
rps :: E(I ) 
H(l) :: 0.1)1<>:"(1) 
J F ( N • E (I • 1 ) CAL L N E l. 11 ( X , F , r P <; • Ii ) 
IF( N.ra.l)wRIT[t3,lOQ5)X(1).fCl) 
IF(N.E 0. 1 )GO To 22 
CAL L V A () 2 f.. ( ~I , ti • F • X , E , [ seA l. r • I P R I NT' fi A I( r lJ ~ ) 
CAL L f: f.:oj 0 I JT 
c (1 N T I ~HJl 
GU TO 40 
C ,~ L L S (J L T "1 1 ( ~I ) 
CALL Ct-I~" Cf 
CAL L RE~l ~i (N} 
C~LL VAO~AlH·N.r.x.E . • ESCALE.IPRINT'~AYrUN) 






















































,~(~ r) 2 
l " ?ti 2 
(12 "i I! 




(I ?l) 7 







03 Ll 4 
03 114 
(11 11 II 
(;347 
(\ :1 " • ., 
'11 f , 3 
~37tj 
(' '3 60 
l: 36 t. 
(, 38 7 
(:3[-7 
\) 31i 9 











--------------- - ---------- - ~----------.---- - --.------- ---------------------~------.---------------------------
S T A ~ T OF SE G~r.NT ****A ~* ** * 2 
SU 8RnuTrNF: CHE CK 
nOURLE ~pE C I~ION F' ~.x ~ t . ntIA . OHR .ct. c~N C n J.c N s.SG -M ·C N S J 'S GN ~J. 
1 [Hl A • n r3[l • !'-111 ; 14 U H 1\ l. F # S I~ lJ • f S I"; A L. F • ~ !] /\I COl" • r. "'1 • r. ~If~ I<; • R r, ~, n I(' , R • II ::; L 0 , V F SR. CAP 
£, , F RS I H1 ; r PAC • ;-.: li ~ t~ • X S l! ) H ' X S II MI. )( .s tJ "1 iI ; S ~ r T I V • fI 1\ C T I ~ • 1\ N C Ai. T [ R i'1 • 7. • H 1. 
C U !.1! .t n'u A I n H·l\ • U H H ; S , K Uti 1-1 T • f> • K R U:l 
C 0 ~ ..., (] t\ I C l en N C l j J ( 3 0 ) • C i'~ S ( 3 0 ) • r. I) ,~ C n K ( 3 a ) , C ~I ~ ( VI ) ~ ~ (; A to' ( J 0 ) 
C 0 t.i ~ 0 N I E Is GA t : ( :3 0 ) ; I) H /l ( 3 t) ) • I) "l R ( 30 ) • "1LJ • Z ( 30 ) 
I tn r Ii E tI S . P • :-.; A M E ( 1 I) ) 
c----- ~~~C ~j[c~ Cl\llON At\ l UN OAt ANCF. 
ANCAT = 0,0 
no 9n J"'l.S 
AN c A T = A ~ CAT + cn NcnJ(J)*ltJ ) 
90 C fJ tJT I N U [ 
I F ( n !~ I~ S ( A '.J CAT) • LT' ' I • no 1 ) r, [J T 0 ~ ~ 
wRJT[l3.Y')Ol) 




SEG r- t: NT 











11 0( 1) 7 
r- 0017 
n 001 7 
R 0023 
R C027 
p ()O2 7 
R . 0029 
n 0032 
2 T :; 37 LON G 
"" w 
-..J 
.. _M ___________ _ ._- __ ~ ~._ ~ A~ _____ . ______ • ____ . ____ . ___ ~ ____ . _______________ . ________ .----------------------- __ _ 
STAHl OF S[ GM [ NT .********* 3 
SUR ~ O U TT NE SOLtN l (N ) 
0 0 U t; L E' P R r eI .3 I nN F' . w • x ~ [ • I) H 4 • f! HR. r T • C () ' I r. n.J ~ e NS. S GAM. eNS J • S G N S .J • 
1 n B A . 1) n R , M l' • M U HAl. F ' S 1·1lJ ; ES C AL E , C n ,~ C n f<' , C ~I q , (; tJ R I< • R G)·) H ~ • H • V S I. rl • v F S H , CAP 
~ ;, FRs U i'1 , r I( 1\ C , r' GAM ' x: S L)) ~1 • '( S I) "11 • Y S lJ M? ' SAC T I V , RAe T 1 V. AN CA T. T f '~ i~ , Z • HZ 
COM rA 0 N / (l I i) H A • Li H Ii , S , K n IJ NT . P • I{ RES 
C 0 i~ ,''' Cl NI B l e T ( ~ 0 ) • A L " :1 A ( 3 () , 3 0 ) • i3 E 1 A ( ) 0 • 3 0 ) 
C [) ,.t t·' n 1', / C I CON I.. lJ J ( .1 0 ) • (; "I ~ ( 30 ) • C [) ~ I C n ~ ( 3 (I ) • (; i~ R ( 3 () ) • R r, A~' ( :i 0 ) 
C U I·HHJ I~ I [) I cr.} S .J ( 3 () ) • S (j h) S J C , (' ) • C I Jf~ K ( 3 () ) • R I; ~I R K ( Vl ) , tj ( "3 0 • ~ 0 ) 
C [) M M 0 N I E I ~; (j M' t lO) , 1 nl A ( j 0 ) , I) fl !l ( 30 ) • '~lI • L ( :l () ) 
c 0 ~114 f) . JI G I V S L tI • V F S H • CAP 
IN T F: G tfl S. t> • : U\ ;~ [ ( 1 () ) 





R \/ 00 0 
K udOll 
R O(\(JO 
f'I I) f ) 0 0 
H OOOu 





REA D (2, 1,)2)S 
\'/11 1 TE(1. 500 0) 
FORHA TC// 2X,"I ND EX",2X,"SOlUTION 
00 50 J =l , S 
REA O (? ,~ Q 11 )J' NAME 
~RI T E(3.5 0 0 2)J, NAME 
FO~ "'A T(IJ .t (jAl ) 
r O RY A T(/ 2X ~1 3 .5X, 10Al) 
CDN T INlJt:: 
RE A ')( 2 • 2 0 0 ) ( (; u ~ I C D.J ( J ) hI = 1 • S ) 
1)0 ': T=1..I·~ 
Rl AU ( ~ · 4 00 )( A l PHA (J·J), J =1'S) 
4 CONTI NUE 
REAO(2, 4 00 )( Z (J). J =1.$) 
RE~D ( 2.2~O )( D UA( J)'J= 1 . S ) 
R E...A. f) ( 2 • 2 0 0 ) ( U 111  ( J) • J = 1 , S ) 
R E A D (2' ~ On) D~ A'f)HH 
R [A D ( '2 • 1 0 3 ) V :, Lll 
102 ru r~ '~Ar ( I') 
1 0 3 ~- ! ) rn A T ( 31) 2 I") • 1 3 ) 
200 r ORMA Tc q 02 0.1 3 ) 
40 0 F IJ R t·1 A T ( 1 0 F '5 • '2 ) 
9 0 0 F [1 ~< ,~ A T ( ? l) 1. 0 • 1 3 ) 
SPr:'ctES") 
wkIrE(J,tOOO) S 
1000 F nR" l Arc//')x . "'~lJ ~1HER or SOLU TION SPFcrrs = ".IS} 
~j R IT E (3.110 'i } 
11 09 FOR'-1 AT ( 1/ (' X • 34 H TlJ IT 1 Ale [J N C F NTH A TI nIl 0 r S I' Fe IE s J) 
wRI T r ( 3' 1J 09 )(C O~C0 J(J)'J=1.S) 
1009 r Ur<~I /\T (/ ')X . ,)ll ?(J.13) 
Wfd TE ( J d 00S ) 
101)5 S:- ORMAT (II SO X,l OH S f'EC IE S ( .J» 
WRIf f (3.1 0 06) 
1006 FO R~ AT(2X.ll h ~ E ACTIO N (I» 
W~ITE( 3.1 00 7)(J. J = 1 .5) 
1007 FuR I1/\T( 1 3 X'l l,I5 ) 
f) U ., I .: 1 • ~ I 
WR I TE(3 ,1 0 0 a )1' (A l~ HA (I.J)~J= 1 'S) 
100 8 r OR~AT(5 X . r5 ' 5X'10r S.2) 
7 CGti T I NU E: 














()~ 1 0 
O() 14 
()()1 4 
(I () 2 0 
()03') 
()() "j 1 
(1)51 
005 1 
tl 0 ~i1 
l)070 
0(1 75 
R 00 9 8 
R ()09 f1 
R 011 T 
R 0135 
R 01')3 
R 1' 1 66 
~ :>17~ 
~ 0 178 
R ,-'1 71:\ 
R (117 8 
R (;17 1'1 
R : ' 1 7 !'I 
R 0 1 B9 




(, 1 f<.'~ 
0 1 9 3 
\) 1 9 3 
R G? l? 
n f'2 12 
~ 0 ? 1 6 
R 0;:> 1 6 
p I) ??O 
r~ I) l' 2 0 
P l ~ ? 3 7 
R ()c3 7 
~ Ii ? 4 2 





~'IIH TE L i J 111 U ) R 026 7 
111 0 rnl1t~AT (II2 X'25H I ONI C CH ARGE nF' 4)P ECr f S J) R OC 71 
WR IrE ( j, 1 () 1 ()) ( 7. ( J ) • J = 1. S) R O? 7 ] 
10 10 f QR~AT (/5X . l0F5 . ? ) R O?9() 
WRlT::C3 ' 1011) R (;?90 
lO ll FOR M AT ( 11 2 X • 37' H 0 [ p Yf ~H lJ C K F' l PA KAMETFrI A OF 5Ptc; I ES J) n 02 9 4 
~RITE(3.1(;09 ) (OGA ( J ).J= I . s ) n 0294 
WprTF. ( 3·lOl~ ) R 0312 
1012 FOR t.j A T ( 1 /2 X • 3 7 ~w f fJY E - ~ l ' C K r. L P II R A ~t F. T[ R B 0 F s p ~c r E S J) H (1316 
WRITE(3'100~)(O~e(J ). J~1'S) f( 0316 
IoiHIT[(3'111,j) R C33 11 
11 1 ) F r; 11 '-l A. T ( I 12 )( • 30 HI) E l\ Y E - H U C I( f L P A FI A ,... E TF. P A AN f" A) R tt 3 3 f'. 
WPIr!::(3'1:l1 ~j)f)HA,f)H fj ~ 0338 
1013 F'ORMAT(/5K ' ~ U2o . 13) R 0352 
Wi\IT[( 3,1022)VSI.I) R 0352 
N 
1 0 :2 2 FOR :~ A. r ( I I 2 X • " V n LUl'l E n r SOL lJ T ION :: ". [J ? 0 • I 3 ) H o ]f. 3 w 1.0 RETUR N R 0:16 3 
END R 0366 
SF GMEN T 3 IS 37~ LONG 
-- - ------- - ~ ~- -.-- - - - .-------------------------------- --------------------~-- - ------~- - ---------------.-------
srA ~ T OF SEGMlN T * *** ** ** * * 5 
S U8ROU TI N~ SOL! N2(N ) 
DOUAlE pp(C I S 10N F ' W , x , f ' OHA ' D H A 'C T 'C ~ NC O j'C ~ S-S C A M .C NSJ -S G~SJ ' 
l OB A • f) 8 rJ • W, I J • M U ~1.A L F • <; M lJ • [ S CAL f , CON C n!< • C ~t R • C "I P ~ • R (; N R K , i'I • V S L. f1 , V f S 1\ • C f. P 
$ , FRS!J M • F ~ I~ t: • !~ G A,~ , X S L U M , X S U ~I ] • X S tJ,., 2 , SAC T I V , R ACT 1 V , AN CAT . T [R M , Z , R L 
COMMON /~/ f)~A'UH~,S . KOU N T- P ' K~ES 
C OMMnN/R / C T( ~O ). ALPHA ( 30 . 30 ). 8ETA (3 0 .~ O ) 




















INTtG EN S.P~ ~ A~[(10) 
REAf)(?·lO~)S 
~IRITE(3,5()OO) 
FOR MA T(II?X'"lNnEX~#?X.~SOLUTlnN SPECIE~") 
Dr] ';f) J=l.S 
R[AU(2j5U01]J'N~~E 
WR I TE ( J- 5002 JJ 'NA HE 
FOR 'A A T ( I 3 • lO A 1 ) 
FORMATC/2X.I3,5X.loAl) 
CONT I NtjE 
DO !I 1 = 1 ~ .~ 
PfA0(2 .4U0)t AlP4A(I.J"J=1.s) 
C I) N r I i'~ I J !~ 
wHI rE( 3'10(lS) 
FOPMATC/15X,~SPEC'ES(J)~) 
\-1 H I r f C 3 • 1 0 0 6 ) 
FOR~AT(?X'"kEACTtUN(l)") 
WRIfE(3.100 7 )(J.J=t.S) 
r 0 R fA A 1'( 1 3 '( • 1 u I 'j ) 
no 7 J = 1 • ~4 
WRITEC3.1008'I,CALPHAC!,J).Jel,S> 
r (j H 11 A T ( ') X • 15. 5 X, lOr 5.? ) 
C [PIT I Nli E 
rfJR'1ATCrS) 







































Q (I 1 II 
0 0 1'1 
,)O? O 
00:';'3 










































S TAf{T OF 
SUB HOUTTNF: HfS!N(N) 
DO U b L E P Ii [C lSI n : ~ F. W • X • [ _ 0 H A • [) H B • CT. C n N C n ,J • C N S • S G " 1-1 • eNS J • S r. N S J ' 
1 rH3 A. • [) R R • ~I I J • ~I U HAL F • S f1 U • ESC ALE. r: 0 ,II C n K • C m~ • t.: N R K • R G N I-? K • R • V S Ln. V F S H • CAp 
S.FRSU M .FH_C. ~ GAM.XSLUI1'XSUM,.XSUM2.SACTIV'RACTIV.ANCATiTERM.Z.RZ 
e n M ~1 n N I A I n H A • LJ H t3. S • t\ 0 U NT . P • K R I:: S 
C 0 '1 ..., n t-t I Ii I r; T ( ~ 0 ) • ALP H A ( 3 r) • 3 I) ) • -1 ETA ( 1 I) • 1 () ) 
CtJ ' ll.'rHI/C I U 1N Cl U (3U 1. eNS( 1 0 ). C ! ]~ICO f< (10). r:I\lR C lO). Rr, At.< (30) 
CO '4 ,,' o iii I n I C 1,1 S J ( 10 ) • S (j t J S J ( 30 ) • C '" n ~ C J I) ) • rni i ~ H I ~ C ~ fJ ) • 11 ( ~ 0 , 30 ) 
C tJ I~ 1~ n !\j I (j I IJ ~ L '"J • IJ F 5 R , CAP 
C U ~n.~ D : ~ I HiS .\ ell V ( 3 Ll ) , HAC T ! V C 3 I) ) • I:: Q F S C 3 0 ) • I: r~ F R ( 3 0 ) • ~ Z ( 3 0 ) , 
!NTlGl:R S .~. ~ A~E (10) 
R fA [) ( ;.> • 1 () ~ ) I-' 
W Ii I i r C 3 • ~j !) 0 3 ) 
FOR I-j A T ( II I ? X • " t ~I f) F. '1(" • 2 Y • " PES T N S pEe T f S" ) 
DO 5 1 K =l,1> 
REA [) C ? • ') 0 n 1 ) 1'\ • N Mol E 
W R I T E ( 3 • ., ') 0 2 ) K • 1\1 i\ 'H: 
C OrH 1 ~ILJ E 
REI\[)(? IJ. O(J)( HlCK)'K=l.Pl ~ 
h HITEC3.1110) , 
FOR I" A T ( II ;: X • .f 1 fJ ~I 1 C C i , .~ R G r n F" S P E C IrS J .. ) 
"I F~ I T [ (3 • 1 () 1 () ) ( p Z ( i<) • I( = 1 • P ) 
r I) R "" AT ( 1'1 X • l Or,) • 2 ) 
FOR~~AT( D.I0!d) 
rO RMI\T (/2 '1( ,I ~ ,5x.l0Al) 
K [ A I) C 2. 1 0 2) K f' E S 
REAr(?200 )(C ON COK(K), ~=1.P) 
GO £:0 l:::l. t~ 
REA~(2.~OO)(~ETA(I'K)'K=1 ,p) 
CO rHl~IU[ 
DO 40 K,=l.f' 
QEA.n(2.20Q)CU(K'L),L=1.P) 
CU IH! I~Ur. 
REl\nC2'l(3)VFSK,CAP 
F (}P ~; ~, T ( 3 ~ ? 0 • 1 3 ) 
FO R ~l A f( I ~ ) 
FOR ~ ~ A T ( I~ i) ? () • 1 3 ) 
rOR t-.A. T( 10~-5.2) 
WI-ITTE( 3.18()OlP,KRES 
rU fq.tO, T(115X'''I'~ I Jil,B[~ or PFSIN SpEcTF.S =".T5.II~X,"'lJu~ItH, R nF KESIN H 
Sf: I,MENT -- ••• * ••• _. 7 
R Gnoo 
R 0000 











H 0 0 14 
~{ Ol'14 
R on20 





R uO ') l 
R 0 ,)70 
R 0\174 
R nCI? 4 
R (' 0 I..f 3 
II (i (1 43 
t~ J:'93 
H (1093 
n () lli 3 
R n122 




R (11 7 '1 
R l' 1 79 




:~ (11 9/~ 
I~ ( i (' 0 A 
$EACTlnNS = .. ,15) 
WR1TE ( 3 .101(:d 
101~ FlJRt 1 AT(/12X'''I~IITJAL !'1[lLES flr SpECIES K IN RESIN") 
WRITf(3.100~ )(CO NCOK (K)'K=1.r) 
100 9r 0 tW;i, T ( / 'i X • ~; I ) 2 0 • 1 3 ) 
WRI1E ( 3,1015 > 
1015 FUR~AT (11 50x ,lOHSP FC I[S(~» 
' .... RlTE ( 3 .101 6 ) 
101 6 F 0 Ii ~\ A T ( . ~ v • 1 1 tHn~ A C TI 0 tJ ( I ) ) 
WRITE(3.1017) I K,K c l. P ) 
1017 FO R~AT { 1~Y '1 0 I51 
DO 21 f=l.N 
WR TT[(3 ,l nlH)J,( BfTA(!,K),K=l,P) 
1 0 1 8 f 0 I ~ ,: A T ( ') Y , I 5 • 5 \( • l Or S • 2 ) 
2 1 CO N r I ;, ' !J [ 
\jPI TF. (J ' 1112 :) 
10£>0 FUII11A T(11 2X ''' WIL'SnN IN1ERACTION PARA"-1ETEHS FOR n!:S I"I PI-iASf") 
WRITE ( 30101') 
WRITE(3,400U )(K,K=l,Pl 
4000 FOR I'1A f{l l)'( dL'llO ) 
00 41 K= l.F' 
W~ITE ( 3.4~ Ul) K ,( 8 ( K .L).L=1'P> 
4001 FOR ~ AT(~ X.15 ,5X'1 0Ul0 .5) 
41 C (JN1 I ~UE 
WkITF. [~.1 023)VFSR ' ~A P 
1023 FC RI ' Al C/I2X , · 'Vr:lLU ;~F. flF FREE SE'TTLl[' QrC;TN IN SULPHATE FORM ="1)20.1 
.$ 3 ' / I 2 " , ·f CA P A C J T Y n r ,~ t: SIN E (.) II J V' P E "i L! T R ( F S R =". 0 ? 0 • 1 3 ) 
RETURN 
[NO 
S-:t;M EIlj T 























































() ,~ ~ 7 
03 57 
8 J S 109 LONG 
(1 J': 7 
~) 160 
7 1 S 369 LONG 
STA~T OF S(GMENT ********** 9 
SUR H 0 1I T J j'i E S II LOU T 1 
DO lJ f< L [ P n ( t.: I !'l I 0 ,~ F. ~I , X , £ , f'\ H A • n H ~l • CT. C 11 N C fl J • C ~I S , S G fI jA • eNS J • S G N S J ' 
10~A' 08b'il U' MUHAL F.S MU . ~ SCAL(. co~ cnK'CNO.r NOK ' RGNRK '~·vSL U ·JFSR·CAp 
,$ • FRS IJM • F K /I C ' H li AM ' X S L U M ' X S I ) "1 1 • X S U 'vi 2 , s r. (~ T J V • RAe T I v ' A N CAT • T f R M • Z • R Z 
C 0 H ~: 0 N / A I n H A • Ii HR. S , K 0 U ,,, T • P • K P ~ S 
CU MH ON/C/CONLUJ(3 0 ).C NS (3 Q ).C~NCOK(3 0 ).CN R (30)' kG A~(30) 
H onoo 








c 0 t~ ~1 0 N 1 [ 1 SuA ~. ( 3 [) , , n A A ( 30 , , 0 ~ ~ ( 30 ) • ~ I J - Z ( 10 ) 
C U t~ M 0 N 1 Ii 1 S II C i I V ( 3 () ) • R ACT t V t 3 (I , • E Q F S e .F) ) • t IJ n~ e ) 0 ) • R Z e 30 ) 
INTEGER S.p H.Ilr-< tc to} 
W R I T E ( ~~ • 60 0 0 ) ~: U 
6000 F 0 ~ ~: AT e 11 2 X • • f 1 n '~ I r. s 1 R F N G T I-j n r S n L U T t [1 N = ". 0 ? 0 • 1 3 ) 
wRITE( 1, 1:\03 ) 
803 FllHMI\T(l/2 x.66 HEQlJ ILI94!UM r:f)NCEf\'TP~TtON ("IF SPEr.IES J IN t-'ULES pF 
.$1-{ L IT~f SilLU1 I OrJ) 
WR fTE(1.111 4 )(C NS eJ),J=1,S) 
SUI·l::: I). (I 
o 0 <J 'J .J = 1 '::i 
SU I1 ::: SIJ'1+ll Ao S ( Z ( .J » .Cf\iS( J) 
9 0 C 0 IH naJl ~ 
o U 41 .J'" 1 • S 
[u F " (.J) '" lJ A t; S e Z ( J ) ) .. UJ S ( j , I (f) • 5. S lJ ~ ) 
91 curn [r< U[ 
w R 1 T E ( ) • d () I~ ) 
804 F OR'<1A Tel nx ."Eo UILI BR IUM ~- Ql)lI/ALENT F'1ACTl'J'II QF SPfCIfS J I N SOlljT 
SJU :"' ) 
WRITE(3,1114)(EQFSI J),j=1.S) 
WRITE{J. ~ OO) . 
8 () 0 F !l (~ i-1 A T ( II? X • 3 4 I! ACT 1 V I T Y C [1 Err I C I r ~I T S n F 5 P F-elf s j) 
w ~ I TE e J • 1 1 I 4 ) ( 5 G A I.' e J ) , J = 1 , S ) 
1114 FO R~ AT(/5 K ,5 0 20.13) 
DO 10 J=I.5 
SACrrV(.J) = CNS( J)*SC;A M(J) 
70 CO NTI Nue 
WRITE( 3. rOO!) 
., 0 I) 0 F O:H l\ T ( /I? X • . ' ACT I v I T y 0 F 5 P r:: c I c: S J 1 III SOL u TI 0 N tI ) 
WR IT E{3.111 4 )(S AcT t VeJ).j=1.S) 



































r. I ) I) 0 
lUOO 






J ,13 II 
00110 
(' (15 1 
flO'S1 IV ~ 
·')05 , w 
l' 0 71 
0 0 71 















9 IS 164 LONG 
START OF SEGME~T •••••••••• 10 
SlJ8 RrJ UTI'J,: Rt.Sr) IJT 
DGU~lE PHEcIsiaN F.rl'X'['DHA'nH",cT'C1~COJ'CNS,s~AM'CNSJ.SGNSJ' 
1 n H A • f1 4 B ' ~llJ • M'.m A L F ' S M II , ESC ALE , C nNe 0 K , C I~ ~ , C ~J R K • H G I~ R K ' Ii ' V S l L1 ' "F SR' CAp 
$ • F R ~ I J I., , p~ A (; • Ii b A 1-1 , X S L U M ' X S Ij MI. X SUfi? , 5 ,Il. r: T I V • ~ ~ C T r V • A N C 1\ T oJ E R "" , Z • R Z 
CUM ~ON /A/ D HA.DH~.S·KnUNT,p'~Rrs 
CQ~~O~/C/~ ON lUJ(30)'CNS(30),CONCOK(~0)'CNq(30)'HGAM(30) 
CUI1\''1 0 N I F IF RAe ( .10 ) 
COM t~ f1 ~l / G I V S l G , VF S H , CAp 
t: 0 M t.; 0 r~ I !i I ~ AcT 1 V ( 30) , n A C TI V ( 30 ) , E Q F S ( 30 ) , (~ t R ( 30 ) • R Z ( 30 ) . 
IN T E r, E R S' f> • Ii A j l [ ( 10 ) 
\'1 R ! TE ( 3 , 1 0 2 1 ) 
1 0 2 1 FOR ~i A T ( I I 2 X , "E (~ u I l I 8 R I U 1·1 H 0 L F. 5 a F S P r. C T E S K") 
WRITFC3'1114)CCN~(K)'K=1.P} 
W R I T F ( 3 • 1 f) 1 4 ) 
1 0 1 4 r 0 r~ ., A T ( / I .~ Y • "[ Q II 1 L I u VI I U M t-I () L [ F R~ (; T I 011 0 F S p Fe IE SKI N RES IN" ) 
WRllf(3,1114)(FRACCK>'K=1,P) 
f)L 10 K=l~r 
rCF RCK) = QAb5(H7(K }) *CNR CK)/(VFSH*CAP) 
1 (\ CON T p i I! [ 
WPITE(3d200) 




801 FORMAl (11~X-nACTIVITY cotFFtcIENT OF SPECIEs K IN RESIN") 
WRITEC3.1114 )( RGA~ ( K ), K~l,P) 
DO 71 K=l·P 
PAC1IVCK) = FPAC(K)·RGA~(~) 
7', CGNTI NUE 
wRT 1f<3,i'OO1J 
700 1 FO R 1-1 A T ( I I 2 X /I It ACT I V I T Y 0 F S PEe Irs K T t,1 RES I ~I " ) 
WPllf(3.1114)(PAC1IV(KJ,k=1. P ) 
1114 FOQ MAT(/5 x · 5020.13) 
{)O 31 K=l,P 
CN R( K)=C ' IR(K)/VFSF< 
3 1 C (1 on I ~I LJ t. 
wf(ITf l ) ,H04) 
804 FOR ~/, A T (II? X d 3 H f Q LI! LI B R! lJ M CON C F I'! T R A TI M' 0 F $ P E. C IE S ~ 1'1 "n l ESP E 
SR L.T TR c: F R n . S r TT L r 0 RES I Nt'" S U L P H A Tf F n R~' ) srGIv'ENl 
,~ J000 
R 0000 
R 000 0 
r? 0000 
f? () fJ 0 0 

















r. 006 7 
~ 0 0 r~ 1\ 
R uOtl8 
:~ 0 0 PB 
p [ \ 1 06 
r, Ul1? 
R C1?') 
r. 012 ') 
n 0 129 
R 111 ,?9 
!' 014e 
n 0 140 
R (1 1 Sll 
R ~\ 1 f. 4 
R (1 164 
~ (11611 
R (l16t< 









R (, 1 1'\ 6 
R () I B 9 
10 I S 19 3 LONG 
.-M _______ . __ ___ .-- ________ __ .____ ~. ______ . ____ ~ ______ _____ .-_. ________ .. __________ .----------------- ---------
STAR T or StGMEN T * * *"'**"'*"'* 1~ 
1 
SURRO~TINE D£HvE 
o G u e L E p f ( ':: C I ~ I [) N F' ~I • X • ( • 0 H A • r) H 8 • cT . c r. NCO ,J • eNS ' S G A H ' C N ~ J • S (, N S J • 
1 DBA. D 8 B • jJ. lJ • M I J rl A L F • ~ ~1 U • t' !oJ CAL f • C [) N C n K • (' N'1 , C N R I<. • R G ~: n t< • R • V S l [) • II F SR. CAp 
s,. F' RSUM' F ~ AC - :< GAfl' XSLlJtI' XSU~q . XSUtA?' SA CT I V'R A r.T I V. ANCAT. T~H~1. Z ' ,RZ 
COM~ON/A/DHA·OHR'S.KOlJNT - P - KRlS 
COM~O~/C/CUNLUJ(10).CNS(30) . ('ONCO"(30 ) . C NR ( 30 ), ~~AM(30) 
CUM to' 0 ~I IE / S GA I'l ( :I (l ) , [) :; A ( 30 ) , [) 'i f' ( 30 ) , M U • Z ( 3 () ) 
INTfGER ~.P' ~ AMl ( lO ) 
S~l U = ').0 
[lG 1 J= 1.5 
S~U = S~ U + CN S(J) "'Z (J) **2~O 
c OI'lTINUE 
t-1U '" O.')*SHU 
HUHALF = DSO~T(MU ) 
DO 3 J = 1 . S 
S G II I~ ( J ) = 1 0 • 0 '" ... ( • 1 • 0 It ( 0 H A * I.W H A. L r • z ( J ) '" '" ? • 0 ) I ( 1 • 0 ~ D H 8 * 0 H A ( J ) '" M U HA L F ) 
S + DB 13 (J) "'~ I J ) 
3 CONTINlJ[ 




q ol (\ 0 () 
R "(l OU 
P \)0 0 0 
R ()OfJO 
R O()OO 
R 00 0 0 




R (' C07 





R (ll' (-'2 
r: 00 72 
R ;'0 7 2 
R (. () 75 
12 J S 00 LONG 
'" .,. 
111 




SU8 ~OUT I NE EXCESS 
STAHT or SEGMENT ********** 13 
p noon 
DO LJ 8 L E P R [ C IS 10 N r. w , X ' F , 0 Ii A • I) H H • C T , t: J NCO J • (' "J S , $ r; II '" • eNS J , S G N S J • 
lnBA'D86' ~U ·M UH ALr'SMU'ESCALr'CONC~K'C~q.c~q~.RnNRK' 8 .V~ ln'vFSR '~~P 
$'FRSUM·rH ~ C· HGAM'XSLUM 'XSU~1·xSUM2'S'CTI V ' RA CTIV·ANCAT,T E rM'Z'RZ 
COM~O N /A /nHA.GHH,S~KOUN T.P.K RE S 
C ON~QN IC/CONCUJ(30).CNS(30).cnNcnK(30).CNH(JO)·R~A~(30) 
CO ~~UN / DIC~SJ ( 30)·SGNSJrJO )' (NRK (3n)' RGNRK(30 )'R(3 0 .30) 
COM ~' 0 II! I r I r R At: ( 30 ) 
I NTEGER S'P'~AME(10) 
DO lno I=ld 
XL S lI ' ~ = (; . 0 
X SU~I I = 0 .0 
DO 70 J=l, P 
'I. L SUM = 'y ,_ s U 1'1 + F RAe ( J ) * A ( 1 , ,J ) 
X S lJ '>\ 2 = (I . 0 
DO 60 "1=l,f' 
XSU ~2 = X~UM2 + FRA~ (M)*R(J,~) 
CONTr ~uE 
XSUMl = XSUMl + rHAC(j)*8eJ,I)/xSUM2 
cO rHINU[ 




sF' (i~ ' t: N T 
R (; \1 00 
R (; 000 
q ()Q 00 
f? Jono 
n coo o 
r. ' ,000 
R 1.000 
R (; 000 
R ~l I} () 0 




R (\ 0 2 9 
R (I 0 :~ 0 
R ()C)36 
R (10 IJ <./ 
R C' 0 II Q 
R C' () 6 3 
R (: II " 3 
R \.'C) 75 
R (.075 
n 0078 




--------·------------ _____ ~ ___ M ___________ • _________ -- _____ • _______ • _______________ .--------------------.-----
Sl."pT (1F SEGMENT ********** 1li. 
SUBPouTI NE CALrUN(~.N,F.X) 
DO U f1 L E P k F.: cI S In ill r· h • X • [ , 0 H A "" H R , c; T , r f1 N C f'J , j , eNS' S (, .x ~ , eNS J , S (, N S J , 
lOB A , 0 B B ' ~: U ' .~ U H 1\ L F ' S t, U ' [ SeA L ( • c; 0 I': ( (J t< ' C '.I q • C N R t< ' R r. ". ~, K , B ' v S L n , v F S R ' CAp 
t. r R S lJ M • r I-{ ~ C • ~ \J A ~1 , X S llf 1'1 • )( S I) M 1 • X S LJ t-1? , S 4 C T I If. R" C T I " • f, I I C to T • T [R ,,, , Z • R Z 




Q i! ()()O 
R (ill <) 0. 
CO M M n N 1 8 I C T ( 2 0 ) ~ ALP H A ( 30 , 30 ) • '1 ETA ( 30 • 30 ) 
C [J M f'A D N 1 C 1 C lJ NCO j ( 10) , eNS ( 30) , C II N C n K ( 3 n ) ~ C N ~ e :3 () ) , R G A t-1 ( 30) 
C ( , M M 0 N / 0 / C ,\! S J e 3 0 ) , Su N S J ( 3 () ) f C "I H K e 3 (I ) • R r. t I F! I<; ( :3 0) , B e 3 0 • 3 0 ) 
C U en, !l N l E I ~ G A "I ( 3 0 ) • fl H A ( 3 [l ) , I} £! R ( 3 0 ) • f1lJ • Z ( ~ 0 ) 
CO MM~N /r/ F~~C ( JO ) 
C 0 ~li" 0 N 1 S 1 V 5 L 1I , V F SR. C 1\ P 
COM H 0 N 1 '"11 SAC T 1 V ( 30 ) • If A r. t t V ( :3 0 ) • E Q F S ( ~ 0 , • F Q r p ( 3 () ) • H Z ( 30 ) 
C OM M ON/l / ~Upl ' ON 
(I HI F ~ J 5 ION r ( t.' () ) • x ( ? 0 , dJ( 400) • [ ( 20 ) 
I NTl GER S . P. NAH E (1 0 ) 
GUT II ( <,J 0 • q 1 • <) ? ) , N ( I P T I [J N 
91) Dn t J=1.S 
O J S ( J) = C iJl'! C I ) j ( J) 
C---------- Ex TfNT5 IN SOLUlrON ~nLr~ PER LI1RE 
DO;:> I=l,~l 
CNS ej) = CNS(J) +ALPHA(j,J)·x(t) 
2 CONTI'-lI. If: 
1 CUNTI NtI[ 
cPu [1(8 )'[ 
flU 3 T t = 1 , '·1 
C ~ SJ(ll) = 1. 0 
SC;NSj(1I) " 1.0 
() 0 4 .J = 1 , S 
CI'..SJ eI l ) :: c r ! SJ(II)*CN~(J)**"LPHA(II,J) 
S li 1'1 S J ( I I) = ~ G N S .. I ( I 1 ) ~ ~ (, A ~1 ( , I) * .. ALP ~q'\ e T I , J) 
4 C U N TI ~! LI E 
F(II) = (CT(il)-CNSJ(II).SGNSJ(II»/CTCII) 
3 CO NTI NuE 
GO TO ~· o 
91 00 ~ K=l,P 
c-----~~ .. --ExT[~I TS IN RlSIN MOLES 
CNR (K) = CO NCUK(K) 
00 6 1=1 ';--1 
CNR(k ) = CNR (K) + HlTA(I,K).XCI) 
6 CON T H 'UE 
5 CO NT lt-. UE 
FR 511 t-t = (J . 0 
0.0 30 1< =1.P 












































l )() 0 0 
GO()O 
e; r,oo 
l) () 0 I) 




t. I) ( I () 
( 1\) 0 7 
0\) 13 
OfJ15 
C' I)? 1 
l ll) ? 7 
(/1) 47 
(104li I\J 
l (} 4 ~ "" -.J o () /1 9 
()U ')4 
('063 





(, 1 ') 3 
0 153 
() 15') 
0 15 5 
li t (. 1 
O!69 
0 175 





( / ? 1 0 
DO :.'Ii K:i,p 
rR~C(K) = CNR(kj/FRSUM 
31 CO~; TIt~lJE 
CALL EXCf 55 
DO 8 I1:1.~1 
TERI/' = 1.0 
CNRI'(II) =l.u 
PGNRI«II) = l.() 
n U 7 K=l't-' 
C NE ~(II) = C ~ RK{!!)'~RAt{kJ •• 8tTA{It.¥) 
P G t Jfd< ( I r) = ~' c. N R k ( r r , • R G A H ( I< ) H B rT A ( I J • K ) 
7 CO~J T1 NU( 
no ]9 J=l.S 
T [ F~ ~. = Tf fd~ * ~ ACt 1 V ( J , * * AU·' H JI ( J J ; J ) 
lt) c n~ T!t I U( 
~(IJ) = teTt l l )-tN R ktrt)*RGN~kt!I}*TlkM)/tt(It} 
8 c lJ ~I 1 1 ri ll E 
co TU So 
9~ ~N = N-~rEs~l 
C .. - - - .... - - - - [ x H NT SIN S (l L U TI t l N M 0 U" S , J N P f. S HI .... () U ' S 
[iG 9 J=l.S 
C~' $ (,J) =- (; n N llJ J ( J ) 
DU 10 I=l.~1 




DO 11 K=],P 
rNR{I<} = cONCUKCK) 
DOl? I:: 1 • ~l 
CN~[K) = CNRII<) + HE1Ac,.k,*xtl) 
1t> CLJNTUIUE 
11 CON 1 H 1U[ 
rRSUtvl = r.o 
tJO 13 K=l,P 
~ R S t J ~1 = f R S U 1'1 + t N R ( K ) 
13 CUNTJrlUr 
L) D 14K:: j ,P 
r RAe ( K) = C N I( ( K ) I n~ SUN 













R () 3 04 
I~ C' J 1 0 
H lJ ', ?? 
!? (l :1 ? 2 
P. ~:15'3 
p (',3 :; 3 
R (, 355 
R :nS6 
R (d S7 
n t ' 363 
H (1'371 
l ~ In 77 




R ('.1' r) f> 
r{ 0 II J 4 
R J "?O 
R Gh4n 
R ( olt 4 1 
R 0 .. 41 
n I) III! 3 
R ~ , I~ 4 9 
R (; 4 5 ':l 
R () 4 55 
FI () 1161 




CALL EXC ESS 
DO 1~ 11::1,M 
e NS ,) ( I I ) :; 1. 0 
S G ~l S J ( r ! ) :: 1. 0 
C I~RK (II) :: 1.0 
RG NR t«II) :: 1.0 
DO 16 J::l,$ 
CNSJ(Il) :: ~ ~ SJCrI)*CNS(J)*.ALPHA(II.J) 
s r, N S ,j( T 1 ) :: ~ Li N S J ( I 1) * S G A ~! ( ,) ) * * A l. P H A ( r I , J ) 
1~ ClJ N°I I "JUE 
rJ fJ 17K :: 1 • P 
I f ( I I · 11 N ) t 7 , J e , 1 8 
18 CNRtd IIl:: Gt lHKC11>*FHAC(K)**HETACI J ,IO 
RG NR K(II) = R G NRK (rr)*kGAM(K)**~rTAlrI.K) 
17 COtn l NUE 
FCII) :: (CT( l I)-C N SJ(IT)*SG N ~J(II)*r N PK(II)*nGNPK(II»/CT(II) 
15 Cll NTIIIlLJE 
50 pET URN 
[NO 
Sf(iM(NT 
R il l : 71 
R (/ 472 
R l) 4 77 
R G 4 1\ () 
f, (' U'I 5 
R 050 4 
R (I c., 1 3 
P (I S 1 q 
R () 5 ~1 
R (l~, 64 
R c15 6 4 
R (15 70 
P 05 7'1 
R () 5 ~ 6 
n 06 1/3 
R 01) 18 
R 066 0 
R o l, 6 t 
R 0 664 '" "'" 14 1 S 677 LONG -0 
.---.------~-------.---~.-... -----.--------------.---- --------_ .. --_ .. --_._------------------------------.- .. -
START OF SEGMENT ********** 15 
SURROUTIN[ NELHcx,r,EPS,H) 
DOU BLE PRECISION x,F .EPs.~.rp'xs.p~ n x.OxM.XMJN'YMAX,xl.~?x3.x4.AL 
$PHA·PALP ~ A'DELTX. O A·OB.Dc'rt.F2·r3.r4·Tr~p·rF 
o p~ (N S ! 0 N X ( 1 ) • P ( 1 ) • F P ( 1 ) , X 5 ( 1 ) • H ( 1 ) • F r ( 1 ) , F C 1 ) 
t<01/T = J 
oX=H(1) 





CALL CA I. F UNU1'N'FF'X) 
il = FF(1)** 2 .0 
R 0000 
R 0000 
R \10 (' 0 
r< (; 0 0 I) 
n 0000 
r: 0 0()O 
R OOOtl 
fl 0 0 09 
-1 (J : ) 1 2 
f ~ {,O lS 
R Dr)1 7 
R 0 0 21 
f: 0 024 
X(1)=X2 
CAL L CAl.Fl)N ( ""N d"F· .O 
F2 = Fr(1J**2.0 
X(1) = X3 
CALL CALf~N ( ~ ' N ,rr. X ) 
F3 = r r (1)**2.Q 
PAlPHA = 1.0 
AlP~A=(EPS/(1.+EPS»**O.2 
DO 100 ['J=l.tOOO 
l1 n l :: fi X ; 4 * 0 .99 
P i-. L P H A = !' ALP I i A II ALP II t. 
X4= O.5 * (CC XZ+X3 ) .()(2 - X3 )*Fl - ()(1+X3).(X1-X ~ )*F? + 
S*F3) / «X?'4X3)*Fl· (X1 4Y 3)*F2 + (XI-X2)*F3» 
DEL TX=X/~ - X} 
fA=(F2- r l )/(X 2 - Xl) 
Ob =(F3-f~)/ ( KJ- X 2) 
OC=(F3-Fl)/(X3-Xl) 
JA=l 
IF( 0 A* OR. lE.U ')J A=O 
IfC DH*f)C .LE. O, )J A=O 
I F ( [) A * IJ C • 1_ E • U • ) ,J A = () 
J~=l 
)(1·1A1( :: )(1 
T F C X 2' G T'X M AX)X ~ AX=X 2 
IF C X3.GT . XMAX ) ~MAX~X 3 
Xlv1r l\l =Xl 
I fCX2.lT ·X M I N JX ~IN ~X? 
IF(X 3 .lT. XM I N )X~I N =X3 
IF( X4 ' LT · X MAX ·A ~O .)(4.GT·XMIN)J 8 =0 
,)C::: 1 
I f ( [l A * U E L T X • II .0. ) ,) C = 0 
I f (CI-JA)*cl-J B).NE.l)GO Tn 30 
T [r-l P = 0 A B ~ ( X 3 - Xl) 
IFC1 EMP . L T.U A~S CX3-X2»lEMP=nA8S(X3-X2) 
IFCTEMP.Ll.OXMJOXM=TEMP 
30 CO"HINUE 
IFCJA.[Q.O)G U TO ~o 
IF(JB. [ Q.O ) GJ TO SO 
I F C ,j C • f Q • 0 ) G [) T 0 4 0 
xq = X3- 0 .9*DSI~N(UXM 'DELTX) 











































(\1) 3 5 
(l(i 3 i:l 
O Dil ') 
t) 0 I j '1 
00')2 
00')9 
( ) () Q ? 
0 u r3 
() 07B 
!) Oh2 




0\ 1 3 
0117 
OI::?l 
(J 1 22 I\.) l.n 
Ol?6 
0 






(, 14 q 
1)15 3 
0 1') 8 
t" 1 6 4 





C' l M 7 
0 1 1\ 7 
018q 
Cl l q 1 
II t q 3 
tl ? 0 1 
40 rEMP=(OS~RT(UA~S(X3·X2»+DS0~T(DARS(X2·Xl»)/3 
TE MP =«T fMP +USgRT(PALPHA+OX»)/3.)**2 
DEL T X = DEL -rx + [l S I G N ( T E '1 P , I~ E L T X ) 
X4 =X3+[)ELrX 
50 C ONT!NlJ~ 
IF(nA8S(~4-X3).GT.DXM)~a:X3+DSIGN(rX~,nrLTX) 
60 CO ~/1 I ~;UF. 
x(1):-)(4 
CALL CALrUN(N'N,Ff,X) 
f4 = FF(1)**2.0 
.0 =X2 
X2=)(3 





rF. MP =OAuS(OELTX)/([PS+l.0n-3 n ) 
!F(TE~P.LT .O X)RETUHN 
100 CONTINUE 
WR ITE( KllUr dUO O)Xl.X;),X3,Fl,F2.F3 
30na FCP~AT(25H NO CO NVERGENCE X VALS '3f12.5.q~ F VALS .3E12.~) 
RET I) fHl 
[NO SFG t.-.r:N T 
srART OF 
su e R nUT I til [ V A 0 '2" ( M • N 'il.x ,E. F S CAL E • I P R T In , M A 'I( FUN) 
("1 n \J [! L E P f~ [ cIS I f1 N F' X ;' f. ,~ [ S (; A L r • X INC • F f, • F ~ • fl • [) f\ , n p • n c • w • S lJ M • H • H ~ , F F • 
$ C II A r J G [: • U 1,1 • r c • A C C • x (' • '( L\~ X S r [P • ~- 7. • f" J. I N. F S F: r. , S lJ 'A 2 
CO MMnN /VDo/x lN c.r~.F H . e.~A .~ n'Dc .tJNC 
DIM E tJ S 1 0 rJ F ( 20 ) • x ( 20 ), \1/ ( it 0 0) • [ ( 2 () ) 
H P 1I J S r~ = '" + N 
KS T= N+J.:PLlJSN 
r-IPLIIS: tal 
I< 1 iii V = I~ f' L II S * ( :'\ P L U S I\j + 1 ) 
t< STU R t: :: K I ~J V - '~ f-' l. tJ 5 N - 1 
C 1\, L l. ct, L r u ~~ ( M , I~ ; r ; x ) 
N~l '" N +N 
K:;NN 
COl r=).1-1 
S E G~' EN T 




P \) 2 2? 
R u??2 
R (J:? 30 
,~ n;n() 
R O:? 34 
R 0237 
R Co? 4/~ 
R (I? 4 5 















15 IS 325 LONG 
***A****** 10 
n ,) () 0 0 
R ()~ 0 0 






I, 0 00 3 
£'. , 0 1)0 'j 
p ,;0) 0 7 
R (JulO 
R o () 1 1 
r Ilul? 
R f) {J 1 7_ 
K=K+l 
\oj (K):::FCIl 
f? (1 0] q 
1 CrmTI NUE 
H () (; 2 1~ 
R n o ? '1 
II NV::2 R OU?'} 
K=KST R () (, -~o 
I ::: 1 R (J () .< 1 
? XC J)=X(! H·E..{ I) 
CLILL C :~ L F lJ N C '1 , ~I jo F , X ) 
~ fJ fll~ £I 
I~ () till 7 
XCl)::X(I)M E Cf) ~ ~ OOGI) 
[) I) 1 J:: 1. N r· .\ ') 06 5 
k :.: t< +~ n '.106 7 
W(K ) =O . R (j 0 7 1 
I~(.J) =O . R n Il 76 
3 CON T H lUf R C' ,) 7 6 
5UM= O. n o (J 1I~ IV 
KK= NN R 1) () 7 8 \J1 IV 
00 4 J:q, I~ R Ot) p, ,~ 
KK '" K,<+ l 
r<J):: f:" c J)"' ~/C I<. K) 
r1 ():) .~ " 
R (Ii) 9 H 
S U I~ = S lI ,~ + r ( J ) * F ( J ) f1 l) 1 0 'S 
£I C D~ T I'\jU r.: n (ll Oa 
IF (SU M) 5_5'6 R Ot12 
~ ItJRlTE{),r)! 
7 f OR~ AT(5X- ~ HVA02A C('I3120H) lH~RrA50 t J A nl. y S~·lALL ) 
[{ I) 1 2 2 
~ ;) 1 2 2 
00 U J = 1' :1 H ~) 1 ? 7 
r" ~ ~.! = !, I :'4 ~ 1 n ;) t2° 
F ( J ) :: W ( !'JtJ ) H Ol ::l j 
e ce NT H I IJ!:: R O13~ 
GU T 'J 10 
6 5 U M ::: 1 • I [) 5 '",1 H T< S lJ rl ) 
R 01 /1 0 
R () 144 
J=K" N+I C{ 0146 
W ( J ) = E ( I ) '" S U ',1 I~ 01,) ') 
Dll 9 J= 1, M I ~ \) I .:, 1 
K=K+l R OJ 6 3 
W ( K ) ::: F ( J ) "" 5 U i1 r~ :) J 72 
KK= N N '~J ~ 0173 
DO 11 II= t d R 017 .3 
K K ::: 1< :< + ~1 P L U 5 ''J 
\i ( 1 t ):: .1 ( It) + \ 1 ( K K ) .. vJ ( K ) 
H t) 1 RO 
rl \) 1 Ci 5 
11 CO N TI I"UE " () ''1 '> Q C Ll r~ T I ,.Jlj [ 
(, 
R u 1 CJ 6 
ILE5S=I~1 f\ 01<;7 
I G 1\ t1 A X = N .,. I - 1 
! I'l C r ~! V = r~ - T L E::' S 
H .llQ9 
R I J~()O 
INCI HP =WCI NV +l 
IF" eIL€: S S) lJ'13d l i 
R o?02 
il (J ? () '3 
1 3 W ( K I "1 '1 ) :: 1 • R n?(\~ 
GO TO 15 R ')('1 0 
14 8=1. 'i t) I. 1 1 
!)lJ 16 J= NP lU:I,IGAMAX R O?16 
W(J)=O. H ;):' 1'1 
ltl C lJ:'j~' I I ~ U[ R Oi'21 
KK~KINV 
flLl 17 IJ=ldLESS 
R nt'?? 
n ('2? 7 
!lP=lI+~! 
weIIP)= wlIIP)+ WCKKJ*wCII) 
R 021'9 
R 02 1.14 
J i.::II+l 
IF ell -ILt:> sJ 18'11\ J 1 9 
n 1)i'4') 
113 [lO ::'0 JJ::JL,ILESS 





K K= K t: + 1 r, () ;~ ~') ') 
.JJP=.JJ+N f{ 0;-')f:> 
W(IIP)=W(IIP)+WcKK)*weJJl 
rl ( j J P ) ::: I~ ( ,J J I~ ) + !'i ( K K ) * \'/ ell ) 
n 11111 
!\ 0;)(\7 
20 (' [) N T I ~; U [ I~ u(' nB 
19 R l: [3 - I~ ( I I ) * I~ ( I I P ) R o?Q6 
KK=KK+li~CINP I( lJ ? ' J ~ 
17 C 0'1 TIN U r: 
~= 1.1'1 
i~ 'J! 'H3 
KK= KINV 
t( (1:1 () '? 
DU 21 II= N PlUS;!GAt~AX 
F( (~ :H) 3 
R I) j (\ I) 
f3 tl = - tl * \'/ ( I I ) 
nO 22 J,j=IIduAMAX 
n 03\4 
W(KK)= W(K K)- ~ H*H(JJ) 
R (\ 31 q 
KK=K K+l 
C( '.d J? 
,~ 0114 
22 CONTI i~ Ul R O'iVI 
IHKK}:: B~ 
K K :: K K + I ,'J (; I foJ V 
P, O:'L-\I} 
21 r;nrnI~ I LJt 
Fe CI j II 1 
~l (I jill 
\'j ( to: ) = U 
15 GO Tn C27.24)·lINV 
R Ol4'1 
f1 03"; 'i 
24 1=1+1 




(10 ?6 ' r"'1. ,'1 
KL=t\l.+ l 
F< I )::I'-! (KL) 




Me = 1'11'1 





(F (IPC) ?8,29,2Q 
2B WHITC(),30) ITCoMC 'FF 
10 r nR~_ T (//5~.9HITERATION'I4'T9'16~ CALLS OF CAL~U~,5x'2Hr='E24.14) 
WKITE(3,:1l)(XCf ).!=I. N) 
31 FORMAT ('5x,9HVAHIAliLFS,/(5E2 40 14)) 
TF(tPRI NT)100Q'lOOl'1001 
1001 WRITE(3.32)(F(I J.I=I. M) 
32 FOR ~! / . T ('j )( • 9 r! F u roJ c T I 0 ~ I S • I ( 5 F 2 II 0 1 4 ) ) 
1000 IPc=rpP 
uO ra (29. ~ 3)'IPS 
29 GU TO (J ~.J5 )'IC ONT 
35 IF (C llAfIGr-Io) 10.10.36 
10 IF(IP RINTJ1003.33,3 7 
1003 WRITE(~,10u2) 
1002 FOR ~ AT(I/5X.31HVA02A FI~Al , VALUEs OF V'RIA8LES) 
GO Tn 1 ()(14 
3 7 \"/ R I T [ ( 3 • 3 [l ) 
3B rOR:-1 /lT (1/5)c,.115~ I VA02A FINAL VALUES OF" FuNCTfO NS AND VARIA8U. 5) 
1004 IPS=2 
GO TO 20 
33 RET u P ~~ 















































\1:3 L) 4 
') 35 7 
\ns? 














,1H4 N (J1 
03-17 "" 
() !I 1 1 
041 1 
') II ? '1 
04;>Q 
OQ32 
I) 4 50 
IJ/150 
f) 4 50 
04')7 




04 7 6 
04 r7 




() i l 86 
011 Fi 7 
0'1 B 8 
ell R9 
['(1 :19 I:: 1 • N R '.)4 A9 
K=I<+1 R 0495 
IHK)=O. R 0497 
Kt<=KK+N R 0')0 1 
\1 ( ! ) := () • R 05C 2 
DO 4t) J= l,~l f< 0')f: 6 
KK=KK+l R 0'J 12 
R (J'11. 4 W (I) =W(T)+~ {KK)*F(J) 
R 0:; 30 40 CGtH !NUE 
R 0:-, '31 3':1 CONTI NUt: 
R 0'> 31 DM=O. 
/" = t< J !~ V f{ ()'i3] 
R OS B DU 41 II=l.N 
R 0'139 I I P :: I I + , ~ 
R 0"1111 w(IIP )= w(IIP )+W(K)*~(Il) 
H 0 556 JL=U+ l 
R 055 7 I F eJl -IJ) 42 .42_43 
R [,')G 0 N 
\/1 
42 0 0 44 J .J:: .Jl .• f~ 
R Ci51) 5 \/1 J JP= JJ+ '~ 
R 0'161 K=K+l 
WCIIP):: wCIJP )+ WCK)*W(JJ) R C~68 
R 05113 W(JJP)=~CJJP)+WCK)*W(II) 
R 0599 II il CUNT ItWf 
!<=K'+1 R 0='99 
R 0"'01 t; :3 I F C IJ M ~ 0 A P, S ( W ( 1 I ) * \./ ( I r P ) ) ) 4 5 , 4 1 • 4 1 
R (\ r, 12 4!'i OM=nA H S(~(II)* W CITp» 
KL=ll R 06?0 
41 CO NT p·wc R Ol'i21 
II= N+ !A PLUSN*KL R 0 6 21 
R 06? 3 CHANGE =O· 
R (\ 6? 1.\ DU 116 I :: 1 , fJ 
,jL= N+l R Of) '30 
W(J)=O. R C632 
DO 4 " ,J=NPlUS. NN R [;036 
JL=JLHIPLUSN R C6iJ1 
WCI)=WCI)+W(J)*WCJL) R Gt 113 
47 CO"lTI Nli F R 0 6 OJ (~ 
II=!I·1 R (InS ~ 
R 0 65 9 w(l!): lH JL) 
R (16 67 _W ( J L ) : X ( I ) 
IF( DABS C[CI)*CHANGf)-OARSCW(I ») 4R·4A'46 
4e CHA NGE = ~ A ~ S( ~ ( l )/ E(I» 
4 6 C [J N T I 1\ U E 
DOll4 I::: 1 • ' 1 
lI=TT +l 
JL=JL+l 
~J( r I )= ~' (Jl.) 
~I(JL)=r{l) 







X~T~p :: ·O MI N1 to,SD OO.ESCAL[/CHAN~E> 
IF (CrlA~GE-l~) 50.50,51 
50 r COf'H=2 
51 CAll VU01A (lT'yCJFC'6'ACC.I,QOn-ol·xSTEP)IZ,rz> 
(10 1(1 (52. 53. 53. 53 ) , IT 
52 M C = ~lC + I 
I f ( M C - M /, X r U I-I ) Sll. 5 u". 55 
55 h'RtTE\1 .r; /)h1AXF IHJ 
56 r ORI IATC')X ·5HVA02Ad6 ,17H CALLS nF r:AtF lj~J ) 
1~S=2 
GO T~I 'i3 
54 XL=Yc-n 
()U 'i T J:.:l .'IJ 
X(J)=~( J )+xL* ~ (J) 
"i 7 en -: T t N U [ 
XL=X C 
to ,. L LeA L r !J N ( t1 • N • r ' X ) 
Fe=o. 
nO '.)(\ J=1.M 
rC=Fc+F( J)*F(J) 
58 CO N T HJUE 
GO T~ (5~.5),60),JS 
60 K=N 
I F (Fe-rf) Gl'51·62 
61 15 =2 
n i l rJ = F r. 
R ()676 
~ C688 
~ U6 Q 7 
R r,6 '.1 7 
q 0'f02 
~1 Ol()4 
.~ (J {' 0 5 
Ii 0713 












R 0 7 62 
R cl(-. ~ 
R 0766 
R 0776 
R 0 776 
R 0776 
R v77 0 
R ('7BO 
R 0 71,5 
r. (.,99 
r. CJ rr~ 9 
R Lt.!) I 
F< (' ti tJ4 
p CfI(\"i 
R OklO 
R c- i> ? 1 








rsrC=F r R 0837 
R (;838 GO TO 63 
r< 08£10 62 IS=1 
nlIN=FF R C: 8 u f) 
R (le42 rSEc=FC 
K ') 8. 43 GO "fo 63 
P (I () b 5 "59 IF erc-rsr.c) 6£1,51,';1 
R 01149 64 K=I<STOPE 
GO TO e 7 <J > 7 l~ ) • Y S R OE.ll9 
75 K=N R ()~56 
74 IF (rC-F MIN ) 65.51.66 R [.h57 
66 FSEC=FC R ahA1 
Gll TO 6 3 n ,1664 
65 I5=3-1S R 01i66 
rs rC=>'1IN R ('oM)? 
ndrJ=FC p ( I t f.., e 
63 00 67 J = 1 > t~ R 0671 
R Ofl7 6 r-,) 
\J1 
K::K+l 
R on8 --l i ~ ( K ) = X ( J) 
67 CO NT INUE R tlE-H7 
DU 6tl J=t>M R OHil7 
K"'K+l r O~q? 
~Ht<)=F(J) R nR<//j 
68 CONT PJ IJ[ R (J9Q j 
R (1~03 GO TrJ '51 
R 0 9 04 53 K=KSTORE 
I(K =~I R 01104 
GO TO «()9.70>69)dS R 09(15 
70 K=N R (11112 
I<K=KsrO Pt: Fi (J'-tl? 
69 SU~I=O • R 0<)14 
o t~:: 0 • R O~15 
JJ=KsrORE ~ O ' ~ 1 7 
00 71 J= 1. N R (; ~ 1 7 
K='<+1 R 0 9 ;:>1 
KK=KI(+l R n '~25 
JJ=JJ+l ,~ 0 '126 
XeJ)=W(K) I~ 09"; 7 
n I) '116 W(Jj)=~(K)-rl(KK) 
R O-}II~ 71 ~ONrlNI)E 
o u 72 j = 1 , t~ n 0 948 
K=K+1 ~ 0-153 
Kt<=KK+l R 0/55 
JJ=J .J+l n 0-1'56 
F ( J ) = W ( r: ) R 0'i'57 
\oj ( .J J ) = W ( K ) - W ( K K ) r1 0 9 66 
S U t~ = SUM + ,J ( J J ) #I ~I ( ,I J ) Ii J.f77 
OM = D:-1 '" F ( .J ) * W ( J J ) " . \ C'i36 
n CO t\i T It-JU[ ~ OQ95 
GU TO (73)10)'1$5 ~ (10.;9") 
73 j=~I~V R t J I) 1 
K:K ="It>L US-KL R 1 00 1 
DO 7f, I=l, f(L R 1 ,) 0 3 
K=J+ Kl "'r ~ 1 0 00 
J= KfKK R 1 01 0) 
W(f)='H;<) !1 1011 
WCK)=III(j-1) R 1 1) 1 9 
SFGMENT 16 IS 1023 LONG N 
START flr SlGI-'t:NT *.* •• ***** 17 IJ1 (D 
76 CO NTINUE R I,) i) (J" 
IF ( r\ L - tl ) 77,78_78 R :J()(J>j 
77 KL=KI +1 R ~ D 1 1 
JJ= K R 01)12 
DO .19 I=KL,N R u013 
~=~+1 H 001'3 
.J = J + N P L LJ S .. 1 R on20 
W(f)=:vI(lo() R OO?1 
~I ( K ) = W ( ,J - 1 ) R 00('9 
79 CU NTI NUl R ()O 3 9 
W(JJ)=w(K) n 0039 
H=1./W(t(L-1 ) q 0047 
W(KL"l )=W(N) ~ 0054 
GO TO 8~ R 'J 0 f, "3 
78 8 = 1 • / w ( i~ ) ~ l 0 01, 4 
88 K = K [ r~ V H 0071 
DO 80 I=1.1Lt::SS R J () 71 
88=I3*W(I) n con 
DO 81 J=I.ILlSS R 00112 
W ( K ) = W ( K ) - I j[j * W ( J ) 1\ GC ~8 




IF (FMf N-FF) 8?,83,B3 
83 CrlANQE=,) . 
GD Tll .'3 4 
82 F f =F I-1! "l 
CHA NGE = DA8S(xC)*CH~NGE 
8 4 )( L = - CH-1 I F ~rI N 
SU~ ~ I./DSQRTCSUM+OM*XL) 
K=KSTORE 




85 cO N Tl i~U E 
DU 8 6 I=l.M 
K=K + 1 
WCK)~S U ~*Cw(K)+Xl*F(I » 
K K ::'~'J+I 
DO M7 J=I'N 
K K = k K; +~. P L U S 'J 
W(J ) =rl(J) + H ( KK)*W(~ ) 
8 r C OIH I NUE 
8 6 r, 0 N T r ,~ U f: 














q il l31 
R 0133 









? ol C1 0 
R 0191 
11 () 1 Q 1 
H 0192 




-- ________ M ___ __ _ _ ~ _________ _ _____ • ___________ • _______ _____________________________ . --- ------_.---------------
stARt nr 
SUBRouTINE Vo01A(tftst,~.r'MAxrUN,ARSACC'Rrl Att.xstFP.ls.rC) 
DOURLE PRECI&IUN XJf.A8SACt'PflACC'YSTEp'FCJxI~c'rA'FR'l)'DA'DB'DC 
c (J t·1 ~ I (] N / V I) t1 / X t tJ r. , r A • FA. 0 , rJ A J t1 ~l • DC J r ! Nt 




XINC=xS1Ep ~x ~Tt p 
t-1C=IS-3 
1 f ( M r:. ) 4 , Ii J 1 5 
3 ;>.'C::~'C+;. 
IF( ~~X F UN -~c)12Jl~ .1 5 
11.' rr t:S T=4 
43 x= OI1 
r =ff~ 




1 GU Tn (5'0'7'8)'1$ 
R I S=3 
'I DC = X 
FC=F 
x=x+xsn:1-' 
GO T [J 3 
7 !F ( FC - F)~ .10'11 
10 X=X+xlt\iC 
XI~JC=xIN(,+xINC 
GO Tn 3 
9 D8::X 
F5=F 
X IN C= -XU-lC 
GU Tn 13 




13 \( = f)C+D C~u8 
.IS=2 




t~ 000 0 
R ue)Q "7 





R 0 0 2 1 
R oo ;?~ 
R !j02~ 
R (1 0 26 





R 004 ? 
R 0(14 7 
R ,'l' 5 0 
R eo'S 7 
R I) () '513 
R C06 2 
R 006 6 
l~ .'j073 




P 01) /5 







p 0 1?6 
R 0 131 
GO TU 3 R 0132 
6 OA :': () H R OJ 33 
DB=l)C n 0136 
FA-=FR R C 1 ' j 0 
F8=FC R 0143 
32 OC=X R 01118 
FC=F R 0 1'12 
GO TO 14 R Oj~ 6 
5 IF(FH-fC )16.17.1, R 0 1C;;8 
17 IF(F"FI1)1 tl .3 2·3~ R 0164 
18 FA=FH R () 170 
OA=[lf] R 0] 73 
19 F8=r p () 1 77 
D9::X R 0161 
(~O n 1 II P. ()1~6 
16 fFtfA-FC'2i,21'20 R 01 5 7 
20 XPJC=FA R 0193 
FA=FC R 019f> 
rC=xINC' 0201 "" R 0'1 ~ 
X I I~ C:: [) A Or04 R 
OA=UC R 0207 
DC =x PJC R 02 i 1 
21 XtNC::[)C R 0?1 ') 
IF ( (f) ~ D Y ) * (tj;;. be} , 32 , 22 J 2 ~ R 0?18 
22 rF(F-FA)2:3~2 4'2j~ R n2 ?6 
23 Fc=rFi n 023 2 
f) C ~ f) ~l R 0235 
GO T[) 19 P O?38 
24 FA=t R 0(140 
o,o=x p 0 ? 4 4 
14 IF(F A -FCj~ 5j2~j29 R ()21l 9 
25 lI Ne :=:2 R () 2 ~ ~) 
XINC= DC fl 0(.>,)6 
JF(F H -FC]~9j4~_2~ ~. 0 (,>'59 
29 n=(FA-FD) /(D A -D~)-trA-ttj/[oA-OC) R D?£,6 
If( D ~( D8-0 C)}3~_33 . 37 R 027\) 
37 1)=0 .5 * (rlf l + tl C- (rA-rr) If)) R rJ2 e6 
I F CUAbSCU - Xl- UAd S CnUSACC))3l1.3 l1 ·35 ~ r) 299 
35 IfC nA8 S(U-X)- OARSC0*HELACC)14,3 A ,36 ~ f)31)~ 
34 lTf: ST=2 R 0 ::11 3 
GO HI 4 3 R ~31g 
36 IS:::l R 0 320 
X=D R () j? 0 
IF { ( n A" n c ) * ( [I C" D) ) 3 '26, :3 B H (l324 
38 IS::?' R r.3 3 4 
GO Tn (:;9,40)'IINC R (13:14 
39 IF ( UABS ( XINC )WnA H SCUC- D »~1,~.3 R ('13 111 
33 1 S:::;it H 0348 
Ilu TO (41,42)QP.J{; R 0340 
41 X::[lC R 035'5 
GO To 10 R C35d 
40 IFC(1ARS(XINC·X)-OAAS (X- OC »I?,42,3 R ')359 
42 X = 0 .5" ( Y 1 ~I C + 0 (; ) R \) 36 9 
IF«XINC-Xl* ( X-D C»26,26,3 H 03 77 
45 X=O. 5* ( DR+ [)C) I~ 03B 7 I\J 0'1 
IF«( ~R-X )*(X·UC)2A'26'3 R C395 I\J 
26 ITEST::3 R 0405 
GO TLJ 43 R (l /~ 0 5 
END R 0406 
SF GtA[ N T 18 IS 427 LONG 
--------~~ ____ - ______ w ___________ • ____________________ ________________________ • ____ .--------------------------
NUMBER OF CAROS = 1039 
CO~pI LATrON TINE = 55 sfcS: 
SrGMENT 1 q IS 88 LONG 
SFG~t E"' T ?O IS 29 LO NG 
StG ~~EN i ?1 IS 138 LO"lG 
STAHT OF SFG .... ENT tlr****Ir*** ?2 
SfG rI,EN T 29 IS 
S[GHENT ?? I C; 
CORE ~EMnRY ALLOCATION:: 10624 W~RnS. 













TOL. ON EXTENT 
.10000000000000-09 





NUMBER or snLUTION SPECIES = 4 
INITIAL CONCENTRATION or SPECIES J 
.90000000000000.01 .20000000000000-01 .20000000000000 00 .0 
SPfCIES(J) 
REACTIONCI) 
1 2 3 4 
1 ·1.00 0.00-1.00 1.00 














































DEBVE-HUCKEL PARA METER A OF SPECIES J 
.5000000000000D-07 .30000000000000-07 . '40000000000000-0 7 .54000000000000-07 
OFBYE-HUCKEL PARAMETER B OF SPECIFS J 
-.40000000000000-01 .0 
OEayE-HUCKEL PARAMETER A AND R 
.50850000000000 00 .32810000000000 08 
VOLUME OF SOLuTIO N : . • 10000000000000 01 
.75000000000000-01 .0 
EXTENT: .lH35363152R330-01 F VALUE= .11135353042620-38 
IONIC STRENGTH uF SOLuTION: .?S3?927369433D 00 
EQUILIBRIUM CO NCENT RATION OF SPECIES J IN MULES pER LITRE SULuTION 
.71646368471670.01 .20000000000000-01 'lA164636~47170 00 '183536315?8~30·01 
EQUILIBRIUM E(WIVALENT FHACTION OF SPECIES J HI SOl.UTlON 
,78885550066000 00 .1101040453960~ 00 '10000000000000 01 '10104045394900 00 
ACTIVITY COEFFICIENTS or SPECIES J 
.26862412384 6 30 00 .67431116Q61270 nn .73261~41222030 00 .732~41731~035D 00 
ACTIVITY OF SPECIlS J IN SOLUTION 




_10000000000000 0 4 
NUMBER OF REACTIONS ~ 






tOLl ON ExtENt 
.10000000000000-09 






NUMBER OF SOLutION SPECIES e 5 
lNITtAL CONctHtRArlON or SPEC!rSJ 
,2000000000000D-Ol ,20000000000000·01 .1400000000000D no .?OOOOOOOOOOOOD 00 .0 
sptcnseJ) 
RtACTtON( 1) 
1 234 5 





























































IONIC CHARGE OF SPECIES J 
-2.00-1.00~1.0U 1.00-1.00 
DEBYE-HUCKEL ~ARAMETER A OF SP[CrfS J 
.50000000000000-07 .30000000000000-07 .35000000000000-07 .4000000000000n-07.54000000000000-07 
OEBYE-HUCKEL PARA METER H OF SPECIES J 
-.4000000000000D-Ol .0 
DtBYE-HUCKEL PARA METER A AND B 
.5085000000000D 00 ,32810000000000 OR 
VOLUME OF SOLUTION ~ .100000000noooo 01 
.15000000000000-01 .75000000000000-01 .0 
EXTENT= .45471357394210-02 r VALUE= 112312843494920-43 
IONIC STRENGTH OF SOLUTION = .?10905728521?D 00 
EQUILIBRIUM CUNCENTRATION or SPEC)ES J IN MOLES pER LITRE SOLUTION 
'15452 8 642 605 80-01 .20000000000000-01 -1400000000000 0 00 -19545286426060 00 1454713573 94210-02 . 
£QUILI~RIUM EQUIVALENT FHACTION Dr SPEcrfs J IN SOUITJON 




ACTIVITY COEFFICIlNTS OF SPECIES J 
.28762224470~60 00 .690515?7248160 00 .7083857~'0874D 00 .74150017294950 00 .74343099639020 00 
ACTIVITY OF SPECIES J IN SOLUTION 
















TOL. ON EXTENT 
.1000000000000 0 -09 
.10000000000000-09 








NUMBER OF SOLUTION SpECIES = 7 
INITIAL CONCENTRATION OF SpECIES J 
.12000000000UOO 00 .15000000000000 00 ·0 
.20000000000000-01 .8000000000000 0 -01 





























































1 234 5 6 1 
1 -1,00-1.00 1.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
2 0.00-1.00 O,oo-t,oo 1,00 0.00 0.00 
IONIC CHARGE or SPECIES J 
1,00-2.00-1,00 1.00-1,00-1,00-1.00 
DEByE-HUCKEL pARA METER A .or SpECIES J 




.3000000000000D-07 .35000000000000-0 7 
OEByE-HUCKEl PARAMETER 8 or SpECIES J 
.0 -.40000000000000-01 .0 
.0 .15000000000000-01 
OEByE-HUCKEL PARA ~ ETER A AND B 
.50850000000000 00 .3281000000000° oft 
VOLUME OF SOLUTIO N m .1000000000000 D 01 
ITERATION 0 3 CALLS or CALtUN r. 
VARIA ALES 
.70000000000000E-01 .10000000000000E-Ol 
fU NCTIO NS 






VA02A ~tNAL VALUES ~F FUNctlbNS ANH VARiABLEs 
ITERATION 10 sa CALLs OF tALFU~ F= .j2479u5~362606E-j2 
VARIARLES 
&70699 8 26767860t-01 ,19276310440 75 2(-01 
FUN CTIO NS 
-'37015714082e8UE-16 143jj~q?~670e46t-16 
InNIC STRENGTH OF sdLUrl0N - '3700477~55A?80 Ob 
EQUILIBRIU M CO NcE NtRATiON OF s~tttts J t N HnLFS pr~ LttRE SOLutION 
'4 9 300173232140-01 .60023862191390-01 '70699A2676786D-01 
.20000000000UOo-01 .8000000bOOOOuo-01 
'26072368~5592b 00 o19276310440l5U-Ol N -.J 
o 
EQUILIBRIUM EQUIV ALENt F~ACttbN OF ~ptctEs J tN SdLuttbN 
-15 9020575 99 10D 00 .j81220q206~ooO 00 '22A04640304500 00 .840 9 794240100D 00 662176 86 0 4 1100
0
-01 
.645111631130UOwOl .258044~~26920b bO 
ACTlvtTY COEFFICIENTS ur SpECtES J 
.77513827098940 00 '23222226?5117n 00 '6A11264535~890 00 '71 t 3 t 64120685n on .70978250947570 00 
.64050184518~6D 00 ,66594?1?2 99 230 00 
ACTIvITY ur spEcIES J IN SOLUTION 
'38214451038640-01 '1393887722607D-01 '48~7972t?32t1D-01 '18703102496?50 00 '13681 98 79ge070·01 



















,524 8 100000000D 01 






























































INITIAL CONCENTRATION or SPECIES J 
.59300000000000-01 ,36410000000000 00 .0 
.23800000000000-03 .0 
.0 .66890000000000 00 .0 
SPECIES(J) 
REACTION( I) 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 
1 -1.00-1.00 1.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
2 0.00-1.00 0.00·1.00 1.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
3 0.00-2.00 0.00-1.00 0.00 1.00 0.00 0.00 
4 0'00-1.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0'00-1'00 1.00 
IONIC CHARGE or S~ECIES J 
1,00-2.00-1.00 2.00 0.00-2.00 1.00-1.00 
OE8YE-HUCKrL PARAMETER A or SPECIES J 
.90000000000000-07 .50000000000000-07 .45000000000000-07 .60000000000000-07 .0 
.60000000000000-07 .40000000000000-07 .S4000000000000~07 
OEBYE-HUCKEl PARAMETER B or SPECIES J 
,0 -.40000000000000-01 .0 .0 
• 0 
.0 .75000000000000-01 .0 
OEBYE-HUCKEL PARAMETER A ANO B 






VnLUMt or SOLUTION : .10000000000000 01 
ITERAT!ON 0 5 CALLS Of CALf UN F- ,70555168451688E-01 
VA RI ABLES 
.47000000000000E-01 .79000000000000[-04 .15000000000000[-03 .11040000000000E 00 
FUNCTIO NS 
-'3167286071145 9E-02 .19013826161569E 00 '18~45233\01845E 00 -.105547~3413656E~03 
VA02A rINAL VALUES OF FUNCTIONS AND VARIAALES 
ITERATION 6 33 CALLS or CALrUN F= .15511944199933[-20 
VARIABLES 
146 9 70 18608647 9[-01 .79857855283877E-04 '1~0774862?3595E-03 
FU NCTI 8N S 
'JR62238701226tlE~10 -.672 61 977241677[-11 -'35486504515529E-l1 
IONIC STRENGTH OF SOLuTION 2 .77711231995600 00 
EQUILIBRIUM CONCENTRATION or SPECIES J IN MOLES pER LITRE SOLUTION 
.11040038850047E 00 
.129266~OB83589E-l1 
612329813913520-01 .20634801783330 00 .4697018608648D-01 .73672824801740-05 .79857855283880-04 
.15017486223590-03 .55849961149950 00 .1104003885005D 00 
EQUILIBRIUM EQUIVALENT FRACTION of SPECIES J IN SOLUTION 
.21608273408 900-01 .72325899126000 00 .82316296916000-01 .2582265316080D-04 .0 




ACTIVlTY COEFFICIENTS or SPECIES J 
.75091295635300 00 ,17215138486170 00 .63R60786290~4D 00 .22105525307450 00 ,10000000000000 01 
.22105525307450 00 .7086946~20822n 00 .66838140540370 00 
ACTIVITY Of SPECI ES J IN SOLUTInN 
,92586170170 550-02 .35523097033480-01 '29995~30156660·0t '162R576493126D-O~ .79857855283880-04 






~! U M H E Fi 0 F R E " C T ! 0 (-J 5 = II 
>3 
OJ 
REA cT r [) N ~I 0 • EQurLTI3R!IJt-I CONSTANT tt t-' 
1 .91?f)100ol)ooOOn 0? It> 
2 .13H03AOo0oooon 04 Col . 
:3 .16?1H1o() I)OOOOfl ()'} 0'1 
4 .~?48100nnooOon ut 
Z tfl 
OJ 0 
~ t-' C 
REA C TI n N ~I 0 • TOl.. (IN ExTHrT w rt ~ 1-'-
1 .1000000()()O!lOOn-o Q Z g 
2 .10000000100000-0 Q 
::J • 1 0 0 f) 000 0 I) () 0 () 0 r) ~ I) ~ 
4 .1l' 00tlO (l() ()()OOO() - 09 
OJ n 'd 









INDEX SOL U T UP J S P LeI E S 
0- rt 
1-'-







3 HSO'~ OJ 
~-
X 
rt 4 lJ02 
~ 
5 U0 2S0 11 CD 
0 
HI 










NUM~ER OF s nL urlo N SpeCIES e 10 
INTTIAL cnNC~ N TRArlnN or SPECIES J 
.11200000000 000 00 _14 0000 00000000 00 ·0 
.0 .2f1600 0 0000000 0 00 .0 
SpECIEseJ) 
RFACTION(!) 
1 2 3 a 5 6 
, R 9 
1 - 1.00 "'1. 00 1 .00 0.00 0.00 o.on I) • a') a.llo 0 .00 
2 0.OLl-l.00 0 .00"' 1 . uO 1 • 00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0 .0 0 
3 l)'O(j~2·00 1)'00 - 1' 0 0 0 ' 00 1 • 0 (\ 0'00 0'00 n -oo 
4 o.au-I . o\) 0.00 0.00 0.00 0 . ~)0-1.()'l 1 . 00 0 . 1)0 
InNIC CHARGE ~F SP( C!ES J 
1.00-2.0()-1.0i) 2.00 o,oo-?.OO 1.00-1.00"'1,00-1.00 






.1000000 000 0000- 0 ? .0 
.80000000000000-01 .40000000000000-01 
.900000UOI)00 0 00-07 .50000001)000oo~-n7 .4~0I)OOOOOOOOOD-07 .60000000060000-07 .0 
• I.J 0 0 0 0 () 0 () () 00 (l 01)"'0 r • (~O (l no 0 0 0 I) () 0 on () -07 • ., II 0 () 0 0 0 (\ 00 0 0 0 0 - 01 • 300 00 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 f) I) -07 • 3 SO 0 00 0 a () 000 0 0 - 0 7 
Dr~YE-HUtKEL ~ARAMETER A QF SP[ftfS J 
.0 -.4000 0000000 000-01 .0 
•. 0 . .0 
.0 .750o 00u oonOoOD-Ol -0 .(1 
.15000000000000-01 
DfByE-HUCKEL PARA METER A AND H 
.5 08 ~0 00ocooaoD 00 .32 8 10000000000 08 




ITfRAT{ON 0 5 CALLS OF" CALFlI"J F= 1~?9')863')9737R3E 01 
VARIA HLES 
.80000000000000E-Ol 160000000000000[-03 .30000000000000(-03 .1400~000000000E-0[ 
FUNCTI ONS 
-'1290 94~280! 54UE 01 -.46869tO\41')')3Rf on -.634?20436 9003?[ 00 .86107315 6 16982[-01 
VA02A FINAL VALUES OF FUNCTIONS AND VAHtAHLfS 
lTFRATIfJN 12 .103 CALLS OF CALFUN F= ' ~ ?1,)383903112A(-?? 
VARIA Rt.ES 
'641 32006R lr, 8 11 £ - Ol .~66879620 B 7378r-03 131'57638791650E-O~ 118476907663296(-01 
FUNC TI a~Js 
~'242426?32 0U1 2 6E~1 1 '5D1Q7 9 82 99 7600r-ll "11404A746116H6E-ll -.71400 763
9 52646[-12 
InNtc ST RENGTH uF SOLuTrnN = 137~24434700~H~ 00 
EOIj! L t8RT Ui.! ctJNcEldRATIllf>J OF spEcIEs J IN MIH.tS pER LITqE S O LlJTIO : ~ 
1 4713 6 79 ') ·31 83 '10 0 ~ 0 1 • , (, 1119 () ') :3 1 ? 3 7 9 I ) - () 1 1 64 1 37.0 0 ~ R 1 6 1 0 lJ - 0 1 • 1 1 5 <; 4 39 " 1 ~ 1 0 1 n -01 1 ') 6 6 8 7 9 6 2 0 R 6 9 70 - 03 
131/5163879203D-03 1267~23092]366n on '1R476 Qo766340U-Ol IB0000000 00 0000·01 .4000000000000 U-0 1 
EQUILID RIUM E~ ~ IV A L[NT F~AcTl n N OF SP ECIFS J IN s rlLUTION 
.1516623266700') 00 .35605?63407500 00 .2n319233~2RI0U 00 .732166~0103000-0~ .0 




A C TI V IT yeo EF FIe I [ I-IT S U F S P E. C r ES .J 
,77492 9 44301 S9 0 00 0231~8~42789R70 00 0~~672456Q16'90 00 0~73019953427~O on 010000000000000 01 
,2 7 301 99 5342(20 00 ,7171809~BII03D on '7094160An44~50 ·00 .63 QQ 7370i7 9 60 0 on 0665509t798137 U no 
ACTIVITY OF SpE~rES J IN SOlUTIO~ 
037094317296290·01 ~13()IHIB4816?10-01 .q4041024750,3D·Ol 031545A1509~97n-04 '566879~2086970-03 





.• 100000000000UU U~ 
NUM~EH OF ~£A~II0NS e 1 
Rt:ACTION NO. 
1 
REACTION NO . 
1 
t QUI L t fj R 1 U M CON S TArn 
.12Y39UOOOOUOOU U2 
TOL. ON EXTENT 
.IUOOOOUOU0000 D- U9 







lNDEX RESIN SpE~llS 
1 S U'I 
2 NO) 



















01>- f-<. I\) 
8 ::l -.J \D 
'0 
:T 
































NUMBER Ur RE~l~ SplCllS = 2 
NUM~ ER UF H[Sl ~ REACTIONS ~ 




.. t.ou 2.00 . 
WILSUN INr£RACTIUN PARA~lT[HS ~OH RESIN PHASl 
1 2 
1 .1UuuUD Oi.654iYU 00 
2 .Jl1~~D 01.100UO U 01 
SP [ Cl£S(KJ 
. SPEclf~tl<) 
VOLUME OF FOR ti:. st l lLttJ f?lstN IN !>ULPHAH FORM = . 1utJuuoOOOUOQOU · Ol 
(; A PAC I rr U t RES I I~ I:. (J LJ I V' P E. R LIt f{ E F 5 R = • 1'1 Q 0 (l (j 000000 () (I 01 




I I ~ 1 T I A L (, U E S 5 F U HEX T l r~ T 
,3700000000000 0 .02 
I'V 
~ 
EXT~NT= .3694uJ90679u~D-Ol f VALUl~ -10473146326YSU-23 
EQUILI~RIUM MULLS Uf SP[CIES K 
d3059609320~lD"O£ .7.3tHI0711135 d 1 9U -u2 
EQUILI~RIUM MOLl ~KACTION at s~ECIES K IN RE~lN 
dOY140~J~5U::>(1) 00 .oYOd''}4 6 74<j431J ULl 
I:. QUI L I URI U M E t~ U I V A t. E N T F f( A (;.T 1 0 " 0 r s P E (; I E SKI N H E SiN 
'472~B01331S~OD 00 .52r7j9d66d430 U 00 
ACTIVITY COEFFICI~NT u~ spEcIEs K IN RESIN ' 
_64754017960U31) uu .a297390699~82Q ou 
ACTIVITY Of SP£Cl~~ K IN REsiN 
'20U18091563j~0 00 .5132330 9 20 30 50 00 
I:.QUILIUR1UM CUNC~~TRATION OF spECIEs K IN MOLEs pER LIll(E tH[[ S[TTLED H£slN IN SULPHATt fUKM 












TOL' ON EXTENT 
,10000000000000-09 







INDEX RESIN SpEC~ES 
1 504 
2 HS04 








III til '"'l 
IV '< ,... en til rt 
0 rt rt 





(!) ,... CD 
11 ::I IV 
I-' ,... '0 
rt ::>' 
(!) III 




~. .a 0 
~ Ul ,... 








IV g: Ul 
0 (!) 
"'" tr 
§ ,... ::I 
Q, 
~ 
NUMBER Or RESiN S~tcltS ~ 2 
NUMBER OF RES1N REACTIONS • 1 







WILSON INTERACTION PARAMETERS fOR RESIN PHASE 
SPECIESClO 
1 2 
. ~ . . . - ... 
1 tl00UO O 0 1 ,984600 00 
2 ~281~4D 016100000 01 
VOLUME OF fREE SE~TLEO RESIN IN SULPHATE fORM a ~1000000000000D·01 
CAPAC ITY OF RESIN EQUIV. PER LITRE fSR e 614000000000000 01 





ACTIVITY Of SPECl~~ J IN SO~UTION 
.J5564000000UOO-Ol 630002000000000-01 
R EAe TION NO. 
1 
INITIAL GUESS fOR EXTENT 
.16500000000000·02 
EXTENT= ~1852J378917570·02 r VALUED .17261569916620-22 
EQUILIBRIUM MOLES Ur SPECIES K 
.51476621082~3D·0~ 131046151635150·02 
EQUILIBRIUM MOLE ~RACTION OF SpECIES K IN REsIN 
,5815031205526000 141849687944740 00 
EQUILI8RIUM EQUlv~~ENr fRACtION Of s~tciEs K IN ~E51N 
.7353 803011 8000 ou _26 461 96988 2100 00 
ACTIvIty COEfflcl~NT Of ~~Ectts K IN RESIN 
.65911577238~90 00 '6066t~t~253760 oU 
ACTIVITY Or SPtcl~~ K IN ~tslN 
,49957850255b6D 00 '2S3a~06412~t90 00 
E~UlLl~RlUM CONctwl~AT10N o~ SPEctES K IN MOLts pt~ Ltt~t r~tt ~tttLto ~tstN IN SULPHAtE ~ORM 













REACTION NO. EQUILIBRIUM CONSTANT 
1 '50980000000000 01 
III tn "'l 
:J '< 1-'-
2 .13816000000000 04 
p, VI r1" 
r1" r1" 








REACTION NO. TOL-, ON ExTENT 
(1) 1-'- IV 







l .10000000000000- 0 9 
tn 
~ (1) 
8 () , 0 
















IV go en 
0 (1) 
4 U02 
~ , ..a c 
::x: P> 
5 u02SU4 









REACTION C 1> 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 e 
1 0.00 1.00-2.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
0.00 0.00 0.00 O.oo-t.OO 0.00 0.00 0-00 2 
3 0.00 1.00 0 .00 0.00 0.00-1,00 0.00 0.00 







IONIC CHARGE Of S~ECIES J 
-2.00-1.00-4,00·2.00 
NUMBER Of RESlli SPECIES· 4 
NUMBER Of RESIN REACTIONS ~ 3 
INITIAL MOLES Of ~PECIES K IN RESIN 









1 ~ j ,. 
·1.~u ~.OU 0.00 0.00 
-2-0U 0.00 1'00 0'00 
GliOO 0.00 0.00 1.00 















01'2 6 2310 
00'10000 0 





VOLUME OF rREE SE!TLEO RESIN IN SULPHATE fORM a .10000000000000.01 
CAPACITY or RESIN ~QUIV! pER LITRE fSR· .140000000000 00 01 
ACTIVITY Of SPECl~~ J IN SOLuTION 
.92566000000000.0 2 ,3552 3000000000.01 .3000000000000 0.01 '16286000000000·05 .79656000000000.0
4 
. . 
















··21331297508401~ 00 .9729 4464699844[.01 
~56021218221024i · Ol 
'37000000000000E-03 




VA02A FINAL VA~UES OF FUNCTIONS AND VARIABLES 
ITERATION 7 35 CALLS OF CALFUN r- ,81902066931246£-15 
VAR IA BLES -
'12ti 892~25 8 623~E·02 .76564973460005£·03 '3511435336223 9E·03 
FU NCTluNS -
'2721639250903~E·07 ·.675682747~7979E·06 -'1267525 4 103062E·08 
EQUIL I 8RIUM MOLES ~F ·SpECIES K 
·37886327456050·02 -2577 848507385 0 .02 '78564 97356877D·03 '35114352 Y32730·03 
EQUILIBRIUM MOLE ~HACTI0N or s~ECIEs K IN REsIN 
'504 93057664440 00 '343563133 82 90 0 00 11047075 8250 980 00 '46798.704 81677D·01 
EQUILI~RIUM EQUIV~~ENT FRACTION or SPEcIEs K IN RESIN 
~5412332493710D 00 '1 8 413203 6 2 400 D 00 '22447135305300 00 .50163361332400·01 
ACTIVITY CO£FFICI~NT OF SpECIES K IN RESIN 
.73 9 13052996G1 U 00 163 90519943032° 00 ,7841663426992 0 00 ,309833678316 9 0 00 
ACTIVITY OF SPECl~~ K IN RESIN 
,37320960633?3D 00 '21955470564250 00 .621061 6202 9560.01 .1449982Q213590·01 
EQUILIBRIUM CONCENTRATION Of spEcIEs K IN MOLES pER LITRE FREE ~ETTLEO REsIN IN SULPHATE FORM 









RlAC Tl ON NO. EQUILIBRIUM CONSTANT en 
1 .72939000000000 02 
y 
2 .5104000000uOOO 01 f--' 0 
0 s: '" REACTION NO. Tal. ON EXTENT HI Ii en en 
1 i1000000000000U-09 z 
p. 
III rt- fJ· 




~ ::l N 
CD 
INDEX SOLUTION SpECIES z 0 \0 ~ ~ HI 
0 en g. 
1 S04 w rt-en en 
AI S 
::l Ii 
2 N03 p. ~ 
en en 
Z fJ· 
III en ::l 
3 Cl 
() t1 
f--' f--' '0 
fJ· ::r" 
rt- AI en en 
en 
St-'[CIESeJ) ~ 8 n REACTIONC!) 0 .e 
1 2 3 0 0 
1 1.00-2.00 0.00 
~ en 
N fJ· 












NUMBtR or RESIN sPtttts 5 3 
NUMB ER of RESIN REActioNS = 2 




1 -1.00 2.00 0.00 
2 -1.00 0.00 2.00 



















VOLUME OF FREE SETTLED RESIN IN SULPHATE FoRM = .100000UOOOOOOO-Ol 
CAPACITy OF RESIN EQUIV. PER LITHE F~R = ,14000000000000 01 
ACTIVITy of SPECIES J IN SOLUTION 




INITIAL GUESS FO~ EXTENT 
.10000000000000-02 








.99433310643788£ 00 .9982~654273605E 00 
VA02A fINAL VALUES OF FUNCTIONS AND VARIA~lES 





EQUILIBRIUM MOLES OF sPEciES K 
.So2i927234911b-Oj 14312982282963D-02 ,86226322100550-02 
EQUILIBRIUM MoLE rRActlbN OF sPECiES K iN RESIN 
.3720550406473b-di i32j9t7~35219iD 00 063881726071620 Od 
ACTIViTy CUEfFiCiENT Dr s~tctts k IN RESiN 
.3266400546034b dd 185207~19&6828b 00 .9j76~56722U670 Od 
ACTiVITy bF SPECiEs k iN RESIN 
.121528o78tY2~b-oi .2760542623290b UO 15990U~'~253i9D Od 
EQUILiBRIUM CONCENt~AttdN DF &~tClES K iN MULE§ Pt" Litht ~Htt stttLtU REsiN iN sULP~ATt FORM 


















TOL. ON EXTENT 
.10000000000000-09 
.10000000000000-09 
61000000000000 0 -0 9 













1 2 3 4 
0.00 1.00-2.00 0·00 
0.00 1.00 0.00 0.00 
0.00 1.00 0.00 0.00 
5 6 7 










Z ,.Q 'U 
~ r::: ~ 
I'V ~ ro 
en r. p, 
0 ro .. -
01:> ~ () 
~ ::I rt 
~ .. -z ~ 0 
~ '< ::I 
I'V 
\D 
0 til 0 I'V 
W '< H> 
Ul 
!ri rt Z :t 
~ El ro 
() 





p, ~ ::I 
t-' 
::z: .. - '0 
I'V !ri :t en ~ 
0 Ul 
01:> 01:> ro 
8 () . 0 


















IONIC CH ARGE OF SpECIES J 
-2eOO-1'00-1'0 0-1'00 
NUMBER OF RESIN SPECIeS = 4 
NUMBER of RESIN REACTIONS = 3 
INITIAL MOLEs OF 5PECIES K IN RESIN 
,70000000000000-02 .0 
REACTION( I) 
1 2 3 4 
1 -1'00 2'00 0.00 0'00 
2 -1.00 0.00 2.00 0.00 
3 -1.00 0.00 0.00 2.00 








1 ~ 3 4 
1 '100000 01.984600 00.65419D 00'2119~O 00 
'281240 01il00000 01'269120 01. 7 41460 00 2 
3 '311590 01.27678D 00.10000D 01.39121D 00 
4 .3735~0 01-128650 01.246270 01.100000 01 
VOLUME OF ~REE SETTLEb ~EStN tN SIJLPHATE ~OR~ = .10000000000000-01 
CAPACITy Of RESIN EaUIV, pER Ltt~E ~SR = .14000000000QOO 01 
ACTIVITY OF SPECIES J IN SOlUTIHN 














.94024319049085E 00 .93266034404577E 00 
IJERATION 10 98 CALLS nF CALFUN Fs 
VARIABLES 
'17319128252276[-02 '17630666411 4 38[-02 
FUNCTIONS 
-.90196625468840E-02 -'38517855234587E-02 










ITERATION 18 126 CALLS OF CALFUN fs .~3846354117039E-18 
VARIABLES 
1172641520 95825E-02 117618436857119E-02 '17247132457530[·02 
FUNCTIONS 
-'1852088485743 9[-09 -'41~73725817246E-09 -'169765521~2958E-09 
EQUILIBRIUM MULES OF SPECIES K 
.17870278585690-02 .34528304191840-02 135236873721740-02 .3449426491504D-0~ 
EQUILIBRIUM MOLE rHACTION OF SPECIES K IN RESIN 
.14632211044730 00 .2827182752240 0 00 .28852005321620 00 .282439561t1240 00 
EQUILIBRIUM EQUIVALENT FRACTION OF SPECIES K IN RESIN 
'2552 89 6 940 800D 00 -24663074422600 00 '2516 91 9551540000 -24638760653600 00 
ACTIVITY COEFFICIENT OF SpECIES K IN RESIN 
-44366301463030 00 .837277316748rin 00 -8183117 9472490 00 -91 965978784700 00 
ACTIVITy OF sptCIlS K IN RESIN 
'64 91770862 8 14D-01 123671359887510 00 '2~60~936256150 00 -25914830685230 00 
EQUILI~RtUM CONcENrRATION or sPtcIts K IN MOLES PER LITRE tREE SETTLED RESIN IN SULPHATE FORM 





• 1 000 000 () () 0 0 () f) D 0'1 
NUMafR rr R[A CliGNS ~ 5 
R fACT InN ~I n • EQUILJ8PIu~ co~STANT 
1 .509 80000000000 01 
2 073 ~180on00000n 04 
3 o 4 1 4 0 !l 0 000 0 0 0 0 () t) ? 
II 07 2q~90nOOn0n0n o? 
~ .510~OOOOo0000n 0] 
krACTI Qr~ tW o TuL- ON EY.lfNT 
1 .10 000000nO O00U- 0 9 
? .10 0 0 0000000000 -09 
3 .1 00 000nOOO0000·0 q 
if .1 00nooooooooon - nu 
5 010 00000000000 0 -n 9 
INDEX SOLUT! UN Sf'fCIES 
1 H 
? 5011 




7 ~J!\ I 
/j ~IAsnll 


































































































SI"EC H s (.J) 
REACTI O~J( I) 
2 3 I.t 5 6 
1 a.au 1.0(.'-2.00 tl.OO o.dri 0.00 
2 o.on 0.00 0.00 0.tH')-1.00 0.00 
:i o.Ot' 1 • a (I 0.00 o,nu 0 .00·1. 00 
lj 0 · 00 1 .00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
5 06{)() 1 .0 (I 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
h.Jf) [X H [S r ~J s P [C 1 E S 
1 SlJ4 
2 HSlJ4 




IONIC CHA KGE Or S~[CIES J 
-2.00-1.0 0 - 46 0 0 -2.00-1.00-1'00 
NlJMUUi or firs I tJ SPEC J [S = 6 
NUMBER OF HEsr~ REACTI ON S = 5 
INlTI AL MULES Of ~P[CIE5 K IN RE SI N 









A 9 io 
0.(1) o .'J 0 0.0{) 
0 .00 D.OI') 0.00 
0.00 (J .OQ 0.00 
o.oo-?oo 0.00 
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